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Working with a rare find

R

ob Piscetta ’
87 was a Fighting Scot pitcher who also wanted to major in geology,
but his adviser told him that baseball and science wouldn’
t mix. Then Mark
Wilson ’
78 stepped in. The young professor took Piscetta on as an advisee, worked
closely with him, even came to watch him pitch — and he s not the biggest
T a k i n g baseball fan,”Piscetta notes.
N ote
His former student hasn’
t forgotten Professor Wilson’
s patience. I probably
was a lot more work. But he got the same results from me that he got from some very
gifted students.”In fact, Piscetta earned honors on his senior I.S. and would have pur
sued graduate work if minor-league baseball hadn’
t pulled at him.
Fast forward two decades and Wilson is still inspiring students o f all abilities. They
talk about his organization, the way he outlines the day s class on the board to help
students follow the discussion. Or how he keeps a monthly calendar on his office door,
showing all who pass what he does with his days. He 11block off time for any student
who asks. Then there’
s his prolific Web syllabi, where anyone can gain an education
just reading his comments and following his links to science news. More than any
thing, Wilson’
s optimistic, can-do approach becomes infectious.
“Dr. Wilson makes something as technical as invertebrate anatomy amazing. His
own enthusiasm comes through,”says Katherine Nicholson 03. He respects jn y
knowledge, with an implied challenge to do my best because he knows I can.”
We’
ve seen that enthusiasm. Asked to help write a second, short piece for this issue,
Wilson readily agreed. “I’
ll do that tonight,’
he said — an earth-shattering concept,
especially in the world o f academic time. Thanks, Mark.
Lisa Watts
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WCW, our ‘
almost’
station
Regarding a class note about me (Summer
2002), I want to correct a couple facts. The
radio station WCWS was not even a glim 
mer in our eyes when I was at Wooster. At
the time we programm ed the then-commercially worthless evening hours o f WWSTFM (now WQKT-FM) from homebrew stu
dios on the second floor o f Taylor Hall. We
were interconnected by a local phone line
that had the fidelity o f two tin cans and a
string, as I recall, and we were expected to go
barefoot to keep down the noise on nights
when the “Little Theatre”was in production
directly below us. In spite o f these and other
obstacles, we managed to air most campus
lectures and concerts live and to offer the
community som e rather high-toned artsy
programming o f the sort done by education
al stations o f the day. I never was a disc jock
ey, though, having been saddled with the
chores and lofty title o f station manager
toward the end o f my freshman year.
Professor Win Logan (speech) was our
faculty advisor, ever coaxing us on to loftier
efforts. Somehow he managed to inspire
most o f us with ideals for broadcasting that
led me into a Ph.D. program in communica
tions at New York University, into the media
reform o f the 1970s, and then into public
broadcasting. Here at Fordham University,
WFUV is a fully professional, 50 kilowatt
public radio station with 27 full-time staff

2

members and more than 300,000 weekly lis
teners. But we also have about fifty paid stu
dent interns and graduate assistants. In teach
ing and practical experience, I hope I pass
along at least some o f the ideals that Dr.
Logan planted at W CW (the moniker given
our almost-radio station) and in his thought
ful oversight o f I.S. projects.
;
Ralph M. Jennings 63
New York, New York

Would a just society kill?
I take issue with Jarvis Ross 52 (Letters,
Summer 2002) on several points. First he
stated, “Many o f the arguments for the
death penalty may seem crass, but they are
based in reality. The prison system itself is
overcrowded. D oes this mean that hardened
criminals should be turned back into society
to alleviate overcrowding?”In the context o f
his letter it appears as if he is almost sug
gesting that execution is a valid m ethod o f
alleviating overcrowding in prisons. If that is
what he is suggesting, maybe we should start
executing people for lesser crimes to really
solve the overcrowding issue. Why stop with
murder?
Then he asked, “D o we take resources
from worthy public programs such as lowincom e and senior housing to warehouse
convicted murderers?”Absolutely yes. As a
just and compassionate democratic society,

John L. Hopkins
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we have decided to put people in jail for
crimes, even if this means we have to take
som e funds from other programs to do it.
Thanks to Draconian drug laws, we are
spending vast amounts o f m oney to incar
cerate people for minor to moderate drug
offenses. Recently a N.Y. judge apologized
to a defendant whom he was required to
sentence to thirty years in jail without
parole for possessing less than one ounce
o f cocaine. The judge stated that only the
week before, he sentenced som eone to
under five years o f jail for possessing more
than ten kilos o f cocaine because o f a plea
bargain. By Mr. Ross’
s calculation o f
$30,000/year for incarceration, the
unlucky drug
offender is going
Seeking tw in s
to cost us
For her psychology I.S.,
Hilary Kopenhaver ’
03 is $900,000 for
possessing an
investigating the effects
ounce o f coke.
of musical training on
Cases like this
the pitch recognition
are rampant.
abilities of identical and
fraternal twins. Any sets
Mr. Ross is
of twins willing to help
correct that nei
with her study can call
ther the ACLU
330-263-6673 or e-mail
nor the general
HKoppenhaver@woostpublic (except
er.edu.
through taxes)
will step up and pay the amount it costs to
hold a murderer in jail. Neither do I sus
pect that Mr. Ross’
s friends ever step up
and pay the $1 million to $1.5 millionplus it costs to move a death-row inmate
through the appeals process to actual exe
cution. Recently a judge reversed himself
in overturning a death sentence. He said
the cost o f executing the convict would
bankrupt the county. The execution is
now scheduled to proceed, and the county
says it will find the money. In a democrat
ic society with due process and habeas
corpus as mandated by the Constitution, it
costs a lot o f m oney to execute someone. I
trust Mr. Ross would not advocate bypass
ing the Constitution in order to save
money.
But what price do we place on error?
An inmate just was released after seventeen
years in jail thanks to DNA evidence that
cleared him o f a rape/murder to which he
had falsely confessed. When he confessed,
he was in a mental health facility and on
medication.... Certainly we can save money
by executing people more quickly, but how
many innocent people are we going to
allow to die?
DNA evidence has turned up a surprislng number o f false confessions nationwide
Fall 2002

Welcome recognition

I

n the world o f college presidents, deans, and admissions directors,
September can be the cruelest month. This is not at all because o f the
weather but rather because the annual release o f the U.S. News & World
Report college rankings makes the fall a time o f great anticipation
From
and, often, o f great disappointment.
G a l p in
Most o f my presidential colleagues express public skepticism
H all
over the value o f the rankings. But at the same time many o f us
have also expressed privately to U.S. News our suggestions for how the rank
ings could be made m ore useful. Despite our skepticism, it is reassuring
when U.S. News responds positively to our suggestions, as they have this
year, and it is even m ore reassuring when a college’
s true academic strengths
are recognized as a result.
This fall, as part o f their 2003 rankings, U.S. News undertook to recog
nize “best practices”in eight specific academic program areas that, accord
ing to the Association o f American Colleges and Universities, make a true
difference in undergraduate education. Notably, they chose to do so inde
pendently o f institutional type. Read on page 5 the details o f the excellent
outcom e for Wooster: 28th nationwide in the area o f “first-year experience,”
18th in “
undergraduate research,”and second only to Princeton in “
senior
capstone experience.”
This last ranking is welcome recognition in particular for Independent
Study, in that it com es not as a result o f checking off names on a list o f
institutions — as is the case with the overall academic rankings — but
rather from nominating institutions out o f one’
s own knowledge and expe
rience. It is also welcome acknowledgment o f strengths that do not depend
on a school’
s relative wealth, size, or ability to deny admission to large num 
bers o f applicants.
— President R. Stanton Hales

and freed many death row inmates. Some
people argue that the system worked —
people were released and not executed!
What about all those who were executed
for the first 220 or so years o f our coun
try’
s history prior to DNA?
I agree that the judicial system needs
work. I’
d rather spend a portion o f the
$900,000 it’
s going to cost us to house that
drug offender on drug rehabilitation
rather than put him in a jail, where he is
going to rot at huge cost to society.
Stephen Quandt ’
86
New York City, New York
Through e-mail, Jarvis Ross responds:
Mr. Quandt exercises one fallacy o f
argument that my professor at Wooster,
Virgil Ferm (philosophy, 1927-64), would
have enjoyed. The executing o f people for
the crime o f premeditated, first-degree
murder is in no way analogous to (execut
ing) someone in possession o f an unlawful
substance for their personal use. Mr.
Quandt’
s extrapolation is purely his own.
On the extreme costs o f moving an
acknowledged murderer through the court
system, I’
d rather have my tax dollars exe

cute the murderer. Locally, government
wastes so much m oney that a little pru
dence could find the dollars to carry out
Old Testament justice in the case o f capital
offenses.
The question o f how to deal with peo
ple in the narcotics area is a difficult one.
Dealers and users are two separate issues. I
agree that incarceration in the standard
prison for users is not a rational solution.
Unfortunately, facilities for rehabilitation
or retention were largely done away with
during the Reagan administraton.
Jarvis Ross ’
52
San Diego, California

Put it in words
We w elcom e your thoughts on the
m agazine’
s contents. Send letters to
Lisa Watts, Editor, Wooster, Ebert Art
Center, The College o f Wooster, 1189
Beall Ave., Wooster, O H 44691; or
e-mail lwatts@wooster.edu. Letters
may be edited for clarity and length.
Include a phone num ber for verifi
cation.
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Gifts of life
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Campus
remembers
The First of October, We
by Daniel Bourne, professor o f English
From September 11, 2001: American Writers Respond,
a collection of poem s and essays by more than
100 writers, edited by William Heyen (Etruscan Press,

2002) .
Suddenly we can say last month,
that small flip of calendar between us,
September 11 now out of mind
at least in the way we might want it,
somewhere beyond, not quite reaching
here to the swamps and Amish of Ohio
the way Kafka's imperial messenger,
by the end of the story, never
quite arrives and we have to dream
the emperor's last words, first instructions
in this new world no one thought would happen.

President Hales helps a student light her can
dle during “
Remembrance,”a brief service
held on September 11 at 4 p.m., the same
time students, faculty, and staff gathered in
M cGaw Chapel one year earlier.

Year abroad is education for

4

magine being in Jerusalem on
_ September 11,2001. David Malino 06
lived that nightmare. From his home in
Greensboro, North Carolina, Malino took
a year’
s pilgrimage to Israel before
enrolling at the College. His year in the
Holy Land was colored by suicide bom b
ings, the loss o f friends, and first-hand
exposure to the hatred that exists between
Israelis and Palestinians.
“
The night o f the terrorist attacks, my
friends and I walked out o f our place to
go get some food,”Malino remembers.
“
When we ran into som e Palestinians,
they met us by honking their horns,
pointing, and laughing at us. It was tough
to take after the day we had.”
O f Jewish descent, Malino went to
Israel to learn more about his heritage. At
the University o f Judaism, he joined 250
others in studying the Hebrew language,
history, and culture for four months.
“
After September 11, there were days
when we were not allowed to leave our
building for fear o f a bomb. We weren’
t
allowed to ride on public transportation.

I

The icon of the month: Dalmatian
to Schnauzer, alpine lake in Colorado
to an autumn hayfield in Vermont,
April's swimsuit model and the endangered
species for May. A bomb made
from a jetliner hits the World Trade Center
in New York City. A jetplane flings
a bomb on the Taliban in Kandahar. These
are the transformations of the world,
one thing leading to another, one God
picking up the phone and phoning
the second God, saying hey you
keep the racket down. Meanwhile,
we also want to put down distance
get away from collapsing shard and myth.
We want to speak metaphorically
and not then have someone die. We want
the person next to us to be
our neighbor. We want to turn to him and say
remember. We want the version of the fable
where we have still survived.

he tragedies o f September 11,
2001, brought attention to
blood drives as a way that citizens
could help save others’lives. For
their part, Wooster students and
staff donated 105 pints on
October 11, 2001.
“September 11 created a lot
^
more
Blood drives at COW awaresince 1994:
ness,”says
25
Tom
Average pints
M orrow
collected, per drive: ’
87, don or ser
98
vices represen
Total pints collected tative with the
since 1994:
American Red
2,459
Cross. W ooster
is one o f dozens o f northern O hio col
leges and high schools where Morrow
coordinates b lo o d drives.
C ollege students, swayed by such
things as free snacks and central loca-

"I realize now that life is
bigger than what happens to
me on the football field."
— D a v id M a l in o ’
o6
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Tom M orrow ’
87 at an October blood drive in Lowry

tions like Lowry Center, are a perfect
“
captive”market for b lo o d drives, says
Morrow, w ho first gave b lo o d during his
undergraduate days at Wooster. Working
with m em bers o f Xi Chi Psi, he hopes to
raise W ooster’
s average donations to 125
pints per drive.
“The need for b lo o d is constant,”
M orrow says. “It never goes away.”

David Malino
One bus that we rode every day, once they
said it was safe, was blown up shortly after I
left Jerusalem.”
Malino later taught English and tennis
to high school immigrants for two months,
then served a challenging two months with
the Israeli Army. Slowly, he began to see the
tensions between Jews and Arabs less in
black and white and more in shades o f grey.
“I think both sides are at fault in this
war,”he says. “
Some Palestinians want to do
nothing but cause harm, but som e Jews do
too. The hatred has run deep for so many
years that no one can take the time to real1Ze the damage their hatred has caused.”
Malino’
s experiences overseas made him
toore globally aware, but he didn’
t lose his
enthusiasm for a distinctly American past
time: football. “
I knew before I left home
that I wanted to play football in college,”
says the backup quarterback for the Scots.
This game is still something I love. But
while it’
s easy to get immersed in football, I
realize now that life is bigger than what
happens to me on the field.”
— Joe Vardon, Daily Record
J a i l 2002

T TS. News & World Report has
L /ranked The College o f W ooster’
s
Independent Study program the num 
ber two senior capstone experience in
the nation, second only to Princeton
University.
The ranking is one o f several new
initiatives in the 2003 edition o f
America’
s Best Colleges. For the first
time, U.S. News asked college presi
dents, chief academic officers and deans
o f students to nominate up to ten insti
tutions with exemplary academic pro
grams in eight areas, including the
senior capstone.
Wooster was also judged among the
best in the nation for undergraduate
research and creative projects (#18) and
first-year experiences (#28). The maga
zine’
s editors also cited Wooster for hav
ing one o f the highest proportions o f

In good company
W ooster ranks in the top 20 among
168 U.S. public and private liberal
arts colleges for the number of d o c
toral degrees earned by alumni.
Academic
Doctorates earned,
institution
1990-99
1. Oberlin
1065
2. Carleton
742
3. Swarthmore
722
4. Wesleyan
646
5. Smifh
587
6. Sf. Olaf
587
7. Wellesley
556
8. Williams
503
9. Reed
499
10. Barnard
476
1 1. Vassar
462
12. Pomona
447
13. Mount Holyoke
445
14. Amherst
433
15. Wheaton (III.)
426
16. Grinnell
425
17. Bucknell
421
18. Bryn Mawr
41 8
19. Haverford
356
20. College of Wooster
354
Source: National Science Foundation
WebCASPAR Database System

National recognition for I.S.
A U.S. News &

World Report
ranking of
outstanding
"senior ca p 
stone" pro
grams, from
America's Best
Colleqes.
2003.

1. Princeton
2. College of Wooster
3. Reed
Swarthmore
5. Stanford
6. Michigan State
Worcester Polytechnic
8. Bates
Dartmouth
Harvard
MIT
Portland State
13. Alverno
Amherst
Williams

classes under twenty students and one o f
the lowest debt loads for graduating
seniors. They also named Wooster one o f
the nation’
s best values — “
great schools at
great prices”— among liberal arts colleges.
“Independent learning has been the
hallmark o f a Wooster education, and I.S.
has been its cornerstone, for m ore than
fifty years,”says W ooster president R.
Stanton Hales. “
So we are particularly
pleased to have it recognized as one o f
the very best such programs in the
nation.”
With the rankings o f specific types o f
academic programs and other new initia
tives, including data from the National
Survey o f Student Engagement, “U.S.
News clearly is trying to respond to many
o f the criticisms that have been leveled
against the magazine’
s m ethodology over
the years by college presidents, including
Stan Hales,”says John Hopkins, assistant
vice president for college relations and
marketing.
“One o f those criticisms has been
that the academic reputation portion o f
the rankings is a beauty contest that
rewards well-known schools for already
being well-known. For the new program
rankings, college leaders were asked
instead to nominate up to ten schools
with ‘
stellar examples’
— so the leaders
had to possess, as pollsters say, ‘
unaided
awareness’o f W ooster’
s innovative cur
riculum,”Hopkins says.
5
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Morgan Hall holds
promise of innovation

T

he official dedication o f Burton D. Morgan Hall in
October celebrated not just the innovative style o f the new
academic building but all o f the potential it holds for cre
ative, multi-media classroom and conference experiences.
H om e to the departments o f economics, education, psychol
ogy, and information technology, Morgan Hall seems as if it has
always been a part o f the campus landscape. Second only in size
to historic Kauke Hall, W ooster’
s newest building sits on the
northwest corner o f College Mall and Pine Street. The fourstory, 49,372-square-foot structure opened for classes in August
with twelve labs, fourteen classrooms, three shared classrooms,
two break-out rooms, and twenty offices.
Construction was completed in little over a year at a cost o f
$10.5 million. The primary gift o f $8 million came from the
Burton D. Morgan Foundation with an additional $2 million gift
for the Information Technology Center com ing from the family
o f Ed and Lynne Cherry McCreight, ’
66s.
lames Wilson ’
63, chairman o f W ooster’
s Board o f Trustees,
described the new building as a “
magnificent structure that sets a
new standard for excellence in academic buildings.’
Wooster President R. Stanton Hales, speaking on behalf o f
W ooster’
s current students and faculty members as well as the
thousands o f others who will pass through the hallways and
D onor Burton D.
Morgan and his
wife, Peg, enjoy
the dedication
celebration in
October.
Matt Dilyard photos

Burton D. Morgan Hall’
s south face features floor-to-ceiling windows (above,
left), and airy, colorful corridor space (above) where guests gathered for the rib
bon-cutting ceremony on October 18.

classrooms in the years to come, said, “I am thrilled beyond
measure to accept this new building.”Hales than e Morgan,
an entrepreneurial businessman; John Frank, presi e^t o The
Burton D. Morgan Foundation; Ted Bogner and the Bogner
Construction team; and architects Perry Dean ogers artners,
represented by its president, Steven Foote.
Morgan Hall features som e o f the latest mformatton tech
nology, including two multimedia classrooms, o n e (eco
nomics), who consulted on the design o f
t lec
ture space, shared his appreciation o t e ui
e c ^ *cation. He called his new academic hom e d r a r y
sfrate
facility.”On behalf o f his fellow faculty, he thanked Morgan
and the foundation trustees for their genet' YAmong the more striking aspects o f the building are its
variety o f views. Few hallway walls are parallel, so corridors grow
variety U1V,CTT
' ■ted a number o f vibrant colors,
wide or thin. The walls are paimeu a
rornHnr?
,
“
While standing at the end o f any o f the corridors, at all
«»»l e * yo„

“

d Z

X

I m ' r yT £
three1balcony areas with floor-,o-ceiiie,
glasT twenty-eight feet tall, which allow you to
rounding campus.”
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Crossing disciplines,
as Pythagoras would

Childhood dream comes true

C

ory Smith ’
06 can’
t remember a time
when he wasn’
t hanging around the Scot
Marching Band. As the nephew o f band direc
tor Nancy Ditmer, Smith even got early nods
(below) to lead the group. The first-year tuba
player from St. Mary’
s, Ohio, feels nothing but
pride to finally wear tartan. “
It was a little sur
real,”he admits, the first time he took the field
for the football halftime show.
“
I always believed that Cory would com e
to Wooster — he talked about it almost from
the time he could talk,”says Ditmer. “He
seemed to fit in
right from the
beginning, and no
one seemed to pay
much attention to
the fact that we
are related.”
“
The band is a
great thing to be a
part of,”Smith
says. “
W e’
re all
very different, but
when we put our
uniforms on, we
function as one
unit.”

E

ncouraging students to make connec
tions between different areas of study
is a goal of new interdisciplinary course
offerings at Wooster. In Pre-Socratic
Philosophers, team taught by Ron Hustwit
(philosophy) and Dianna Kardulias (clas
sical studies), students are greeted peri
odically by guest professors from differ
ent disciplines — each to demonstrate
the interrelations of seemingly different
subjects.
Last spring, the class was treated to a
particularly memorable visit from the
chair of the music department and the
president of the College.
"We wanted to bring in people who
had an understanding of one of the
great pre-Socratic philosophers,
Pythagoras, with respect to math and
music," says Hustwit. "We invited Tom
(Wood) and Stan (Hales) because we
knew they could relate their knowledge
to what we were studying."
W ood (music) discussed the mathe
matical foundation of Pythagorean cos
mology and music and his observation
of musical tone. "Musical tone is a num
ber and musical interval is a ratio of
numbers," explains Wood, who brought
his violin to demonstrate Pythagorean
concepts. "Tone is the result of vibration
os in a string being plucked. Pitch is
related to the length of the string.
Musical intervals result from ratios of
string lengths."
Hales (mathematics) explained the
geometric and algebraic foundations of
Pythag orean Theorem and how they
extend beyond mathematics. "Pythagoras
viewed the entire universe as expressible
in whole numbers," says Hales. "He was
fascinated by natural numbers and their
influence on the order of life."
The students' initial expressions of
puzzlement gave way to enlightenment.
It was an excellent exercise for all of
us/ says Hustwit. "I was rejuvenated."
Pythagoras, too, would have been
P eased. An early believer in interdisci
plinary studies, tne philosopher intro
duced theories that connected physics to
math, music, and religion some 1,500
years a g o in Greece.
— J. F.
J a il 2002
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Since last time...

A

number o f senior administrative
appointments were made over the
summer. On July 1, Thomas Falkner
(classical studies) began serving one year
as acting vice president for academic
affairs, succeeding Barbara Hetrick.
Hetrick stepped down after five years at
that post to teach full time in the sociol
ogy and anthropology department. As
vice president, Falkner is responsible for
the academic program, student life,
admissions, financial aid, and athletics.
Replacing Falkner is Shila Garg
(physics). Garg is the first scientist to be
appointed dean o f the faculty at
Wooster. She has taught at the College
since 1987.
John H opkins joined the College as
assistant vice president for college rela
tions and marketing. Hopkins com es
m ost recently from Marquette
University, where he served as vice

president for communication.
Carol Wheatley accepted a position
as admissions director at Ohio
Wesleyan University. With Wooster
since 1980, Wheatley served as director
o f admissions since 1996. Ruth Vedvik,
most recently dean o f admissions at the
University o f Illinois, is serving as act
ing director while a search is underway
for a permanent director.
Glenn Davis accepted a position as
registrar at Utah State University after
14 years in that position at Wooster.
Robert Blair (sociology, emeritus),
College registrar from 1985 to 1988, is
serving as acting registrar.
John Plum m er ’
64 retired as con 
troller after thirty-six years with the
College (see Class Notes, page 42).
Rebecca Parkhurst, formerly a senior
manager at Ernst and Young accoun
tants, succeeds Plummer.
7

Is Human Cloning
Inevitable?
Despite moral arguments against therapeutic and reproductive cloning,
the technology may be here to stay, a Wooster philosopher says.

O

ne year ago, the biotech company Advanced Cell
Technology announced that it had successfully
cloned human cells through the same technique
used in Scotland in 1997 to clone Dolly the sheep.
With Dolly, the DNA o f a somatic cell — a mam
mary cell — was extracted and inserted into another sheep’
s egg
from which the DNA had been removed, using a technique
known as nuclear transplantation cloning. Unlike the experi
ment with Dolly, ACT did not let the cloned embryo develop
into a complete human being. Instead, the scientists tried to
extract stem cells from the embryo at the point when it formed a
blastocyst — a hollow ball o f cells containing stem cells.
If you draw the line at this point in cell development, the
procedure is called therapeutic cloning. The medical benefits of
stem cells generated in this manner are causing much excitement
in the scientific and medical communities, because stem cells are
plenipotent cells that can develop into any o f the tissues o f the
body. Much work remains in figuring out how to get these cells
to differentiate into the desired tissue. But the promise is that
once the differentiation process is understood, thera
pies for a wide range o f currently untreatable con
ditions — juvenile diabetes, Parkinson’
s disease,
Thomas F.
spinal cord injuries — will be available. Because
Tierney
these replacement cells would be generated
visiting professor,
from the patient’
s own DNA, they would be
genetically and immunologically compatible.
philosophy and
In the long run, scientists hope to generate
political science organs from these stem cells, a therapeutic devel
opment that would eliminate the current organ
shortage as well as the problem o f long-term immuno
suppressant therapy, which poses its own risks for transplant
recipients.
If instead o f harvesting stem cells from the cloned embryo,
you implant the embryo into a woman’
s uterus and allow it to
develop into a fetus that is eventually born as a child, the tech
nique is called reproductive cloning. All o f the promise associat
ed with stem cell therapies and therapeutic cloning is closely
linked to the possibility o f reproductive cloning, a concept that
much o f our population finds disturbing or repugnant. If scien
tists can successfully perform therapeutic cloning, they probably
can perform reproductive cloning. In fact, reproductive cloning

is less difficult than developing the promised therapies from
therapeutic cloning. For reproductive cloning, the cloned
embryo likely could be implanted in a woman in the same man
ner that an in vitro fertilized embryo is implanted
and in vitro
fertilization (IVF) is a common reproductive technique today.
Responses to the possibility o f human cloning by governments, scientific advisory panels, and ethics commissions have
been mixed. Britain is the only nation that currently allows ther
apeutic cloning, but it prohibits reproductive cloning. President
George Bush’
s administration has come out against cloning of
any sort. The chairman o f the President’
s Bioethics Commission,
Leon Kass, is strongly opposed to any sort o f cloning, and the
House o f Representatives has approved a ban on all forms of
cloning (the Senate has yet to act on the issue). However, the
National Academy o f Sciences recently urged Congress to adopt
a position like Britain’
s, which would allow therapeutic but not
reproductive cloning.
Let’
s sort through some o f the moral arguments against
cloning o f either sort, then look at the arguments for maldng a
moral distinction between the two forms o f cloning. After con
sidering some of the implications o f these arguments, you may
agree that it will be exceedingly difficult to maintain a prohibi
tion against reproductive cloning once therapeutic cloning is
allowed and developed. The best grounds for maintaining a dis
tinction between the two techniques may be to focus on the
motivations o f those who would choose cloning as a reproduc
tive technique.

T

he primary argument against cloning o f any sort is that such
a scientific technique creates a human life in order to destroy
it. The underlying motivation of therapeutic cloning is to help
those who suffer from currently untreatable diseases and to pro
long, improve, and save lives. But if you consider each cloned
embryo to be a life, as the pro-life position holds, then you are
sacrificing lives in order to save lives. As Bush spokesperson Ari
Fleischer has said, “
We should not, as a society, grow life to
destroy life.”
The same argument applies to reproductive cloning, but
here the fit is a little less tight. If reproductive cloning is devel
oped as a technique, the purpose will not be to sacrifice those
cloned cells to help existing life but rather to create a new life.
Wooster
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In this light, the
moral problems
are greater with ther
apeutic cloning than with
reproductive cloning, because
none o f the cells cloned for therapeutic
use would be allowed to develop into a person. With reproduc
tive cloning, the primary intention is to create a new life, not to
sacrifice one life for the benefit o f another.
There is no denying that some cloned embryos will be dis
carded and destroyed in the reproductive cloning process. That is
what disturbs those who hold that every cloned embryo is a life
that ought to be protected. However, that same argument is true
o f in vitro fertilization, in which many embryos are created but
only a small number are ever actually implanted in women. So
the position that holds that all cloned embryos are lives that
should be protected not only cuts against reproductive cloning
but also against other forms o f assisted reproductive techniques
(ARTs) as well. The Bush administration’
s position, therefore,
should put pressure on many ARTs.
Pragmatically, the administration’
s position might be that
the horse — or the sheep — already has escaped the barn in
regard to in vitro fertilization. But that doesn t mean we should
allow cloning to develop as well. Indeed, Leon Kass, Bushs
bioethics chairman, was one o f the loudest and strongest voices
against IVF during that controversy. The problem with this prag
matic reading o f the opposition to all forms o f cloning is that the
argument against cloning is couched in absolutist, not pragmat
ic, terms, and loses some o f its moral force when it makes such
significant concessions. For instance, most opponents o f all
forms o f cloning also firmly oppose abortion. For them to leave
IVF and the discarding o f non-implanted embryos out o f the
picture is problematic.
Those who would allow therapeutic but not reproductive
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cloning do not hold that each cloned
embryo is a life that needs to be protected.
Their problem with reproductive cloning has
nothing to do with the destroying o f cloned
embryos. Rather, their moral focus is on the
potential to harm the cloned person. Two sorts o f
harms might be inflicted on clones: psychological
and physical.
Two main types o f psychological harms crop up in the
literature. First is that the clone would not have a unique iden
tity, because he or she would be a genetic copy o f an existing
individual. This argument carries the most weight in those
instances where the motivation for cloning is to replace a
deceased individual. The Raelians, for example, are a religious
group which is funding the first human cloning
experiment with the DNA o f a deceased ten
month-old boy. This argument also applies
Techniques
to the horror stories about future cloning of
exemplary (Einstein, Michael Jordan) or
developed to
terrifying (Hitler, Saddam Hussein) indi
improve the
viduals.
The second psychological harm is
quality of human life
related to the first. The cloned individ
ual would not have the “
right to igno
lead easily to morally
rance”about his or her future. The
argument is that normally reproduced
disturbing practices
individuals have an open future, but
clones’conception o f their future will be
such as reproductive
influenced by their knowledge o f the life o f
.•
n turn . .
the individual from which they have been
ClOIIIIIJJ
cloned.
The problem with both o f these psychological
harm arguments is that they are based on a faulty notion o f
genetic determinism. Various environmental factors, beginning
with the pre-natal environment, influence the development of
any fetus, so it is not reasonable to argue that the clone will be
identical to the original. But because these harms are psycholog
ical, it is the perception o f harm that counts, not the physiologi
cal reality. If the clone were to hold this untenable view o f genet
ic determinism, he or she would suffer the psychological harm.
We turn next to the argument against physical harms that a
9

clone might suffer. The National Academy o f Sciences supports
its prohibitory stance toward reproductive cloning because o f the
likelihood o f physical harm. Experience in non-human cloning
has shown that many clones do not develop properly and are
either spontaneously aborted or born with severe deformities
and life-threatening complications (e.g., morbidly obese cloned
mice). Because o f this possibility, the academy would allow ther
apeutic but not reproductive cloning at this time, while leaving
open the possibility of future developments in animal cloning
that would make reproductive cloning less troubling.
The problem with the arguments about physical and psy
chological harms is that these harms have to be balanced
u|
against the alternative, which is no existence whatsoWG
ever. When you focus on the potential clone and
argue that he or she might have psychological or
ought to have
physical problems and therefore should not be
created, in effect you are saying that those
some positive
problems are worse than having no life what
soever. That’
s a difficult position to maintain.
reason for
This argument may sound strange, but it
allowing cloning other developed in bioethical literature around the
possibility o f pre-natal screening and abor
tion. If a pregnant woman learns that her
than the fact that
fetus has severe deformities, the question aris
we know how to es whether she can be held accountable for
inflicting a harm on that fetus by allowing it to
do it.
be born. But because the alternative to such harm
is to not be born at all, only those conditions that
are so severe that they would make life not worth liv
ing can justifiably be considered a harm that is inflicted on the
child. The example that is often cited is Tay Sachs disease. Is it a
harm to knowingly bring into the world a child that you know
will suffer and die from this genetic disease? The potential harms
that might be suffered by clones aren’
t that certain or severe, so
the “
harms to clone”argument isn’
t a very strong or very perma
nent reason to prohibit reproductive cloning. At best, it may be a
temporary stopgap.

S

everal bioethicists have already come around to the position
that there is no moral problem with reproductive cloning.
Gina Kolata, a New York Times bioethics reporter, wrote last year
about a group o f bioethicists who were informally discussing the
possibility o f reproductive cloning. Most o f them admitted that
they could find no solid moral reason not to allow reproductive
cloning if the technique were improved and rendered largely safe
for the child and mother.
Besides bioethicists, several prominent scientists such as Lee
Silver, a molecular biologist and public policy professor at
Princeton University, have concluded that reproductive cloning
should be allowed. The American Society for Reproductive
Medicine officially opposes reproductive cloning. But John A.
Robertson, a law professor who chairs the society’
s ethics com 
mittee, has developed a policy that would allow reproductive
cloning in a limited number o f cases.
It is one thing to say that there are no strong moral reasons
against cloning and another to say that there are good reasons to
allow it. Although we may not have a knock-out argument for
prohibiting reproductive cloning, the technique does create
much concern and apprehension. We ought to have some posi
tive reason for allowing it other than the fact that we know how
to clone humans.
The standard argument in favor of reproductive cloning is
that it would allow infertile couples the possibility o f having chil
dren. But various options already are available to infertile couples
— adoption, in vitro fertilization, egg and sperm donations.
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Those who can afford it seem to prefer assisted reproduction
techniques such as in vitro fertilization with egg or sperm donors
over adoption. A plausible explanation for this preference is that
when you use ART, the child would have a genetic link to one of
the two parents, while adoption offers no genetic link.
Furthermore, markets have emerged for the selection o f the most
appealing egg and sperm donors. While there may be outside
genetic information involved in this form of ART, at least it is
somewhat controllable, or at least people believe that it is.
Reproductive cloning goes one step further in enabling a
genetic link between one o f the two parents and the child while
making a genetic contribution by a third party unneccesary.
Couched in this light, it seems that the positive reason for allow
ing cloning would be some sort o f genetic purity. If a couple can t
reproduce without assistance, cloning would allow the couple to
reproduce without “
genetic pollution”from any outside source.
If this is an underlying motivation behind the push for
reproductive cloning, I see several moral arguments that can be
made against this practice. Rather than focusing on the impact
that cloning will have on the clone, these arguments look at the
morally questionable reasons that people would prefer this
option to other available options for infertility. Some of these
arguments would challenge this quest for genetic purity as a pos
itive, but still questionable, form o f eugenics. Another line o f crit
icism would focus on the way the clone is viewed by the par
entis).”Those who would clone themselves or a loved one are, in
effect, attempting to completely predetermine the future devel
opment o f that person and are not treating the clone with the
level o f moral respect due to a free agent with an open future.
I must be candid — I don’
t think that attempts to prevent
cloning will be successful. The United States may draw the line
against any form o f cloning, but as other countries such as
England allow therapeutic cloning and develop new treatments
for various diseases and disabilities, the pressure to allow cloning
will become irresistible. If new, genetically matched organs are
ever developed by cloning cells from sick individuals, such devel
opments surely will be embraced.
But once therapeutic cloning techniques are perfected, cou
ples will assert the reproductive right to cloning as an ART. And
once that technique is developed, it will be difficult to limit it to
infertile couples. Gay couples and single individuals, fertile or
not, likely will claim the right to reproduce in this genetically
pure manner.
, . ,
.
.
Most cutting-edge medical research is done in cultures with
liberal political systems that value individual liberty, which
makes it very difficult to limit the use o f new medical techniques.
Usually the primary obstacle to using such techniques is an eco
nomic limit, not a moral one. This is especially true when the
medical development touches the area o f reproductive freedom.
Consequently, we frequently find ourselves in a bind over tech
niques that were developed to improve the quality o f human life,
such as stem-cell research, because that research leads easily to
morally disturbing practices such as reproductive cloning.
Leon Kass is famous for coining the phrase the wisdom of
repugnance.”When we are initially repulsed by a new medical or
technical development, he says, we probably have a good reason
for that revulsion, and we should hang on to it. His opponents
point out that historically repugnant practices such as human
dissection, organ transplantation, and IVF have become com 
mon practices that no longer generate much moral outrage. I
suspect that reproductive cloning may be another example of
such a pattern.
Thomas Tierney has taught at The College of Wooster since 1999,
with a focus on political philosophy and medical ethics. This piece is
adapted from a science club talk he gave in the spring o f2002.
Wooster

What w e think w e know
90% o f us are very or moderately interested in
new scientific discoveries and advances
in technology, yet
70% o f us do not understand the scientific
process,
60% o f us believe som e people possess
psychic powers,
48% o f us think dinosaurs lived at the same
time as humans,
40% o f us regard astrology as scientifically
supported, and
30% o f us are convinced that som e UFOS are
piloted by aliens from other civilizations.
— from a survey o f American adults released in
2002 by the National Science Foundation

Science literacy:
Making sense
of our world

or a nation that depends directly on sci
ence for its economy, defense, safety, and
r ? :
entertainment, we know shockingly little
about scientific principles and processes.
Scientists and educators have discussed the crisis
in the public understanding o f science with
increasing levels o f alarm since the 1950s, when
Paul Hurd o f Stanford University defined “
sci
ence literacy”as “
an understanding o f science in
relation to our civic and social experiences,
which is essential for participation in this science/technology-based democracy.”The College o f Wooster has long rec
ognized that understanding science is a criti
What every W ooster student
cal com ponent o f citizenship, so we have
should know
included science in the required curriculum
for all students since the nineteenth century.
•All scientific ideas are provisional, even the
We were once asked by a faculty col
most basic observations.
league, “D o science professors send out
Outside o f mathematics, scientists cannot
annual updates and corrections for all the
“
prove”anything; we can only express increas
information taught which is now wrong?
ing levels o f confidence in a concept as the
This misses the point o f a liberal arts science
supporting evidence accumulates.
education. Our primary goals indeed
•Scientists make mistakes like all other
include providing the latest ideas about the
humans.
natural world, but more importantly we
These errors are rooted in the same ignorance,
teach the process o f science itself. Infor
biases, fears, ambitions, and delusions that
mation derived from observations and
characterize all other human endeavors. Peer
experiments is only the data which is ana
review, publication, and debate are essential
lyzed through scientific methods. We know
parts o f the scientific process designed to limit
that this data will change with increasingly
and correct blunders and abuses, and they take
sophisticated instruments, new discoveries,
time to show effects.
and shifts in theoretical perspectives. The
•The set o f questions that science can answer
logical, self-critical process o f science,
effectively is limited.
though, remains the same. A student who
Physicists, for example, can hypothesize in
understands scientific thought and the pro
great detail about the earliest m om ents o f the
cedures o f the scientific enterprise will be
universe, but we have no possible scientific
able to place the inevitable changes in scien
answer to why anything exists at all.
tific information in context.
— T.W. and M. W.
Science is one tool, one set o f methods,
am ong all o f the liberal arts with which we
try to make sense o f the world and our place within it. W ooster graduates
have known this since the founding o f the College.
— Ted Williams, emeritus professor o f chemistry,
and Mark Wilson, professor o f geology
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Great
Explorations

W ooster undergraduates pursue big-picture research on a small
scale, working one-on-one with faculty advisers by usa watts

M

ost nights you can find Christie Egnatuk laboring
over pages o f algebraic computations. Whit
Schofield is at work, too, checking dozens o f test
tubes o f bacterial cells that he has constructed to
contain a cloned gene. Kristina Brady is usually at a computer in
Scovel Hall, inputting data on some fifty log samples that she col
lected in glacial Alaska. Julie Lloyd moves among racks o f test
tubes in Severance, working to concoct a chemical sensor that
can detect explosives.
This is careful, repetitive work, fraught with setbacks and
often done in isolation. But if you suggest to these seniors that
their Independent Study research might be boring, they’
ll look at
you as if you still need to learn the difference between solids, liq
uids, and gases.
Take Brady. An energetic young woman with a quick laugh,
she doesn’
t seem the type who would enjoy crunching numbers
in solitude, as she did for most o f the summer. Then she spent a
few weeks in Alaska in August on land newly uncovered as the
Columbia Glacier retreats. After collecting samples o f thousandyear-old trees, she finds new meaning in the data processing. She
grabs any time she can find between classes to work on the pro
ject. “
Anything that can get you excited to com e down and work
in this windowless room — it must be pretty good,”she laughs.
Ultimately, Brady’
s work with Greg Wiles (geology) should
shed more insight on a period o f time from the late 700s to 1200
A.D. known as the medieval warming period. She first counts the
growth rings o f trees from that time to tell their age, then mea
sures those rings to look for signals o f climatic change.
“
We have evidence that it was warmer during that time, so
w e’
re trying to find out how warm, and how that compares to
global warming trends today,”she says.

E

gnatuk is investigating the possible existence o f higher dimen
sions. Her I.S., exploring the Kaluza-Klein theory, is heady
stuff, tracing the theory o f two scientists who may have been
12

decades ahead o f their time. In the 1920s, mathematician
Theodor Kaluza and physicist Oscar Klein achieved an elegant
unification o f gravity and electromagnetism by the daring
assumption that we live in a world o f five dimensions: three o f
space, one o f time, and an extra, hidden fifth dimension. In their
extension o f Albert Einstein’
s theory o f relativity, a particle
acquires an electric charge due to its momentum in the fifth
dimension.
“
I’
m looking forward to learning more about this myself,”
says John Lindner (physics), Egnatuk’
s adviser along with John
Ramsay (math). Lindner expects his student’
s work to fill in a few
gaps. “I think this will be the best introduction to the KaluzaKlein theory available in print. No one has ever supplied so much
detail. A couple o f the calculations that Christie will attempt are
intense.”
To avoid burn-out, Egnatuk tries to do one thing a day —
write out calculations one night, type her chapters the next. It’
s
the same way she has kept her head straight through four years o f
school and two summers o f research in a field with very few
women and many challenging questions. “
I took this past sum
mer off”from physics, she says, “
so I’
m having a lot o f fun get
ting back into it.”

S

ch ofield’
s research delves into the function o f a gene — once
you identify it, what does it do? Working with a cutting-edge
method called RNA interference, or RNAi, he is trying to “
turn
off”a gene in Paramecium. First, he has to clone the gene into a
bacterial cell, which can be induced to produce a double-strand
ed RNA molecule that will complement his gene o f interest. The
bacterial strain is fed to the Paramecium in hopes o f getting the
double-stranded RNA into the Paramecium cells through an
unknown mechanism. The double-stranded RNA can then selec
tively shut down the target gene in Paramecium and presumably
disrupt a cellular function that can be observed.

Wooster

That’
s the theory, says Schofield, laughing with
Dean Fraga (biology), his adviser. It took until the
middle o f October to start getting som e positive
results, so Schofield had prepared himself to use an
alternative technique. “
Perfecting your tools is a
major part o f molecular biology,”Fraga says.
Schofield might have been an English major, but
Fraga’
s enthusiasm was infectious. This past summer,
the student worked in the lab o f one o f Fraga’
s col
leagues at the University o f Vermont. He plans to
study applied molecular biology in graduate school.
Fraga “
expects more than is possible sometimes,”
Schofield says. “
At first, I had to just nod my head.
Then you start to get a handle on things, and you get
to be on a more level field with your adviser — I
think that’
s why I’
ve stuck with this.”

'You start to
get a handle on
things, and you
get to be on a
more level
field w ith your
adviser/
W h i t S c h o f i e l d ’ 03

H

aving narrowed her interests to forensic chem
istry, Lloyd builds her I.S. on her sophomore research, in
which she evaluated a new analytical method for detecting accel
erants in fire debris samples. That was pretty basic research, she
says, and now she is working with “
a lot more chemistry,’includ
ing infrared spectroscopy and other techniques. She knows there
are plenty o f steps along the way, but her long-term goal is to cre
ate a material that would glow when it binds with TNT, resulting
in a chemical sensor for explosives.
Lloyd juggles her lab time with her responsibilities as co-captain o f the field hockey team and president o f the Women s
Athletic and Recreation Association. Having worked in the chem
istry labs the last two summers, she’
s at home there, pulling out
drawers to find glass tubes much as a cook looks for tools in a
kitchen.
At a bigger school, “
I think I would be thrown into the mix, she
says. “
I really like the close, personal contact with professors here.
Professor Edmiston values what I think, almost like a colleague. He
asked me to edit our paper (on her summer 2001 research, to be
published in the January 2003 Journal o f Forensic Sciences).

W

hat makes Wooster distinct in the sciences is the way we
train our undergraduate students to do scientific research,
says Shila Garg (physics), dean o f the faculty. With so much time
working in the labs with their professors, “
our students are way
ahead once they start graduate projects.”Many even come to
graduate school with journal articles published under their
names.
Opposite page: Julie
While Independent Study is the most
Lloyd ’
03 and Paul
obvious
student research experience, facul
Edmiston (chemistry)
ty note that it is far from the only opportu
check solution samples.
Above: Dean Fraga
(biology) and Whit
Schofield ’
03 discuss the
progress o f Schofield’
s
gene cloning in bacteria.

nity.
“
The thread o f research runs through
out their four years here,”says Ted
Williams (chemistry, emeritus). “
Our stu
dents
can
use
all
o
f
the
instruments
by the
Matt Dilyard photos
time they finish here. We’
ll have seven to
ten students who becom e experts in using the instruments.
Williams points to programs like the chemistry honors lab, in
which first-year students are paired with faculty members to
work on research projects based on the student’
s aptitude and
interest, not grades. “
We’
ve had students accomplish a lot
through this,”he says. “
It’
s amazing.”
It helps that the College offers unusually good lab space for
students. Faculty from more than one hundred liberal arts
schools toured the campus in the summer o f 2000, when
Wooster hosted the Conference on Undergraduate Research.
(That exposure likely contributed to W ooster’
s high ranking by
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peers for undergraduate research opportunities in the latest U.S.
News and World Reports listings — see page 5). From the latest
physics equipment in Taylor Hall to the recently renovated lab
space in Severance, “
the other faculty were very impressed,”
remembers Garg. “
Our physical facilities are absolutely fabulous,
especially for a four-year school. As an institution, we strongly
support and encourage important scientific research.”
The College just completed its ninth summer o f the Research
Experience for Undergraduates program, funded by the National
Science Foundation, employing eight students from Wooster and
other schools to conduct physics research. The students work in
pairs or threesomes with a faculty member, “
getting their hands
dirty in the lab, says Garg, who wrote the REU grant proposal.
“I like to bring students in after their first year o f study. My
philosophy is, if you start them young, you can get them really
excited about physics and teach them what research means. The
first few weeks are a steep learning curve as they learn how to use
the equipment, how to write computer programs, how to prepare
samples,”she says.
Many o f the undergraduates end up as co-authors on pub
lished papers. “
We take four or five REU projects to our national
meetings each spring,”she notes. “People tell me, 'We always rec
ognize Wooster students. Their work is comparable in quality to
graduate student work.’
”
Faculty encourage Wooster science majors to spend a sum 
mer working in a lab at a large university, for contrast. By the
time they begin their senior I.S., then, students have had experi
ence with several research projects and will be “
so well trained
that they can take on very challenging work,”Garg says.

O

ne o f the strengths o f Wooster’
s I.S. program, Edmiston
notes, is that through their choice o f topics, students lead
science faculty to break down intellectual barriers.
Some o f the most exciting scientific research being funded
these days is when engineers, computer scientists, and bio
chemists work together,”Edmiston notes. “
That kind o f cross-fer
tilization will lead to the next big discoveries.
At Wooster, students’
ideas for I.S. projects drive new collabo
rations like that. Next year, an archaeology major wants to incor
porate chemical analysis into her project, for instance. Students
just see neat things they want to do — they don’
t see the bound
aries or worry about professional jealousies, like whether one area
o f research is receiving more government grant money.”
One o f Shila G arg’
s advisees a few years ago wanted to go to
medical school. His interests got Garg started in new research on
the liquid crystalline properties o f DNA. “
Students,”she says,
“lead us this way into exciting new areas.”S2
13

Our Origins of Scientific
Professor Horace Mateer's early teachings on evolution helped the College embrace modern

O

hio educators and politicians find themselves at the center of a national debate
over what to teach students about the development of life on Earth. W hile main
stream science groups overwhelmingly support the teaching of evolution, substantial

public support has grown for teaching alternatives such as the concept known as intelligent

design," the idea that living things are too complex to have arisen without a guiding force.
Mark Wilson 7 8 strongly advocates the teaching of evolutionary science in the public
schools. Here he traces Wooster's handling of the turn-of-the-century controversy over teach
ing biological evolution, actions which established the College as one of the top
liberal arts science programs in the country by the 1920s.

T

he Delmar Archway o f Kauke Hall features two mottoes
carved in stone. One stone bears the University of
W ooster’
s original motto: “
Christo et Literis ’( Christ and
Letters”). The second stone is engraved “
Scientia et
Religio Ex Uno Fonte”(“
Knowledge and Religion from One
Source”
), a motto that Wooster has used enthusiastically at least
since the 1935-1936 course catalogue.
The transition between these mottoes marks a profound
change in W ooster’
s institutional culture. A traditional Christian denominational school that
by
k was
enough
VCIO tolerant
lu iv ia m
w
i w '- * £ ,* * to admit women and
.. .
Mark A. Wilson
blacks early on, Wooster grew more intellecl tually diverse, thanks primarily to its strugprofessor of
I gles to consider evolution s place in the curgeology and
riculum in the last decade o f the nineteenth
paleontology
century.
The 1890s were a time o f open conflict
between science and religion, especially between
conservative Protestant Christianity and the historical sciences of
evolutionary biology and geology. In 1896, Andrew White s The
History of the Warfare o f Science with Theology in Christendom
appeared, inflaming the debate with its open disdain for revealed
religion. Darwinian evolution was by now accepted by most scien

tists, and it seemed to be accompanied by an increasing acceptance
of “
social Darwinism”(the application o f Darwinian evolution to
human society, usually to justify existing political and economic
hierarchies) from philosophers such as Herbert Spencer and
industrialists such as Andrew Carnegie. Evolution appeared to be
the primary wedge driven between science and re lgion. t a owed
the possibility that life developed without need o
o
No topic in American education has cause more controversy
than how - or even whether - biological evo ution s ou
e
taught. Charles Darwin’
s On The Origin of Species, published in
1859, built the foundation o f the modern theory o evolu ion by
describing a natural mechanism to explain how and why life
changed and diversified over vast intervals o t o t The science of
evolution developed rapidly in the late nineteenth century as new
7
/ ., „ ‘
W.-pd from the growing fields of biology
mformation and lckas p o u ^
nian evolution pr0Vlded an •
geology, and ^
“‘
S r it o ip lm a r y revolution in the sci“
and” forever changed o u r perspectives on the universe. Life
ences, ana
despite its extraordinary diversity today,
is unmiagmably old and
^ Human$ may bg
*
,t developed from a sing^
^
^
o f life
tip o f one hran

removing the Earth from the center of

the^cosmos, Darwin^completed the process by plucking us f r o n /
Wooster
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Thought
science while retaining its Christian heritage
the top o f creation. Many Americans, especially conservative
Christians, reacted strongly to the disturbing and disorienting con
cepts o f evolution.
The young University o f Wooster had to directly confront the
extraordinary debate over the place o f evolution in science, reli
gion, and society. This controversy was an early test o f whether a
liberal arts school could stay true to both its traditional creeds and
its commitment to academic freedom. Wooster found a unique
way to satisfy its Presbyterian patrons and alumni, and to nurture
its young science departments with the intellectual liberty they
required to eventually stand among the finest such undergraduate
programs in the country. W ooster’
s early teaching o f evolution, a
national story, provided a model for other denominational colleges
struggling with these new challenges from science.
Evolution and the rise o f philosophical materialism was a pri
mary concern o f the administration, faculty, and students o f
Wooster at the end o f the nineteenth century. Until 1891 a required
course for seniors called Relations o f Mind to Matter was taught by
Dr. O. N. Stoddard, professor o f natural sciences. In the course
description, Professor Stoddard wrote that [t]he subject is viewed
from the side o f Natural Science as the stand point; and is intended
to show that the Materialistic Philosophy o f the day finds no
encouragement in the world o f matter. After Professor Stoddard
died in 1891, the course was replaced by another titled Christian
Evidences, Theism and Natural Theology, taught by Professoi E. W.
Work. The primary textbook for this course was M. Valentine s
Natural Theology, which was a contemporary defense o f the argu
ment that theism, especially Christian theism, is evident in the
design o f the natural world. The primary tenet o f the “
Materialistic
Philosophy o f the day”addressed in these courses was biological
evolution, which shows how strongly it was seen as a threat to the
place o f religion in the curriculum.
In this era, evolution was often characterized negatively in vari
ous Wooster publications. In the October 1890 issue o f The PostGrad- uate and Wooster Quarterly, for example, professors J. O.
Notestein and Elias Compton commented on a recent article pubUshed elsewhere, “
Ethics o f Evolution”
:“
The whole essay is well
calculated to wake up evolutionists to see either that there are more
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things in heaven and earth than are dreamed o f in their philoso
phy, or else that it had been better if they had never been born.”
The December 8, 1894, issue o f The Wooster Voice has a frontpage, laudatory account o f an address to a large Wooster audience
by the astronomer Samuel Phelps Leland. He said, among other
things : “
Your great, great, great, great, great grand
father was never a pollywog, and your great,
great, great, great grandfather was never a
The illustrations of
rmg tailed monkey. No relative o f yours
prehistoric animals are
was ever anything but a man; there is no
from antique colored
connecting link between the mortal and
lantern slides in the
the immortal.”Numerous related stucollections o f Wooster’
s
, .
,r
i.
,
.
geology department. They
dent and faculty essays and orations
were originally copied
appeared in The Wooster Voice, such as a
an encyclopedia
January 30,1892, composition on
published in 1859.
“Rationalism”(“
To make [rationalism]
opposed to theism is to place G od’
s created universe
in antagonism to his revealed word. Theories which do not con
form to these two standards must be denied the name o f true
rationalism, for it can never be opposed to any part o f nature, it
can never be opposed to Christianity.”) All o f these writers
expressed dismay at the increasing tension between science and
religion, and all insisted that “
true science”must be harmonized
with revealed religion.
In 1894, a young Wooster professor unexpectedly entered the
debate, bringing with him the authority o f a life scientist and his
own strong Christian beliefs. Dr. Horace N. Mateer was a 31-yearold physician in Wooster when President Scovel asked him in 1886
to teach biology at the University. When he took the position, Dr.
Mateer was by his own account a fundamentalist Christian who
believed evolution was a “
doctrine o f the devil.”He was, though,
quickly compelled by the evidence in comparative anatomy,
embryology, geology, and paleontology not only to support evolu
tion but also to vigorously teach it. Beginning in the 1894-1895
catalogue, Professor M ateer’
s Elementary Biology course included a
section on the “
study o f about twenty typical forms o f multicellular
life, unfolding in logical order the development o f organic life up
to the vertebrate animal and the flowering plant, together with the
principles underlying this development.”
In 1895, Professor Mateer began teaching an advanced course,
Organic Descent, with this catalogue description:
The doctrine of development by descent has come to be regard
ed as the basic factor in the study o f organic life. It is hence
15

Professor Mateer thus completely left out the
Darwinian concept o f natural selection, the mechanis
tic heart o f modern evolutionary theory His defense
o f evolution then became a recitation o f the biologi
cal and geological evidence that shows life has
changed from primitive to advanced forms, diversi
fying through time. Once this record o f progres
sive”evolution was established, and in the absence
o f any naturalistic mechanism to explain it.
Professor Mateer was free to insert the continuous
' creative power o f God as the motivating force, thus
harmonizing Christianity with “
evolution Today we
would call this type o f theistic evolution intelligent
design creationism.”In 1894, however, teaching even this
diminished version o f evolution was a radical statement
about the rising status o f science in the curriculum o a

r-phis was Wooster’
s first course devoted to evolution.
1 It remained in Wooster’
s catalogue until 1905. Note
that the word “
evolution”is not present in the description;
the euphemistic “
development by descent”is used instead.
Professor
“
Evolution”first appears in a Wooster catalogue in 1963. o
Horace Mateer
denominational school.
until 1983 did Wooster again offer a course specifically on
evolution. Why did Wooster wait so long to use a word which
> •
„
r,f pvolution at Wooster attracted the
had been com m on in science and society for alm osta “ntury ,
M
S o S “ tentfon o f William Jennings Bryan, the famed
answer may be in the way Professor Mateer carefully defined evolu
populist, near the end o f hi, life. Bryan wa, a candidate for moder
tion at the turn o f the twentieth century, enabling it to survive cau
ator o f the Presbyterian Church in 1923, and one o f h„ pnmary
tious Wooster administrations and conservative trustees.
goals wa, either to end the teaching o f evolution at Wooster or to
In April 1894, Professor Mateer presented a paper to the
T p a»church funding for the College. The New York Tones report
Century Club, a small reading society still thriving in the town of
ed L story a, a climactic battle between trad.tronahsm and
Wooster. It was titled “
Evolution and Christianity, and it created a
modernity in the church. Bryan was opposed by Wooster s
sensation at the University. Students in the biology department
President Charles F. Wishart, who argued that evolution was taught
requested that it be read to them numerous times. In at least one
within a Christian context at Wooster The story o f this ideological
presentation, Professor Mateer had to adjourn from his classroom
k.hIp which President Wishart won by a narrow margin, has been
and reconvene his lecture in the chapel because his audience was so
S i " T , i «
(religious studies,emeritus) in a 1984 artilarge (The Wooster Voice, April 14,1894). He published the essay in
cle in the Journal o f Presbyterian History.
the8January 1895 issue o f The Post-Graduate and Wooster Quarterly
Ironically, what Bryan most objected to in evolutionary theory
In his “Editorial Chair”comments in that volume, President Scoyd
was the mechanism o f Darwinian natural selection, which he
supported its publication and inadvertently drew together Wooster s
helieved would lead to social catastrophe as biblical morality was
once and future mottoes, writing that “[o]n one o f the corner
>
renlaced with an ethic derived from “
survival o f the fittest.”Bryan
stones o f the University is inscribed ‘
scientia et religio ex uno fonte,
believed that the Earth could indeed be millions o f years old, and
and this expresses the belief o f W ooster’
... She believes that in so
that plants and animals may have evolved upon it, but he would not
doing she is fulfilling the mission to which she has been consecrat
accept that humans were products o f evolution. He was not far in
from the beginning and which is so clearly expressed in her own
his views, in fact, from those o f Professor Mateer, who wrote at the
noble m o t t o ‘
Christo et Literis’
.”
,.
end o f his 1895 essay, “
We cease to regard God as sitting i y upon
Professor Mateer began “Evolution and Christianity by exp i
His throne and come to view Him as constantly emp oying a His
itly directing his comments to a Christian audience: As a teacher o
powers in the perfection o f his works, and thus we come to un erscience and a professor o f Christianity I deem it mv duty to exert
stand Christ when he said, ‘
My Father worketh hitherto and I work.
whatever influence I may have in the direction o f bringing abou a
Professor Mateer’
s historical stand for evo ution in e
s
better understanding within the church concerning the foremost
through the 1920s gave Wooster the opportunity to embrace m od
question o f the day.”He then defined evolution as a universal law
ern science while retaining its Christian h'-r'tag1
-- , 6
1^
o f nature whereby the existing order o f things in the visible
Warren P. Spencer ’
19 onto the faculty
,
v
Universe as viewed by man, including man himself, has come in
department in 1921. Professors Spencer and Mateer hired Ralph V.
its present state o f existence through the interaction °f
Bangham in 1923 and then Elizabeth oy
t; aching,§
creative
forces operating in the direction o f a progressive change from so
department with a national r e p u t ^ ^ ^
unknown primitive condition o f thing," For
researchandthe
c£ntury Professor Mateer had
Professor Mateer wrote that evolution is the divine mode of
It at the turn
ular manner with natural selection at
ation whereby God has wrought out the existing order o f things
presented evoluti
at Wooster), conservative forces likely
through the continuous operation o f His creative power.
Early in “Evolution and Christianity,”Mateer made a telling
Us heart (as B is a B
H fs theistic, non-Darwinian evolution,
would have silenc
tQ members o f the Wooster commumove to severely limit his discussion o f evolution:
though, was hig J
hement between modernity and science,
What is the scientific evidence upon which the theory of evolu
tion rests? Let us note at the outset that it is possible, if so
mty who
foundation for Wooster’
s successful science proHe thus laid t
principles behind Wooster’
s second
desired, entirely to reject the distinctive teachings of Darwinism
and still have left unbroken the line of evidence upon which sci
ence rests its verdict in favor of evolution. The evidence we now
propose to consider briefly, let us note carefully, shall be strictly
Mark Wilson ’
78 has taught geology and paleontology at The College
confined to established facts entirely independent of all theories
of Wooster since 1981.
on the subject.
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important not only that the student o f Biology should
be intelligent concerning it, but that he should be
trained to discriminate between fact and theory in
relation to it. As Embryology has thrown the most
valuable light upon the subject, it is best introduced
immediately after the completion o f that course.
The present status of the subject renders it
admirably adapted also for exercises in the judicial
weighing o f scientific evidence, and this is given a
prominent place in the course.
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Have we made
progress
Science and technology
offer double-edged
consequences of
knowledge and power
by John J. Compton '49
emeritus professor of philosophy,
Vanderbilt University
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cientific and technological advances have utter
ly transformed our way o f being in the world.

o
JoCZ
<Ou)
l

o
We have marvelously enhanced powers to
X
c
advance the human good, but those very powers set
o
%
before us far-reaching social and ethical choices
£
which entail huge, unprecedented risks.
The basis o f it all is the remarkable progress in
plowshare and gunpowder, later the steam engine, the electric
scientific understanding o f how the world works. As one historian
light, the automobile, the airplane, and more recently television
and the computer.
put it, our high school students today, even some o f our elemen
tary school students, know more about the natural world than the
During most o f our history, we had considerable time and
social space to assimilate these novelties.
best scientists did as little as a hundred years ago. Thanks to
There was very little synergy between
remarkably accessible science reporting, we can all learn some
There is not a
scientific and technical advance. James
thing o f the exciting new discoveries coming into view.
manufacturer or
Watt, Edison, Ford, and the Wright
Thanks also to work in the history and philosophy o f science,
brothers were not scientists — technical business today
we better appreciate the art o f scientific inquiry — not an imper
innovation was largely the province o f
sonal collecting o f facts and demonstrations, but a creative and
that does not
practical men, craftsmen and mechan
fallible human enterprise. It’
s an enterprise replete with differ
feed off o f basic
ics. Inquiry in the sciences tended to be
ences o f view and profound shifts o f ideas, but one whose selfdone by university people or amateurs,
scientific
correcting history virtually defines the notion o f progress —
typically independent o f any attention
progress in achieving “
something like the truth”about natural
research...
to technical application. Only very
processes. Limited as this understanding will always be, we still do
scientists
recently, toward the end o f the nine
know, with more reliability and depth than ever before, marvelous
teenth century, did these two strands o f
and beautiful things about cosmic evolution, the physics and
becom e agents
innovation begin to meld. Only since
chemistry o f material systems, the complexities o f plant and ani
o f social change.
World War II have we seen research sci
mal genetics and ecology, and the physiological basis o f much in
ence and technical invention systemati
human disease and illness. Through these advances we are now
cally linked, creating an engine o f unparalleled innovative power
able to vastly improve energy production, industrial processes,
agriculture, and medical care, and to expand the number o f those
across every endeavor, from the military, industry, and agriculture,
who enjoy their benefits. In these ways, without a doubt, we are
through medicine, to communications and the media.
Today, there is not a manufacturer or business that does not
“
better off.”
And yet this increased scientific and technical knowledge
feed off o f basic scientific research, and all basic research in the
brings unsettling dislocations. New scientificphysical
understanding
often sciences carries foreseeable, and unforesee
and biological
Above: John Compton ’
49 challenges traditional religious and
able, consequences in practical application. The process trans
with “
Man Carving His
philosophical ideas — as happened with
forms the entire social role o f the sciences — the scientist
Own Destiny.”The statue the Copernican and Darwinian revolu
becomes an agent o f social change.
once belonged to his
tions, and in the rigorous probing o f the
1see this in very personal terms. My father, Arthur Compton
father, Nobel Prize-win
physical
basis
o
f
the
mind.
New
tech
13,
was a physicist. When he began his career, he was one o f a few
ning physicist Arthur
nologies have always brought with them
hundred research physicists in all o f the United States. Once a soli
Compton ’
13, whose work
dislocations and transformations in
tary investigator working in the basement o f the Washington
led to the development of
social practice — the invention o f the
the atomic bomb.
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University physics laboratory doing strictly theoretical experiments,
he became one o f the leaders o f a huge national effort employing
thousands o f scientists from all over the world on a budget o f near
ly $2 billion, aiming to produce the most devastating military tech
nology ever conceived, the atomic bomb. That effort, as part o f the
huge war-time mobilization, irrevocably altered the relationship
between the sciences and public life.
Following World War II, the same shifts in the scale and char
acter o f research took place in every branch o f the sciences — in
the instruments and budgets required, the numbers o f investiga
tors, and the size and mission o f research institutions, both acade
mic and industrial. We find new science and new technology every-

affects our own? Do we simply exercise ordinary prudence in
order to keep our environment safe and healthy for us? Or, along
with the human good, must we now consider the best interests o f
the rest o f the natural world and treat the animals and plants that
surround us, and their ecological communities, as ends in them
selves?
What if biological human nature itself is drastically mal
leable? We never imagined that either. What if we can actually
begin to choose the characteristics o f our children, or defer cell
deterioration so as to lengthen human life? What if we have to
ponder the consequences o f our policies o f land use, energy pro
duction, and economic development in the lives and lands o f dis

Future p rogress will have to b e o f a different, less exuberant sort
where — in our consumer goods, our houses, our foods and medi
cines, our automobiles, roads, airplanes, and computers, in our
business and government services, even in music, education, and
the arts.
The link between the sciences and technology is not accidental;
the sciences are, in fact, essentially technological. Only a few years
ago, one o f my colleagues in physics argued passionately that
physics is not engineering, that it is a purely theoretical quest, sim
ply a search for greater understanding o f physical principles. This
was surely true o f his personal motivation, and remains true for
many. But the social reality, and indeed the logic, o f scientific prac
tice differs greatly.
William James saw it clearly: Any theoretical investigation that
seeks law-like explanations o f phenomena represents a formula for
action ready-made for applications. Descartes was right when he
stated that the “
new science”could make us “
masters and posses
sors o f nature.”In the seventeenth century, Francis Bacon put it
forth as a matter both o f religious duty and public policy: If we
would only organize scientific societies and give them governmen
tal support, we could bring humankind to its rightful dominion
over nature and permit us, in his words, to “
effect all things possi
ble.”Astonishing and prophetic words for the goal o f science.
Scientifically based technology, thus understood, fundamentally
transforms the meaning o f human actions. For centuries, human
activity had largely local and temporary effects. “
Technai,”the arts
and crafts, were relatively simple and human in scale, with limited
environmental impact. The Athenians and Chinese denuded many
o f their mountain forests, to be sure, and our Colonial ancestors
began our nationwide transformation o f woodland into farms and
villages. But, for the most part, as empires and cities came and
went, the soils, the air, and the seas remained.
Newer technologies and still more people to employ and be
served by them have dramatically magnified the environmental
impact: irreversible depletion o f water and mineral resources, irre
versible destruction o f old forests and farmland, polluted surface
air and water, nuclear waste that won’
t go away for 10,000 years,
ozone holes, and global warming. The conclusion is clear: Human
actions now have a power and reach that we once contemplated
only in myth.
With this transformation in the meaning o f human action
comes a transformation in the meaning o f ethics. Traditional ethics
purported solely to bring some order and improvement to human
life. It never considered that we might have any significant power
over natural processes. Nor did it ever consider the effects o f action
much beyond some local place and time and the most immediate
consequences.
It is now plain that the entire natural order is vulnerable to
human power. What if, in the long term, nature’
s well-being deeply
18

enabling more o f the

tant peoples far beyond the time o f our grandchildren? How can
we justly balance their needs with ours? Dramatically new ethical
questions face us at every turn, and many folks in religion, ethics,
medicine, economics, and government struggle with them.
In political life, we have to decide — or at least lend or refuse
our support — on policies that quickly take us into areas o f spe
cial scientific knowledge which none o f us possesses, policies that
hinge upon moral judgments we hardly know how to make.
Given the hazards o f global warming, how stringently does the
U.S. need to scale back carbon emissions? Is it fair to require that
lesser developed nations restrict their emissions? We Americans
are strongly committed to the values o f wildness, but are we sure
that our kind o f wilderness preservation policy is exportable to
countries like Kenya and India, where people desperately need
land just to survive? How can we slow down world population
growth? Are genetically modified grains safe — for animals or
humans? Shall we allow experimentation with stem cells from
fetal tissue, and what about cloning human beings? Each citizen
as well as every holder o f high office is expected to form some
intelligent view on these questions.
Can we speak o f progress at all then? Has there been moral
progress, progress in giving a human meaning to our lives? Yes, in
important ways. Through the sciences, we understand who we are
and where we come from far better than before. Thanks to tech
nology, human beings can — and probably do — do more good
things for more people than ever before.
But for too many people, this progress, moral or otherwise, is
merely a word. The scientific and technical powers we possess,
our contemporary forms o f agriculture, medicine, industry, and
the military have also brought seriously negative consequences
and promise more. Moral progress — in so far as we can speak o f
it at all — depends upon our success in facing the global prob
lems we have helped to create.
The most comprehensive o f these is environmental quality. By
the early 1970s we had a full-blown sense o f environmental crisis.
Chemical pollutants were suddenly discovered everywhere:
asbestos tailings in Lake Superior, agricultural and industrial run
off in Lake Erie, nitrous and nitric oxide fumes from automobiles
in Los Angeles smog. Water and electric power shortages shocked
New York.
We owe the creation o f the Environmental Protection Agency,
the Clean Air and Clean Water acts, the Endangered Species Act,
and later the Superfund to that sense o f crisis. Environmental reg
ulation has made a huge difference. Lake Erie has almost recov
ered. L.A. drivers can see. Around the world, people see the
untenability o f 20 percent o f the w orld’
s population, who happen
to live in the industrial nations, consuming 80 percent o f the
w orld’
s energy and mineral resources and causing a comparable
Wooster

80 percent o f the globe’
s pollution.
There is good news. Successful experiments in sustainability
can be found in every country and every sector o f human activity.
The international oil corporation BP has faced up to the role o f
fossil fuels in climate change and set out to reduce its carbon emis
sions by 10 percent below 1990 levels by 2010. In just the last twen
ty years, China has greatly increased energy efficiencies and man
aged to reduce the intensity o f its carbon emissions to levels com 
parable to those in the United States. In Japan, where landfill space
is at a premium, the Asahi Brewing Company, Sanyo, Canon, and
Toyota report having virtually achieved “
zero waste production in
their operations.

everything in our sciences tells us that we are made o f the same
molecules, tied together by one evolutionary history, and that we
share a com m on ecological reality.
Happily, strands in our philosophies and religions support
kinder, gentler views o f human beings in the natural world, and
many thinkers have already begun to draw on them. Many have
rediscovered the old wisdom about “
stewardship”o f the land and
respect for the marvelous intricacy, competence, and beauty o f
what naturalist Aldo Leopold called “
biotic communities.”We have
to recognize that our neighbor and distant non-human creatures
count ethically. In the long run, what promotes their ecological
vitality and well-being promotes ours as well.

world's p e o p le s to share the benefits o f progress, respecting constraints set b y a sm all planet.
At the other end o f the spectrum, in the village o f Gaviotas in
Colombia, in a once barren savannah, a small community o f scien
tists, local peasants, and Indians has developed remarkable lowtech”strategies for collecting solar energy, harnessing wind power,
pumping water, and harvesting soil-free crops — an achievement
heralded by the United Nations as a model for rural areas in the
developing world.
But the systemic deterioration goes on. During the last 50 years
alone — years o f the most stunning worldwide growth in econom 
ic and food production — the world lost nearly one fifth o f the
topsoil from its cropland, a fifth o f its tropical rain forests, and tens
o f thousands o f plant and animal species. Meantime, the rate of
population growth has slackened only slightly. Dramatic popula
tion increases, especially in India and sub-Saharan Africa, put evei
greater pressure on food and land. Cities and farmers everywhere
vie for scarce water sources. Oceans have become increasingly pol
luted and are overfished. World fossil fuel consumption rises
steadily, pouring carbon gases into the atmosphere. With climate
change, ocean temperatures have risen, contributing to the death of
coral reefs from Indonesia to the Caribbean. Polar ice caps and
glaciers seem to be melting.
To approach a more sustainable relation to the environment, we
will have to draw on all the scientific and technological imagination
that we can muster — high-tech and low-tech — to move us toward
economies based more on renewable energy, minimally polluting
chemical processes, vigorous protection o f plant and animal habitat,
complete recycling o f agricultural and industrial resources, cleaner
modes o f transportation, improved community planning, and more
stable, healthier, and better educated populations.
We Americans waste energy, food, and other resources in
amounts beyond belief. We keep unnecessarily pitting environmen
tal protection and economic development against one another. We
have resisted making a firm national commitment to implement
our share o f the carbon emission goals set at the 1997 UN Kyoto
conference on climate change. Political obstacles are worldwide
the global village is a tremendously complex and contentious place
where water and land and economic development are bound up
with deep and long-lasting political conflicts.
The challenge is more than economic and political, it is ethical
and philosophical. As I’
ve told my students over the years, the so-^
called “
environmental crisis”is no longer a crisis, it s a condition,
°ne that forces us to see the fundamental error in what Descartes
and Bacon told us about becoming “
the masters and possessors of
nature.”
We are not licensed to treat the earth simply as our resource.
We have to reconceive our situation, to realize that we are not supe
rior to but only different from our fellow creatures. We have no
basis for dividing the world into human and non-human.
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The progress we’
ve made as a species, especially the progress in
health and material well-being in the industrialized nations in the
last century, has been bought at great environmental cost. Future
progress will have to be o f a different, less exuberant sort —
enabling more o f the w orld’
s peoples to share the benefits o f
progress, countering the problems posed by our very progress,
respecting the constraints set by a small planet, feeling and
responding to our kinship with its other occupants, and learning to
live with greater humility, reticence, and appreciation o f life’
s sim
pler gifts.
I am optimistic but cautious. That caution is evoked by an
image that is deeply important to me. In my living room is a large
bronze statue, in the style o f Rodin, o f a man with a mallet in one
hand and a chisel in the other, carving himself out o f a rock. It was
made by the Czech sculptor, Alban Polasek, and stood just outside
s research laboratory when I was growing up. Polasek
my father’
called it Man Carving His Own Destiny. To my father, that statue
exemplified the meaning o f his work: the power o f science and sci
entific technology to improve human understanding and human
life. Its wonderful, vigorous, romantic figure captures the spirit o f
the inventors o f the nineteenth century and the creators o f twenti
eth-century science.
But its meaning soon changes. After World War II, after the
bomb my father helped build, he convened a number o f national
and international conferences o f scientists, educators, and political
leaders which he called Conferences on Science and Human
Responsibility. He used the statue as the group’
s logo. By the post
war world, the statue had come to symbolize to him the awesome
responsibility o f human beings to domesticate the work o f scientif
ic technology.
The statue strikes me now as foreign, even as tragic, as the sym
bol o f a faith in progress that I no longer hold. Fresh scientific dis
coveries are endlessly fascinating, but we have seen “
the dark side o f
the force.”
We can t avoid the risks that go with the promise o f new
knowledge and technical power. Neither we laypersons nor the sci
entists are fully in charge. We are parts o f an historical choice, a
cultural choice, to analyze, explain, and intervene in natural
processes. We cannot turn it off, nor should we wish to. We can at
best temper anxiety with vigilance in monitoring, guiding, and
modifying its direction. What was once the responsibility o f a few
scientists, inventors, and policy makers is now the responsibility o f
every person and every institution in our culture.
A full version o f this piece, delivered during a Vanderbilt University
symposium, appears at www.wooster.edu/mamzine/compton. An
excerpt o f Compton’
s address first appeared in Vanderbilt Magazine,
Fall 2001.
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A Ministry
on City Steps
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church is fighting New York City,
all the way to the Supreme Court if need be, for the right
to let homeless people sleep on its steps.
by
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ast Decem ber a drama unfolded on the corner where I
work — and I was much surprised to find myself one o f
the chief players. As in m ost o f life’
s dramas, we did not
know the lines and action ahead o f time. We did not know
what would happen next, but there I was, with a bunch o f hom e
less people, center stage, needing to remind myself that God,
whose eye is on the sparrow, was watching over me.
Let me set the scene for you. There we were — a beautiful, his
toric church seating 2,000 with three services every Sunday and
standing room only at the 11 a.m. service. Fifth Avenue Presbyter
ian Church was built in 1875 at the corner o f Fifth Avenue and
55th Street in New York City, now one o f the fanciest addresses in
town. The world headquarters for Disney and the St. Regis and
Peninsula hotels, with room s that begin at $410 a night, occupy
other corners o f the intersection. The church sits across from the
Trump Tower and down the block from Tiffany’
s. During the
Christmas season, a quarter o f a million people walk by our doors
every week.
Yet within a radius o f five miles lie the city’
s poorest neighbor
hoods. Four years ago, when my assignment was to build the ser
vice ministries as the church’
s new associate for outreach, my first

People,
not problems:
A violinist entertains
the other regulars at
twilight as they
gather at Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian
Church. Opposite
page: Church
outreach associate
Margaret Shafer
finds herself in a
well-publicized court
battle that pits the
homeless and a
church, which sits on
one o f the swankiest
corners o f New York
City, against city
officials.
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big challenge was to figure out what to do about the homeless p eo
ple sleeping around the church. A prophet standing at our door
could not raise our consciousness more effectively than the quiet
people who com e and sleep in cardboard boxes on our church
steps every night. They challenge us to think through what it
means to be the church in the city.
We ran an emergency shelter in our basement for fifteen years
as part o f the city’
s Partnership for the Homeless system. But every
night more people gathered outside than inside. What to do?
We did all o f the proper Presbyterian things: formed a co m 
mittee, studied the problem, educated ourselves and the congre
gation about the issues, and researched possible solutions. We
developed a policy paper and passed it by the appropriate boards.
But we realized that the homeless people sleeping on our steps
are not simply problems or issues — they are individuals.
Somehow we had to get to know them as people.
It sounds easy, but it isn’
t. Every time I train a new volunteer
to help in our ministry, I am reminded o f how difficult it is to step
out o f the pew and into the midst o f the needy.

T

he first homeless person I spoke with was Turk. He was sitting
on the steps reading a book one evening as I was going home.
To start a conversation, I asked what he was reading. He told me it
was the latest John Grisham novel and asked me who was my
favorite author. I told him John Steinbeck, and we had a fascinat
ing conversation about literature and different tastes. As I went
home, I asked myself why I was so surprised to have this kind o f
conversation with a homeless person. Later I learned that the big
cart Turk wheeled around and parked at night between our
planters-was his inventory o f used books. He sold them on a table
over on Eighth Avenue every day.
Another evening I spoke to a Jamaican woman who never
would tell me her name. 1 he first time I talked with her, she was
half in and half out o f a sleeping bag reading a big, leather-bound
Bible by flashlight. She said she was reading the Book o f Job. I was
dumbstruck — Job, the man in the Bible who had more troubles
than anyone could imagine. This troubled woman found solace in
reading the Book o f Job! At Christmas time that year this same
woman arrived with a portable keyboard, sat on our steps, and
played Christmas carols in the evening. She thought the people
Wooster

I once asked an outreach worker what he thought a church could
possibly do to help such people. ‘
Be the church’
he told me. Imagine! ‘
Pray
for these folks and help them know that someone cares.’
walking by on the street (all those holiday shoppers) looked so
sad and unhappy, maybe she could cheer them up a little with her
music.
Then there’
s Cowboy. A scavenger, he picks up all kinds o f
junk on the street and som ehow sells it. A kind o f a grandfather
figure, he takes newcomers under his wing
once it was a gii
from Alaska who had broken both legs in a fishing boat accident
and had been hospitalized in New York City. When the hospital
discharged her, she had no m oney and nowhere to go. Cow boy
owns a piece o f undeveloped land in the Adirondacks, and during
hunting season he goes up to run a hunting camp with his bioth 
er. C ow boy’
s ex-wife is in the hospital dying o f cancer. I have done
a lot o f pastoral counseling with him standing on our street cor
ner, leaning on his cart o f junk.
Husein is from Turkey. He has a green card and worked for
thirteen years painting apartments for a contractor. After that
awful earthquake in Turkey a few years ago, Husein sent his entire
savings o f almost $5000 to his brother in Turkey who lost his
home in the disaster. Shortly afterward Husein lost his job.
Within a month he was homeless.
One o f my favorites is Veronica. I often sit with her when she
Fall 2002

com es in for worship. She has a lovely voice and knows all the
hymns. She told me once that her goal in life was to be a gospel
singer. Last winter when asked why she slept on the church steps,
Veronica said, “
When I lean up against the wall o f the church, I
feel like G od is wrapping his arms around me and I am safe.”

T

he prologue to last D ecem ber’
s drama is the conclusion we
came to in our study process. The Biblical mandate was clear.
Over and over the prophet tells us: “
Cease to do evil, learn to do
good. Seek justice, rescue the oppressed, defend the orphan, plead
for the widow (Isaiah 1:17). And Jesus added, “In as much as you
do it to one o f the least o f these, you do it unto me.”(Matthew
25:40.)
City agencies explain that most people living on the streets are
“
service resistant.”Most o f them have had terrible experiences,
and they live in fear o f anyone assuming authority over them.
Many are mentally ill. All are isolated, lonely, distrustful, fright
ened. The only hope for reaching such people is to build a sense
o f trust and caring.
Once I asked an outreach worker from the Volunteers o f
America what he thought a church could possibly do to help such
21

A career o f grow ing p eop le’
s faith

M

argaret Loehlin came to The College o f Wooster from
India, where her parents, Clinton and Eunice Loehlin,
served as Presbyterian missionaries in the Punjab region. Because
o f her parents’furlough, she spent her senior year o f high school
in Hartford, Connecticut. It was a year o f intense culture shock.
“I didn’
t know how to use telephones or ride buses. I was for
ever getting lost. My accent made other students giggle,”she says.
Com ing to The College o f Wooster the next year was like
com ing home. Dorm life was familiar after boarding school in
India. “People knew how to spell my last name. I was the fifth
Loehlin to be enrolled at the College.”Her sister, Marian 48,
s Spanish department for several years, her
taught in W ooster’
brother James ’
56 taught chemistry,
and her father had spent a year as a
visiting lecturer in the religion depart
ment (1947-48).
She majored in history and
presided over the history and classics
honorary societies. She met Byron
Shafer ’
60 in a first-year Liberal
Studies class. After graduation they
both entered M cCorm ick Seminary
and married in Decem ber 1960. “
We
were thrilled when Dr. Lowry came to
the wedding,”she remembers.
Margaret worked as a Christian
educator while Byron completed a Ph.D. at Harvard. Then the
Shafers m oved to New York City. They now live in Yonkers,
where they raised two sons and a daughter. Byron is the pastor o f
Rutgers Presbyterian Church on the upper west side. For respite,
the couple retreats to a w oodsy cabin in the Adirondacks, where
“
the trees-to-people ratio is the inverse o f Manhattan.”
“My ideal always was to be an educator,”says Shafer, who
holds an M.A. from M cCorm ick and a m aster’
s in teaching from
Fordham University. What interests her is helping people grow.
In addition to church work, she taught in a middle school alter
native program for students with serious disciplinary problems
and worked for the National Council o f Churches as a liaison
between education organizations and religious groups.
Shafer began at The Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church as the
Christian educator with a particular interest in service learning.
She had volunteered several times in the church s indoor shelter
for homeless men (which Phyllis Hancock Leimer ’
58 helped ini
tiate in 1986) and decided to build that experience into the con 
firmation class curriculum. The thirteen-year-olds stayed
overnight as hosts for the shelter and then took coffee and
muffins the next m orning to people sleeping around the church.
“This changed our lives,”Shafer remembers. “People were so
grateful, so appreciative o f being treated like human beings, that
we saw the importance o f even a crumb o f friendship.”
Given the current economy, homeless ministry has becom e
central to the outreach o f this 3,400-member church. “The
senior pastor, the Rev. Dr. Thomas K. Tewell, preaches about it,
people pray about it, the boards support it, lawyers donate their
services,”Shafer says. Hundreds o f members work on housing
solutions such as Habitat for Humanity (Shafer serves on the
local Habitat board); still more volunteer to help the homeless.
Shafer dismisses the many accolades she has received in the
last year for her advocacy. A call to service “
permeates the
church,”she says. “It’
s institutionally based.”
— Jimmy Wilkinson Meyer
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people. He said, “
The best thing you can do is be
the church.”Be the church! Imagine! “Pray for
these folks and help them know that someone
cares. Be the community that they do not have.
Until they feel valued, they will not value them
selves enough to go through the frustration o f get
ting help.”This became our guiding philosophy.
We decided to continue to allow people to
com e sleep around the church building if they
wanted to. But we would no longer ignore them.
So began the “Befriending Ministry” at Fifth
Avenue Presbyterian Church. We try to get to
know each person who sleeps on our steps and
greet them by name. Members volunteer to spend
time on the steps in the evenings and in the
mornings. We listen to individuals stories rather
than shooing them away. We encourage them to
be the people they can be, to get on with their
lives. We try to help people connect with the ser
vices they need. We encourage them to call fami
ly members if they have them.
One man called his sister, after months o f
encouragement. It was the week o f his birthday,
and he ended up going to her place for a special
dinner that weekend. I once had the joy o f deliv
ering a letter written in Chinese to a man who
had not heard from his family in Beijing for more
than two years! Such acts may not get these indi
viduals off the street immediately, but they repre
sent steps towards that end.
The church pays a full-time outreach worker, Joe
Vedella, who talks with the hom eless individuals here,
takes them to get showers and clean clothes, encourages
them to get into detox or rehabilitation. He accom panies
these folks to hospital waiting room s and Social Security
offices. We w ould never send our daughters or our broth
ers to sit alone in a psychiatric hospital em ergency ward or
a crisis treatment center. Why should we expect lonely,
frightened people to successfully confront these difficult
situations by themselves?
We keep careful track o f those who sleep on our steps.
About a quarter o f the people are one-nighters whom we
never get to know. Others stay an average o f four weeks.
About half are mentally ill, and a third work regularly. (A
person employed at minim um wage would have to work
eighty-seven hours a week to afford even a tiny apartment in
New York City.) At one point the people bedding down on
our steps included a bookseller, two window washers, a
groundskeeper, a dishwasher, a messenger, a general scav
enger, and two canners. One guy never would say what he
did, but he worked regularly downtown and came up on the
subway every week night right on schedule.
This ministry has been going on quietly for about three
years. The number o f homeless people in the city (as in the
nation) is increasing rapidly. In 2001 New York City experi
enced its largest annual increase in the homeless population.
This past September, city shelters housed more than 8,500
single adults, a third more people than the year before. Last
fall we often had thirty to thirty-five people com ing in the
evening to sleep around the church, although the front stair
wells only accom modate eleven.
A ccording to church policy, these hom eless people are
allowed to stay from seven at night to seven in the m orn 
ing. We get them up early to use the church restroom s and
have a cup o f coffee. They clean up their cardboard and
Wooster

Somehow we have to
get to know the
homeless as people.
Every time I train a
new volunteer, I am
reminded o f how
difficult it is to step out
o f the pew and into the
midst o f the needy.
any litter. At seven each morning our maintenance people hose
down the steps and sidewalk, as do all the merchants in our area,
and a firm hired by the church carts away the cardboard. By the
time most people are going to work, the corner is pristine.
ast December the real drama began, one that propelled the issue
o f homelessness and our church’
s response into a legal frenzy
and a media whirlwind. Several nights over the course of two
weeks, police came in the middle o f the night and rousted the
homeless people from the church steps, telling them to move on or
be arrested. Church staff and members objected. Homeless people
s sleep as much as anyone else. They were on church
deserve a night’
property, and it was OK with us. There had been no complaint or
incident o f anyone hurting or threatening anyone else.
We tried everything: calling the city’
s department o f homeless
services, meeting with the police. Our senior pastor, the Rev. Dr.
Thomas Tewell, wrote a letter to the police commissioner. But the
police activity escalated rather than abated.
On the memorable night o f December 10, 2001,1 stood out
side o f Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church with twenty homeless
People, surrounded by twenty-two uniformed policemen, six
police cars, and a paddy wagon. Prepared to be handcuffed with
the others, I thought, “
This must be how a fly feels when the swat
ter is just about to squash him.”Two lawyers from the chui ci
arrived at the standoff. In the end, no one was arrested — but no
°ne was allowed to sleep around the church that night.
The next day Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church brought suit
against the City o f New York, the mayor, and the police com m is
sioner. We began the legal process o f getting a temporary
restraining order against the police.
Since then we have been in federal court twice for hearings,
and we have won favorable verdicts. People can again sleep on
°ur steps, which are our property, but not on the sidewalks,
which belong to the city. W e’
ve given depositions and will be in
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court again this winter to obtain a permanent injunction against
police activity on our church steps.
Because o f who we are and where we are, what Fifth Avenue
Presbyterian Church says and does gets a lot o f attention. Still, the
enorm ous amount o f publicity surrounding this incident and the
court case surprised us. Dr. Tewell and I together have done 61
interviews with reporters; I’
ve done 49 o f those. Except for a cou 
ple o f sour editorials, the press loved this story: People taking up
the cause o f the poor in the face o f the rich and the powerful,
people actually helping homeless people. Here are church people
practicing what we preach, seeking justice, rescuing the
oppressed, defending the defenseless. This is mostly considered
good news in New York City.
The case also has garnered attention in the legal arena as an
example o f religious activity protected by the First Amendment.
The effects o f the initial rulings in our favor are much bigger than
Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church. If the city appeals, there is a
significant likelihood that the case will end up at the Supreme
Court. Many lawyers have signed on pro bono. The case carries
implications for every church and private space and questions
how far police can go appropriately in our society.
Meanwhile, people still sleep on the streets in New York and
across America. There are no easy answers to the situation.
Econom ic systems must be changed, care for the mentally ill must
be improved, social structures need to be modified. Each o f us
can take som e important steps: Treat all people as individuals and
precious creatures and pay som e caring attention to the homeless
folks you encounter. Advocate for and actively support the build
ing o f low- and moderate-income housing. Pay attention to eco 
nom ic justice issues, speak out on the need for a living wage. Keep
on learning — and caring.
This article is modified from a sermon preached by Margaret Shafer
at the United Methodist Church, North Creek, N. Y., on Aug. 11,2002.
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ne o f the most familiar opening lines in modern-day broad
casting comes from that program jewel o f National Public
Radio, “
Prairie Home Companion,”and will forever be asso
ciated with its author and creator, Garrison Keillor. When it comes
time for K eillor’
s weekly monologue to begin, the music stops, the
lights drop down low, and, with a reverence normally associated
only with more religious settings, his mellow voice intones, It has
been a quiet week in Lake Wobegon.”
Keillor might as well be speaking another opening line, an even
more familiar one from a definitely religious setting, Here beginneth the first lesson,”because his monologue truly is, for many, the
lesson o f the week. It is a lesson arising from that magic place where
“
all the men are strong, all the women are good looking, and all the
children are above average.”
With only a few years’break, “
Prairie Home Companion”has
been with us as a Saturday evening American tradition for nearly
thirty years, ever since Garrison Keillor offered the first edition of
the show to an audience o f twelve in a small auditorium at
Macalester College. Keillor has in the course o f these years become
an acknowledged American treasure as humorist, author, and
homespun philosopher. From his youth in the upper Midwestern
town o f Anoka, Minnesota — a town even now o f only 17,000 — he
developed uncommon insight into human nature. With that insight
he is building himself and his “
Prairie”show into a living legend.
Keillor is in rare company; there is no multitude o f such legends
in America. But he is not alone. For the generations o f my parents
and my grandparents, William Penn Adair Rogers, or just Will
Rogers, was and is equally legendary and cut from the same cloth.
This simple Cherokee cowboy, first turned trick roper and vaudevillian in the Ziegfield Follies, then turned humorist-author-homespun philosopher, was the first big-time radio commentator. He
grew up wild on his father’
s ranch in Oologah, Oklahoma
popu
lation now 828 — but eventually appeared in 71 movies and wrote
six books and 4,000 daily columns before his untimely death at age
56 in a plane crash. Forever associated with Will Rogers are the lines:
“
I never met a man I didn’
t like.”“
All I know is just what I read in
the papers.”“
Everybody is ignorant, only on different subjects.’
For Rogers, humor in human nature was everywhere. In reli
gion: “
Whoever wrote the Ten Commandments made them short;
they may not always be kept, but [at least] they can be understood.”
In Washington: “I don’
t make jokes, I just watch the government
and report the facts.”And he might as well have been speaking about
last year at Wooster when he wrote, “
...Politics aren’
t worrying this
country one tenth as much as parking space.”Like Keillor, through
brains, wit, and a keen perception into human nature, Rogers built
himself into an American tradition.
If Will Rogers and Garrison Keillor have captured essences of
human nature in their respective parts o f the twentieth century,
then the path was certainly laid for them by their counterpart in the
last half o f the nineteenth century, by the probably permanent icon
o f American culture, one o f the very few individuals with a Ken
Burns television series devoted entirely to him, Mark Twain. Mark
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Twain, too, was a pretty fair humorist, author, and homespun
philosopher. Like Rogers and Keillor, Twain, as Samuel Clemens,
was raised in a small town — Hannibal, Missouri, population now
only 18,000. In fact, Hannibal, Missouri, Oologah, Oklahoma, and
Anoka, Minnesota, form a tight, 600-mile triangle in the absolute
heart o f America. Mark Twain offers an explanation:
“
Human nature cannot be studied in cities, except at a disad
vantage — a village is the place. There you can get to know your
man inside and out — in a city you but know his crust; and his crust
is usually a lie.”
Twain’
s many observations on human nature are spread
throughout his thirty books and other writings. Here’
s another gem
to hold onto: “
If you pick up a starving dog and make him prosper
ous, he will not bite you. This is the principal difference between a
dog and a man.”
Twain and Rogers long since built their legends; we are fortu
nate to be able to watch Keillor in the process. To our students I
would say, just as I used to pump my father about Will Rogers, your
children and grandchildren will want to hear from you about
Garrison Keillor, so keep watching, and reading, and listening.
But I digress. To be true to my intended direction, let us return
to K eillor’
s quiet week on the prairie, in Lake Wobegon, for a com 
parison. By contrast, Wooster is not exactly on the prairie. Few
would claim that there is much similarity between our small, rela
tively prosperous northeastern Ohio city and that little, sleepy, mys
terious, fictitious central Minnesota town that, as Keillor describes
it, “
time has forgotten and the decades cannot improve.”And few
would claim that there is a great similarity between, on one hand,
the industrious flock, especially o f Presbyterians, who founded this
city and this College, and, on the other hand, the Norwegian bach
elor farmers who populate the Chatterbox Cafe and Tina’
s Kitty
Boutique.
I’
ll have to admit that there are some who never recognize this
difference, judging by the questions and comments many o f us at
the College receive right after commencement: Well, I guess you
can take it easy now; what are you going to do to keep busy all sum
mer? Must be pretty quiet at Wooster in the summer.
The summer o f 2002 was not quiet at Wooster. But, of course, to
the best o f our knowledge. Lake Wobegon has no liberal arts college.
Never before has the campus hosted so many people in summer
programs: economics conferences, athletic camps, teacher work
shops, music camps, synod assemblies, writing camps, the Ohio
Light Opera, and much more.
Moreover, the entire academic year 2001-02 was not quiet. For
we, too, have been building things. From the data, it would appear
that, mostly, we have been building buildings:
478 tons o f structural steel,
3,965 cubic yards o f concrete,
38,741 cubic feet o f limestone,
145,260 face bricks,
13,021 square feet o f glass,
38,316 feet o f plumbing,
Wooster

460,831 feet o f electronic and telecommunication wire,
all assembled by 188,924 person-hours o f work,
plus 121,995 brick pavers on the new south campus mall.
It’
s not clear what got into us. During the Campaign for the
1990s, the College undertook four major building projects in five
years. We vowed never to attempt that pace again.
Building three major new buildings, plus undertaking simulta
neously a number o f other substantial projects like the new mall
and renovating Lowry Center’
s dining room, is almost unheard of
at Wooster. Only twice in the history o f the College has a similar
effort been tried: in 1902, to recover from the great fire o f Old Main
with the construction o f Kauke, Scovel, Severance, and Taylor; and
in 1965-66 to ride the wave o f national growth by building three
residence halls — Armington, Bissman, and Stevenson
with gov
ernment funds available only in a short window.
For only the third time in history did the College have the
opportunity, the luxury really, o f such an undertaking, o f such sig
nificant growth and strengthening. It is heady stuff to build a big,
new building from start to finish, to say nothing o f three.

'No building can serve its objective without
a solid foundation; no community can thrive without
the integrity of all its members../
However, lost on few people at the start o f last year was the irony
that, as buildings were rising at Wooster, some pretty important
buildings elsewhere were falling. As we were trying to build up this
place, other folks were trying to tear down that place, and the coun
try with it. At this point, we might find it useful to consider the
implications o f words that poet T. S. Eliot once wrote about anoth
er o f society’
s significant institutions. Eliot observed, The Church
is forever building, for it is forever decaying [from] within and
attacked from without.”
.
For what other institutions is this true? Is there wisdom in this
observation for us? Last September, this country was indeed
attacked from without. And these outside enemies had decided that
tearing down our biggest buildings was the greatest possible blow to
our viability. In this, at least, we have proved them wrong. However,
they and others also claim that we are decaying from within. As
much as we would like to deny this, it only took a few more months
for another blow to be struck, for another large building to fall, if
only figuratively. For all the damage they inflicted, Kenneth Lay and
his colleagues might just as well have driven a jet plane into Enron s
Houston headquarters. This was not an attack from without. This
was decay from within. And before long other buildings were
falling, if only figuratively, for similar reasons. In New York and in
Houston, as well as elsewhere, it appears that this nation indeed has
the need for both o f E liot’
s reasons to keep building. It’
s not just
buildings that need building, or re-building.
And what are the implications for Wooster? As important as
buildings are the intangible things we build. In our strategic plan,
we have set for ourselves the objective o f building a stronger cam
pus community. In the parlance o f contractors, the program state
ment’and ‘
schematic drawings’for this objective may be found in
W ooster’
s by-laws and its statements o f mission and purpose, the
construction documents’exist in the Colleges five-year strategic
plan. We are putting these plans under scrutiny twice this year: first,
in the self-study for our ten-year accreditation visit in November by
the North Central Association, and then in the renewal o f the strate
gic plan for 2003 to 2008.
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In many ways, we do well with our community. Scot Spirit Day,
Party on the Green, Scots in Service, and a range o f other all-cam
pus gatherings illustrate our strengths in normal times. Our
responses to September 11 show what we can do under fire.
But, as in buildings, integrity depends on each aspect o f con
struction, and last year we put the College in jeopardy too many
times in our treatment o f our facilities, our city neighbors, even our
friends. Some have chosen to fly their jets into our community, and
this is decay from within. I call on the Wooster community this year
to establish a higher standard o f behavior in all o f our actions.
This brings me to my final area o f construction, hardly an
insignificant one. While the College has been building buildings and
community, you, our students, have been building yourselves. All o f
you, I trust, have been building your intellects; as a college we are
pretty good at helping you do this. Many o f you have also been
building your bodies, your physical strength. With the Swigart
Fitness Center and all o f the programs in the PEC, we are also not
bad at helping you do this. But you are also building character.
Wooster, like many colleges, often comes under fire for not aiming
more explicitly to build character along with intellects and bodies.
But this is tricky business. I had always thought my views on this
subject were idiosyncratic until I was fortunate with the help o f Bill
Bowen, former president o f Princeton University and now president
o f the Andrew Mellon Foundation, to come upon supporting views
from others. As Princeton’
s president about 1910, Woodrow Wilson
was under similar fire. In a speech to his incoming students, he said
(and please pardon the all-male references that were appropriate to
Princeton at the time):
“
I hear a great deal about character being the object o f educa
tion. I take leave to believe that a man who cultivates his character
consciously will cultivate nothing except what will make him intol
erable to his fellow men. If your object in life is to make a fine fel
low o f yourself, you will not succeed, and you will not be acceptable
to really fine fellows. Character, gentlemen, is a by-product. It
comes, whether you will or not, as a consequence o f life devoted to
the nearest duty; and the place where character would be cultivated,
if it be a place o f study, is a place where study is the object and char
acter is the result.”
Faced with the same demands, Robert Maynard Hutchins, once
president o f the University o f Chicago, agreed: “
All attempts to teach
character directly... degenerate into vague exhortations to be good,
which leave the bored listener with a desire to commit outrages
which would otherwise never have occurred to him.”
It is reassuring to be in good company with Bowen — and also
Wilson and Hutchins — to believe, and I quote Bowen, that “
char
acter can be taught, and should be taught, indirectly — by insisting
on the highest standards, by refusing to accept easy excuses or sloth
ful practices.”At Wooster, our expectations for Independent Study
and for academic honesty in all work exemplify this belief.
No building can serve its objective without a solid foundation;
no community can thrive without the integrity o f all o f its mem
bers; no individual can truly contribute except from a basis o f sound
intellect and resulting character.
Writing to his father in 1932, the artist Jackson Pollock spoke o f
the ways in which each o f us is an artist: “
When I say artist, I don’
t
mean in the narrow sense o f the word, but the man who is building
things — creating, molding the earth — whether it be the plains o f
the West or the iron o f the Penn. It’
s all a big game o f construction
— some with a brush, some with a shovel, some choose a pen.”
With faith that together as artists in this sense we can build great
buildings, strong communities, and individuals with both splendid
intellects and sterling characters, the 133rd year o f instruction at
The College o f Wooster is hereby convened.
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Scots in Service grows in spirit, volunteer numbers
I

Atlanta

M

ore than eight hundred alumni and friends o f the
College provided volunteer service to their local
communities during the second annual Scots in
Service day on October 5. Groups met in fourteen cities
coast to coast, many working in partnership with local
organizations.

To view more photos and read more about the day, visit
the Web page: www.wooster.edu/alumni/scotsinservice/.

Cleveland

Mike Pellegrino
’
84, Susan
Limkemann Evans
’
88, and Bob Beck
’
66 helped clean
Lake Erie's shore
line. Wooster
volunteers assisted
Cleveland
Metroparks’natu
ralists in an all-day
festival at Bay
Village’
s
Huntington Beach
Reservation.

Margaret Booth Leeper '73 and Ross Wright '62 check for
expiration dates at the Atlanta Community Food Bank, where
volunteers packaged canned goods and other non-perishables for
the nearly 700 nonprofit agencies that use the food bank.

Columbus

San Antonio
Wooster Scots undertook beautification and maintenance projects for the San Antonio Metropolitan Ministries homeless
shelter, then shared a celebratory lunch. From left, rear: Steve Kosub, Bill Lytle '44, Reyes Ramos, Martha Bergstresser
Ramos '66, SAMM Shelter Staff, Tim Jachowski, Scott McLean '87, Brad Williams; Front: Nancy Deidrick Kosub 71,
Reggie Williams '63, Phyllis Duly Jachowski '62, Naida Ollmann Kisinger '52, Buzz Williams, Abby Wilson Kurth 76, and
Larry “
M c”
Kurth '76 (getting in the spirit with his kilt). Seated: Nancy Sether Masterson '70, Dana and Erika Kurth.
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Jennifer Belmont Hansen '91 leads Daisy and a
friend at the Fall Harvest Jamboree. Wooster
alumni returned to their 2001 SIS site to help staff
this City o f Columbus event which introduces
inner-city kids to outdoor activities on a farm.

Wooster
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M inneapolis/St. Paul
’ Philadelphia

Marcy Grossman ’
01 (left) and Alex Pries ’
02 seal boxes
o f food packed by Scots in Service crew in the warehouse
at Second Harvest Heartland in St. Paul.

Wooster

Philadelphia-area alumni gathered at Briar Brush Nature Center to clean up the center’
s buildings and
groom the trails and grounds. Pictured are (back row) Carl Bowman ’
97, Heather Simpson ’
91, Sarah
Murchison ’
93, Craig Petko ’
97, Kitty Campbell ’
70, Elissa Truitt-Kopf ’
73, M ary McCoa, M ary Collins
Eby ’
60 and Tara Burgy ’
94; (front) Amy Schmitt Bowman ’
97, Rhu McBee.

Ashley H artz ’
06
helps paint play
ground equipment
at a City o f Wooster
park. Current stu
dents joined local
alumni and their
families for the
work day at several
city parks, then
regrouped for a
meal on campus at
the Physical
Education Center.

Denver

President R. Stanton Hales joined Washington, D.C., Scots in
Service volunteer Eric Koons at historic Watts Branch Park.
Volunteers dug holes for tree planting, cleared brush, and
groom ed trails.

more photos,
next page

Davin Korstjens ’
02, Ainsley Land, Jennifer Hodgson Anton ’
89, Margaret Stump)) 90 and Amy
Lytle ’
01 groom ing the grounds at Butterfly Hope, a natural science and gardening enrichment
program for Denver's inner city kids. M ore than a dozen alumni turned out for the day.

Fall 2002
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N e w York City

Second annual
Scots in Service (corn.)

Charlie Gall '93 and Jenny McCreight Sheneman '93
clean up at Second Harvest food bank in San Carlos.
Scots in Service volunteers sorted food for distribution,
then shared lunch at a local restaurant.

Alumni and friends gathered at a Manhattan park for a clean-up project. Back row, from left: Rob Cahill 94,
Galen Gaarder ’
93, Jill Gregory ’
95, Sam Hahn ’
94, John Szekeres ’
85, Sarah Weinman ’
99, Wendy Graham
’
00. Front: Cynthia Panos Papp ’
86, Tricia Smith James '97, M ary Harvey '91, Julia Stanton 93, and a friend.
Wooster volunteers signing in at the Greater
Chicago Food Depository warehouse, where
they inspected, sorted and packaged food, were
Susan “
Bunny”Boyt '70, Linda Cansler
Martens '71, Richard Craft '69, Linda Barth
Craft '70, Linda Crane '64, Gerry Bloomer,
Dee Delaplane Millard ’
69: Kate Dunne, Liz
Farina, Andrea Frueh, '02s; Carol Gates '80,
Timothy and Tamara Charles Hallett '96s,
Diane Limbird Hamburger '71, M aggie
Harrod '02, Katie H ershoff’
OO, Edward “Ted"
Lillibridge ‘
71, Kathleen Manatt '70, Lydia
Murray '93, Mark Pickett ’
91, Molly Raley
’
61, M ichael R u lf’
93, Amanda Smith ’
97,
Jennifer Sorrells ’
02, Cathy Taylor ’
92,
Catriona Ward ’
99, Jordan Williams ’
02, and
David Zack ’
89. They are pictured here after a
productive and rewarding morning.

Chicago

*JS|ew Jersey

Boston

Carol Myers Allison ’
67, Art Pearson ’
58 and Katie Erdman
Lyons ’
92 pause with shovels as they worked to clear paths at
Morris County’
s Great Swamp O utdoor Educational Center.
The alumni regrouped later for lunch at the home o f Katie
and Tim ’
92 Lyons.
Sarah Crawford Reynard ’
86, Niki Healy Jordan ’
61, and her husband, David ‘
59,
chat over breakfast before the Scots in Service event in Boston. Wooster alumni and
friends helped more than 1,000 senior citizens during a dance event sponsored by
Self-Esteem Boston Educational Institute.
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Alumni Board
elects Murray
and O ’
B rien

Donna Russell ’
96, Sean Harris ’
93 and Tiana Lee '97 reconnect at a campus reception on Uctober 26.

Black alumni revive council
n its earliest days, W ooster’
s Black
Alumni C ouncil worked not only to
maintain alumni ties through reunions
but also to play a role in black students’
lives by spon soring plays, scholarships,
and networking events with alumni.
The council has been dorm ant in
recent years, but a group o f younger
alumni have been working this last year
to revive the organization. Their efforts
began as e-mail conversations last
spring and progressed over several
meetings to the discussion o f elections
and adoption o f bylaws. During the
summer, the council worked to develop

I

wuiatta Bills ’
05 laughs with Carl Davis ’
03

Ja il 2002

a slate o f permament officers and to
formally adopt its bylaws. M embers
also planned a cam pus reception in
O ctober to coincide with H om ecom in g
Weekend.
“It’
s so nice to see faces from across
the classes,”Timeka Thom as Rashid
’
99, council president, told the forty or
so who gathered at the Scheide Hall
reception. Young alumni, a few with
toddlers in tow, mixed with older
alumni and a handful o f current stu
dents.
Rashid thanked Ed Gilbert 73 and
Solom on Oliver ’
69, am ong others, for
lending their perspective on the cou n 
c il’
s history and potential.
“
We have a long way to go,”Rashid
says. “
We are working to ensure that
African-American students are sup
ported thoroughly on campus, socially
and academically, and to give AfricanAmerican alumni a voice and presence
on College issues.”
Joining Rashid as officers are
Gilbert as vice president and Donna
Granderson Russell ’
96, secretary.
Future plans may include a quarter
ly newsletter; cam pus activities that
involve students, faculty, and staff; and
t
regional gatherings for those who can’
easily return to cam pus but who w ould
like to network.
Black alumni interested in council
activities can contact Timeka Rashid at
trashid@otterhein.edu or call her, 614823-3078.

The Alumni Board elected two new
m em bers in June to serve three-year terms.
Lydia Amerson Murray ’
93 is deputy
chief information officer for the City o f
Chicago. She has managed a welfare-towork program for Charlotte, North
Carolina; served as
assistant com m issioner
for housing in New
York City, and directed
the M ayor’
s Action
Center in New York
City. She holds a m as
ter’
s in public adm inis
tration from Indiana
University.
Lydia Murray '93
Murray volunteers
at D eborah ’
s Place and served as the site
leader for the Chicago Scots in Service day.
She is a masters swimmer and Cubs fanatic.
She is married to Thom as E. Murray.
Elizabeth Westhafer O ’
Brien ’
66 o f
Summit, New Jersey, is assistant director for
educational services and an instructor/
adjunct professor o f English at Drew
University. She holds
m aster’
s degrees from
Colum bia University
and Seton Hall
University and a Ph.D
from Drew.
As a volunteer,
O’
Brien serves
Interweave, Resource
Elizabeth O ’
Brien ’
66
Center for Women, The
Nature Conservancy, and the Board o f
World Fellowship for Christ Church. She
also is a class secretary. O ’
Brien enjoys hik
ing, photography, leading journaling w ork
shops, and working with the Courage to
Teach, Parker Palmer program, and the
National Association o f Poetry Therapy. Her
two children are Geoffrey ’
92 and Keri.

One-stop update spot
Have you made som e changes in your
life? New job, new spouse, new house?
Want to share your e-mail address with
classmates? You can let your alma mater
know, online, in one easy step by going to
www.wooster.edu/alumni/form.html
With one click, you can even opt to send
s class notes editor.
your info to Wooster’
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NCAA h on ors D unne
The National Collegiate Athletic
Association named field hockey All
American Katherine Dunne ’
02 (above)
o f Oak Park, Illinois, as O h io’
s 2002
woman o f the year. The award honors
senior student-athletes who excel in the
classroom and playing field and who
demonstrate service and leadership. An
international relations major, Dunne
received honors on her senior I.S. on the
HIV and AIDS epidemic in Thailand and
South Africa. The team captain also
s Manges Prize as top
earned W ooster’
female athlete in her class.

Soccer teams soar
Together, the m en’
s and w om en’
s soc
cer team were busy compiling their bestever seasons this fall. At press time,
W ooster’
s m en’
s soccer team stood at 14-03 with one game to go. The Scots were
ranked first in the Great Lakes region and
fifth in the country by the National Soccer
Coaches Association o f America poll. Top
scorer Brian Conaway ’
06 has ten goals for
the season.
The women hooters, 12-1-5 overall,
were 5-1-2 in league play, which ensured
them a spot in NCAC tournament play.
They were ranked fourth in the Great
Lakes region and 22nd nationally. Their
one loss o f the season was against topranked Ohio Wesleyan.
Check the scores:
w ww .wooster.edu/athletics
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e was a transfer student from
Findlay University who came to
Wooster looking for a positive team
atmosphere and the chance to help the
Scots football program. In a few short
months, running back Tony Sutton ’
05
has managed to supercharge that pro
gram, injecting the excitement o f his
speed and athleticism.
Sutton was leading Division III in
rushing (192 yards per game) by midOctober. At two-thirds through the sea
son, his 1,345 total yards broke the Scots’
single-season rushing record o f 1,236
yards set by Brian Grandison ’
92 in 1991.
His remarkable runs have made him a
multiple pick as North Coast Athletic
Conference player o f the week. His
NCAC-record 313 yards against Ohio
Wesleyan earned him a spot in Sports
IllustratecTs “Faces in the Crowd”feature
in its October 28 issue.
Head coach Mike Schmitz is proud o f
Sutton’
s feats, but he is equally proud to
watch this year’
s squad function as a

Matt Dilyard photos

Sutton takes
Scots program,
runs with it
H

Touchdown Tony: Sutton ’
05 o f Akron

cohesive team, with players working well
together on offense and defense.
At press time, the Fighting Scots stood
at 7-0, the first time they’
ve held such a
record since a perfect 9-0 season in 1923.

Quarterback Spraggins a class act

I

“
My G.P.A. i s

alw ays h ig h e r

D U R IN G F O O T B A L L SE A SO N . I K N O W I
DON’
T HAVE A L O T O F T IM E , S O I
do n ’
t

W A STE T IM E .”

Quarterback Jeff Spraggins,
a chemistry major

f Jeff Spraggins ’
03 weren’
t a real student
here, the admissions office should create
him. The honors chemistry student from
Garfield Heights, Ohio, played saxophone
in the jazz band for three years and leads
his Fighting Scots teammates as a quarter
back with impressive passing stats.
“
Jeff is the epitome o f what you’
d like a
student-athlete to be,”says head coach
Mike Schmitz. “
H e’
s committed to his aca
demic work and to being the best football
player he can be. If we could get a Jeff
Spraggins every year, w e’
d be in great
shape.”
Spraggins enjoys W ooster’
s size, where
“
you’
re not a number — professors know
you.”Inspired by an early chem course, he
hopes one day to head an FBI forensics lab.
His senior season o f football has been
the best, and not just because o f all the
wins. “
We’
re like a family this year,”he says.
Wooster

Dean o f Men John
Bruere caused a stir
when he began riding
his bike to the office
“
to preserve the waist
line and to conserve
gas,”according to the
1942 Index.

Class Notes • Foil 2 0 0 2
| Q Q Q Louise Irwin
■f L 0 Kittredge Clark

writes, “
As one of the last remaining
members of the Class of 1928,1
hated to see no entry for our class in
the last issue of Wooster. To keep
that from happening this time, here’
s
a little news about me.
“
In Oct. 2001 1sold my home
and moved to a local retirement
home that had just opened. I love it
here. My apartment suits me well,
and I have very friendly neighbors.
“
I’
ve organized a dramatic club
°f people age 85 or older. We’
ve
dramatized “
She’
ll Be Cornin’
Around the Mountain”(eight verses),“
Red Riding Hood,”and “
Jack in
the Beanstalk.”Now we are working
°n“
Hillbilly Wedding.”We have
loads of fun, and our elderly audience loves it.
“
I also take walks, drive my car,
Play bridge, enjoy my family when
they visit, and read Wooster with
great interest.
“
Can I get to our 75th reunion
next June? Time will tell.”

1QOQ Seven of us at our
^ * w Mm 70th! What a wonderhrl Alumni Weekend. The weather
was perfect, and Ann and Ford
Ross were the perfect hosts. Ford
conducted our meetings, and Ann
Fall 2002

supervised the caterers in their
beautiful, spacious home.
In addition to Ford, attending
were Bill McAfee, Mary Corwin

McClarran, Mary Oberlin, Polly
Steiner Light, Betty Spring
Woolley, and me (Roenna). Ford

received letters of regret from

Dorothy Simpson Schlossnagel,

family members of Roberta Gibson
Woodall, and Harriet Painter
Hopkins. Thirty-six members of
our class died between June 1997
and May 1,2002.
We were joined by three mem
bers of the Class of 1927: Alice
Childs Grosjean, Mary Courtney
Bourns, and Osie Drushel Feusier.
(See these ’
27ers pictured on page 30
of Wooster, Summer 2002.)
Class members who filled out
the questionnaire, in addition to
those mentioned above, were Jessie

Burroway, Carol Romig
Cunningham, Katherine Adrian
Johnson, Margaret Eisaman
Muranyi, and Elizabeth Hainer
Prestel.

My (Roenna’
s) son, Byron, took
me. He really enjoyed meeting you
all. We’
re glad we went.
Did you see me on page 26 of
the summer issue of Wooster?
R o e n n a K a m e r e r K o s t e , The
Highlands at Wyomissing, 2000

Cambridge Ave. #248, Wyomissing,
PA 19610-4610.
1 f t Q Q Hardly anyone writes
I # 0 0 to me (Ed), your
loyal, industrious drudge from the
Class of ’
33. Does nothing happen
to ’
33ers, anytime, anywhere? That
seems most unlikely. Must I get on
my knees and humbly beg? Manu
facture some news, friends — the
more bizarre, improbable, out
landish, incredible, the better. But
remember, no recital of your symp
toms, afflictions, therapy, or progno
sis of your ailments. Give free rein to
your imagination.
E d H e t o e , 4504 Lincoln Ave., Van
couver, WA 98663-1766.
1 0 Q A F()0 late for the last
I # w ■ edition was news of
an art exhibition by Ruth
Creighton Campbell. She was to
show old oils and pastels as well as
current pencil and ink drawings in
Albuquerque, her home and work
place. Her letterhead says,
“
Illustrate and Layout.”Anyone
else in this business?
Ruth sends along her last
Christmas letter giving news of her
children, John, Bill, and Nancy, and
three great-grandchildren. She
writes with enthusiasm and verve.

The card announcing her show had
a drawing, “
Strangely anatomical fig
ures”— I’
ll leave the details to your
fantasy. Congratulations, Ruth!
Elizabeth Hunt Kleiner writes
of her pleasure in being near her
husband in the Sarah Moore Home
in Delaware, Ohio. They moved after
many years in California to be near
her family. She says she has “
failing
eyesight”— one of the hazards of
our long years.
Jane Lusch Clevenger sends a
notice of a new address — 165
Highbiuffs Blvd., Apt. 519, Colum
bus, OH 43235 — and a friendly
“
visitors are welcome!”
Italia Martin Hull graciously
answered my (Elizabeth’
s) note and
spoke of her new husband and life
in Sarasota as reported by Helen
Hayward in the last issue.
The April 14, 2000, death of
Donald Hilliker was reported by
his daughter-in-law. She sends her
tribute, “
He was a wonderful man.”
William Robinson’
s death was
reported in the obituaries of the last
issue. And word has come of the
death of Marion McKee Graham.
Details will follow. Our class is thus
diminished by three, sadly.
Judy Lewis Funk writes of
many serious surgeries and her hus
band’
s illness. They live in a Men31

nonite home, in different care areas.
She visits him, but he does not know
her, such a sadness after a long mar
riage. Good thoughts to you, Judy.
Bob Bean and his daughter
wrote of the death of Bob’
s wife in
February. This has been a hard time
for Bob. Many of us understand and
sympathize, having experienced such
loss.
Kay Hunter Lanz rejoices over
the family reunion held on her 90th
birthday: her four sons were togeth
er. She enjoys time with five great
grandchildren. As always, she’
s plan
ning a trip.
Does anyone know a correct
address for Elizabeth Mulder
Davis of Lakeside, Ohio, on
Marblehead, or Blanch Straub
Halderman, last known of
Trenholm Rd. in Columbia, SC?
Cards to them were returned; please
let me know, and I’
ll notify the
College.
On the bright side, we found a
lost alum! Mavis Wilcox Ruckel ’
35
lives here in Breckenridge Village
with Mary Yunck Cort and me
(Elizabeth) among many other
Wooster folks.
Mavis lived her freshman year at
Miller Manor, then, like many in
that Depression year, finished else
where. She taught second grade for
25 years and helped her husband on
their farm near Medina. She reads,
gardens, visits her husband in our
nursing division, and enjoys loving
family members nearby.
My (Elizabeth’
s) family gathered
to celebrate your scribe’
s 90th birth
day. Bob ’
62 from Arizona and
Jonathan 73 from Oregon joined
Dan of South Euclid, Ohio, in remi
niscing with much laughter. Many
other relatives added to the festivi
ties and to my joy.
A happy 90th birthday to all.
Please note the address correction
below.
E l iz a b e t h L a p h a m W ills , 36500
Euclid Ave. A255, Willoughby, OH
44094.

1Q Q C

I (Ray) called

I 7tf J Adelbert Mohr and

found that his wife died in Feb.
2001. She was frequently with
Adelbert when he came to the
campus. Adelbert’
s son and daugh
ter, Gilbert and Eleanor, assist him.
He hopes to see our wonderful cam
pus again and enjoy some of that
32

Wooster spirit. He says, “
I am glad
that I came to Wooster. The educa
tion enabled me to earn a good liv
ing and enjoy some of the pleas
ures of life.”
Walter Crawford has a new
young minister in his area who was
talking to him about Christian
strengths. The minister was saying,
“
Faith, hope, and charity and the
greatest of these.. when Walter
interrupted with, “
.. .the greatest of
these is a sense of humor.”
V io l a S t a r t z m a n R o b e r t s o n , 687
Greenwood Blvd., Wooster, OH
44691-4923, < VSR@aol.com>, and
R ay S h a m e l , 61 Alcott St., Acton, MA
01720-5540.
1 0 *1 /1 Any news from
I / O O ’
36ers?
R a l p h G il l m a n , 1256 Lisa Ann Dr.,
Akron, OH 44313.
Tj Q Q ^

Greetings to the 117
living members of the
Class of 1937, as we (the Van
Bolts) begin another term as class
secretaries. Mariam “
Mim”
Siegfried McDonald will continue
to serve as class president and
Josephine Miller Budde as vice
president. We accept our responsi
bilities with reservations —
between now and 2008, there will
be 90th birthdays to hurdle — but
we face the future with high expec
tations.
Harriet Morris Carr disap
peared from our radar shortly after
her husband, Carlos, died in 2000. In
our file for her, we found the mar
ried name of her only daughter, an
alumna of Ohio State, and contacted
her. Apparently Harriet fell shortly
after the death of her husband and
was in a hospital and a rehab facility.
She now lives at Marriott Maple
Ridge, 8212 N. Main St., Apt. D8,
Dayton, OH 45415.
Currently, we are having difficul
ty confirming the addresses of:

I 7w/

James Scott, Emerson Peckham,
Margene Lee Knot, and Mary
Critchley Main. Do you have any

information that would help us? To
avoid future problems, we will be
asking each of you for the name,
address, and telephone number of
someone who will always know
where you are.
Ruth Ferris Smith now resides
in Grosvenor Park, 7 Loring Hills,
Salem, MA 01970. Our contact with

Ruth is a friend in Holt, MI.
John Lawrence’
s official address
is in Corvallis, OR, but since his
knee transplant, he spends most of
his time with a friend in Weaverville,
CA 96093 (P.O. Box 553).
Martha Fleming Snyder has
moved into a new apartment (#909)
in her retirement center in Clear
water, FL, and continues to volun
teer in the library and the thrift shop
run by the residents of Oak Bluffs.

Fredericka Ahrens Cobren

flew to Scotland in late May to visit
her youngest brother, Martin. Of the
seven Ahrens siblings, the first five
are Wooster alums: Katherine ’
34,
John ’
35, Fredericka ’
37, James ’
41,
and Margaret ’
42 (deceased). Martin
and the youngest sister chose to
enroll elsewhere. Fredericka had a
delightful trip and saw some of the
celebration of Queen Elizabeth’
s
50th jubilee in London.
Fran and Fred Shibley enjoyed a
family reunion and a cruise to
Quebec in June.
Although a stroke has consider
ably slowed down her husband, Bob,
Bernice Reid McClester reports
that the ninth annual Country
Living Field Day, sponsored by Ohio
State U extension, was held on Sept.
28 at Kenwood Farms in Carroll
County, Ohio, owned by Bee and
Bob. They have hosted this affair for
a number of years. It is promoted as
“
the largest small farm educational
program in the U.S.A.!
Occasionally, our birthday calls
find the celebrants in the middle of
a party. Luella Sillaman Moffat in
Johnstown, PA, was sharing her spe
cial day with both sons and all of the
grandchildren. One son is the pastor
of the church that Luella and her
husband attend, and the other son
lives just one hour away.
Querida Duval Dunn was
enjoying cake and ice cream with
friends at home in Vista, CA.
Mark Kendall had expected the
trip to Wooster for our reunion in
June to be strenuous, since he
requires the use of a walker, but he
wanted his grandson to see the cam
pus. They attended the Friday
evening dinner on June 7 and
returned to Indianapolis the follow
ing morning. He says the brief visit
was well worth the trip.
Mark was not included in our
class photograph. Bob Andrews
also returned home before the pic

ture was taken.
Paul and Ruth Kempton ’
40
McClanahan enjoy their house in a
Presbyterian retirement center in
Lakeland, FL. Ruth’
s health seems to
be improving, and they were looking
forward to Ruth’
s 90th birthday.
William Kieffer ’
36 gave us the
sad news of the death of Elaine
Steele Kieffer on July 31. She had
been in relatively good health until
just two weeks before her death,
when a condition caused by lung
cancer became acute. Their daughter
and two granddaughters were able
to be with Elaine and stayed on with
Bill for several weeks.
During our senior year, Elaine
“
Fifi”was the administrative presi
dent of Women’
s Self Government.
Here is a quote from the 1937 Index.
“
Fifi has the dignity of bearing and
countenance that lends itself to con
ducting women’
s chapel services.
Her business-like air unfailingly
commands respect.”She was a very
important part of the Wooster expe
rience for all of us. We encourage
you to send condolences to Bill at
1873 Golden Rain Rd. #3, Walnut
Creek, CA 94595.
R o g e r and M a r t h a T i l o c k V a n
B o l t , 2020 Glendale Ave., Flint, MI
48503-2111, phone (810) 233-5107,
<rvbmvb@tir. com>.

1 QQQ

We have sad news of
several classmates.
Dorothy Donaldson Copple died
on May 23 in Nashville. Her hus
band, George, died a year ago. The
class extends its sympathy to their
children, Diane, Carol, George Jr.,
and Laura.
Vera Miley Dilgard’
s husband,
Emerson, died in May 2001. We all
remember him well for the break
fasts at the Dilgard home during
many reunion weekends. Our sym
pathy and loving thoughts go to
Vera and her family.
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Delphine Crawford Telford

died on April 21, less than a month
after her husband’
s death. We send
our loving sympathy to their family.
On a happier note, 1(Louise)
call your attention to the calendar
— we have an important reunion
coming up in June 2003. Our 65th
should be a great celebration and a
time to remember those who are no
longer with us. Let’
s all try to attend
at least some of the events. Plans are
already being made.
Wooster

c la s s

notes

First Lady Comes to Campus
by
Catherine Compton Chase '44

I (Louise) need news and
encouragement from all of you.
L o u i s e H a r r i s S o u t h a r d , 4143
Hilldale Ave., Memphis, TN 381171627, < louise-southard@juno.
com>.
1 O O O Its been a while since
I M
/ we’
ve heard from you.
S a r a r u t h M o h u n d r o G r im e s, 6

Branding Iron Ln., Palos Verdes, CA
90274-2501.

1 0/1 A AnnDivelbiss
I 7“
iw Ackerman sends a

newsy note, “
Retirement from
teaching English lit has given me
time to serve on several boards,
take offices in favorite organiza
tions (especially a local civic club),
and freelance for newspapers and
magazines.
“
With two children and four
grandchildren, I have little leisure
time that isn’
t spent in Cincinnati or
Washington, DC. It is a good life for
a long-time widow.”(Ann’
s husband
was killed in 1951.)
This year Ann is planning to
celebrate 50 years of living in her
Victorian house in Bellville, Ohio.
She concludes, “
1think fondly of
Wooster and the rich background it
gave us. Weren’
t we lucky and
blessed?”
The College notified Marguerite
Lane Bowden that during the aca
demic year of 2001-02, the Class of
1940 Scholarship was awarded to
Miles Holding ’
05 of Washington,
IL. The letter states that the award
made a positive difference for Miles
last year. At present the balance in
the scholarship fund is $44,869.45.
The class extends our sympathy
to Marguerite, whose brother, Joseph
49, died on June 22.
We also send condolences to
Beatrice Browne Wylie. Her son,
John, died on May 12. Beatrice
moved from Wooster to Kendal, a
Quaker retirement community. Her
address is Kendal Dr., Kennett
Square, PA 19348-2330. Like most
new residents, she enjoys the new
friends and the services and activi
ties. The move brings her closer to
two of her three daughters.
Art and Virginia Weisenstein
Correll recendy celebrated their
60th wedding anniversary.
Congratulations! They continue to
make Wooster their home.
Roberta Conover Kelch
Fall 2002

Early in the morning of May
14,1933, the Pullman train from
Washington, D.C., arrived in
Wooster with my brother. Bill
Compton ’
40, and me, aboard.
Lou Henry Hoover — Mrs.
Herbert Hoover — was on the
same train, traveling in a private
railroad car. Billy and I ate dinner
in that car with the wife of the
President of the United States, at
her invitation. She gave me my
first Girl Scout pin that night. She
was deeply involved with the Girl
Scouts and happy to meet an
enthusiastic Brownie.
I was ten years old and had the
first “
permanent wave”in my
short brown hair. My brother was
twelve. What an adventure, travel
ing all the way to Ohio by our
selves and dining with the First
Lady! That weekend was one of
the most exciting events in my
young life.
We left the train in pouring
rain, amid great concern about
the Color Day festivities scheduled
for that afternoon. Mrs. Hoover
was to receive an honorary doc
torate. (Her ancestors, the Henrys,
were among the town’
s early
founders.) My mother, Helen

Harrington Compton ’
12, a
College Trustee, met the train, with
others on the College staff.
Mother’
s irrepressible optimism
carried the day, “
Surely by 10 a.m.
the sun will come out!”
My family (my father was
Wilson Compton ’
ll) lived in
Washington and hosted the annual
alumni gathering there until 1940.
Billy and I knew all the words to
the “
Wooster Love Song.”Earlier in
the spring of 1933, my mother had
arranged for President Hoover to
receive the Wooster’
s Men’
s Glee
Club at the White House. Likewise,
my mother had a hand in setting
up Mrs. Hoover’
s visit to the
College for this May Day.
The stadium lawn was wet for
the maypole dancers, but it turned
out to be a lovely day. The May
Queen that year was Elma Sage
’
33; Carolyn Gustafson ’
33 was
the outgoing queen. My mother
had been the College’
s first May
Queen in 1911.
Long after the occasion, Mrs.
Hoover remembered the visit to
Wooster with great pleasure and
pride. She was a gracious lady and
a wonderful sport.
And my mother? Indomitable.

responded promptly to a request
about past and present activities.
Roberta graduated from the Phila
delphia College of Osteopathic
Medicine as a physician/surgeon in
1942 and was the first woman in
tern in eight years at the Osteo
pathic Hospital of Philadelphia.
Professional opportunities took
her to New York before she moved
to Orange County, CA, where she
stayed for 16years. She reared her
three children there, did some pro
fessional work, and volunteered in
the community and at church. Now
she lives in a new adult community
in Glens Mills, PA.
Roberta’
s husband, Jack, helped
design their new home but died
suddenly just three months before
they moved in. The place has a fin
ished lower level so that Roberta has
a place for her three looms and her
computer. Her 14 grandchildren are
scattered around the United States.
Her first great-grandchild was born
in 2001 in Arizona.
Ab Henshaw reports from East
Aurora, NY, that things are going
well there and that he keeps in
touch with Charles Suttles and
Charles Marcy ’
42.Ab and his wife

spend February and March in a
condo in Naples, FL. They have been
going south during the winter for 11
years.
Theodore Moore was with us
for only two years and completed his
B.A. at Ohio State U. Ted graduated
from McCormick Theological
Seminary, and he and his wife went
to India as full-time missionaries.
Their first assignment was in the city
of Mainpuri, Ted’
s birthplace. The
Moores now live in Westminster
Gardens in Duarte, CA, a retirement
home founded over 50 years ago for
Presbyterian missionaries.
F l o r e n c e D u n b a r K e r r , 52 Ranch
Rd., Willoughby, OH 44094-5646,
<fkerr02@msn.com>, and F r a n k
T h a t c h e r , 717 Maiden Choice Ln.
#622, Baltimore, MD 21228-6175.
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1 We extend our sym■ I pathy to Beth Keene
Kendall and her family upon the
July death of Hugh Kendall, Beth’
s
husband. He died of cardiac arrest
in Canandaigua, NY. “
A great life,”
says Beth. “
I wish it could have
gone on longer, but he died
happy.”
Hugh was well-established in
I

*

transportation technology when his
first wife died in 1983. Two years
later he married Beth, a happy mar
riage of 18 years. Hugh had two
sons, a daughter, 11 grandchildren,
and three great-grandchildren,
Beth’
s extended family.
A memorial service was held in
the First Congregational Church of
Canandaigua, to which Connie and
Hiram Tindall and their daughter.
Sue Ann Schroeter ’
82, belong.
“
More than 200 attended the service
in tribute to an interesting and loved
person,”says Hiram.
During the summer months.
Marjorie Kemp Macone suc
cumbed to cancer. She dwindled in
size but not in spirit, forever the
nimble mind in love with life. Her
husband, Anthony, phoned me
(Jim) because of my long-time cor
respondence with Marj. Her wideranging letters exposed interests in
the arts, literature, and the human
comedy.
At Wooster Marj majored in
English but belonged to the history
upper crust, Phi Alpha Theta, then
headed by Kay Sommerlatte Van
Eerde. In later years, Marj sojourned
in England, especially London. Her
marriage to Tony made a new devo
tee to Wooster. He and Marj never
missed a class reunion until the last
one.We send our sympathy to Tony
and their daughters.
I (Jeanne) had a fabulous trip to
Hawaii. The weather was humid, but
the luau was tasty, the dancers grace
ful in their grass skirts, and the
beaches lovely. Bill and Jean
Kingsley Singer live in Kailua, but I
was in Maui and wasn’
t able to see
them. Otherwise, the trip was
superb.
My roommate at Wooster,
Drusilla “
Dru”Gillespie, was hon
ored last year for church work. “
For
51 years,”Dru remarked, “
I have
been a member of St. Mary’
s
Episcopal Church in Beaver Falls,
PA.”A cradle Episcopalian, she was
christened, confirmed, and married
there. For about three decades, she
divided her time at the church into
something like presidential terms or
geological eras, according to what
rector came or left, or her different
staff position. The “
staff visitor”
became the “
office manager.”She
noted with a smile, “
I had no secre
tarial skills but could always get vol
unteers.”
33

Dru holds intense loyalty to
Church Women United, an ecu
menical group that sponsors World
Day of Prayer, Meals-on-Wheels,
and other activities. Dru was trained
as a librarian, worked at Brown U,
and during WWII served in the
WAVES. While in military service,
she got married. Her son is a builder
in Tampa, FL, and her daughter is an
Episcopal priest in Minnesota.
Len and Anne Carson Snyder
were honored for their zeal in track
ing and preserving the history of
Tuscarawas Country, Ohio. They are
long-time New Philadelphia resi
dents
In Bethlehem, PA, Evelyn

Carman Hole, Pudge Hole’
s

widow, recently took a spill. She suf
fered no broken bones but was left
with a bad back. A nearby daughter
has been a great help and comfort.

Mary Wilcox “
Willie”Hughes

and her family had a busy summer
and fall. They were preparing for a
show of the artwork of Mary’
s dad,
Frank Wilcox, in conjuction with the
work of one of his students. The
exhibit hung from Aug. 23-Oct. 20
in the Johnson-Humrickhouse
Museum, in Coshocton, Ohio.
Mary explains, “
This is a joint
family venture, and a rather difficult
one — my daughter resides in
Washington State, one son lives in
Alberta, Canada, and two others are
in Ohio. We have established a Web
site and a forum page. We welcome
messages from Wooster classmates,
friends, or anyone acquainted with
my dad and/or his work. Click on
<www.frankwilcox.com> or send a
message to <mwhughes@ameritech
,net>.
“
If you own a Wilcox or know
anyone who does, we are interested
in the geographical distribution of
the artwork over the years. We held a
show two years ago in Brecksville,
Ohio. Several Woosterites attended.
“
Our next venture will be a book
of Dad’
s early travels in Europe, his
letters home to friends and family
accompanied by watercolor sketches.
We hope to have this project under
way before our class reunion in ’
06.’
Frank Wilcox visited the College
frequently during Mary’
s years here.
She writes, “
Dad used to reminisce
fondly about Wooster, especially the
hospitality that he and my mother
enjoyed at the home of Professor
and Mrs. Karl Ver Steeg, where geol34

Norm Wiebusch (left) o f Cleveland and Harry Eicher (center) o f Houston, ’
43s, visit
John Clay ’
43 at Clay’
s Park Resort in Canal Fulton, Ohio, in July.

ogy, art, and European cities held
sway. He also remembered the fami
ly farm of Carlo Noletti, the crops,
the stock, and Momma Noletti’
s fab
ulous kitchen, redolent with home
made tomato sauce and garlic. Who
can forget those kitchen rafters fes
tooned with homemade pasta?”
Chris Bryson Kern has pulled
through colon surgery with no radi
ation required. It was a double-bar
reled ordeal: Chris was recovering
from a severe case of shingles, and
the operation took place the day
after 9/11/01.
At last report, Chris was meeting
again with her “
Bards Group,”an
“
over-the-hill”set that enjoys read
ing and writing poetry. Chris has
again enrolled in adult education,
taking Christian ethics, among other
classes.
Jeanne S im mons B rand , 7093
Village Dr., Mason, OH 450409249, and Jim B lackw ood , Sunnyside Village, 5110 Grebel PI,
Sarasota, FL 34232.
I Q A O I (Celia Gates) start
I # *TL this column with
notes that were not included in the
last issue because of space. We
were all so proud when Mary Lou
Chalfant received the John D.
McKee Alumni Volunteer Award
during Alumni Weekend — a
much deserved honor. She has
served our class and Wooster well.
We were also proud when

Martha McCreight Rowand’
s

nephew and niece, Ed and Lynne
66s, were named
Cherry McCreight, ’
Distinguished Alumni Award win
ners.
Martha’
s husband, Dick, died in
August. He’
d been attending
Wooster events for 50 years and
seemed like a member of our class.
Our sympathy goes out to Mart and
her family.
Marion Conrey-Setzer was
unable to attend our reunion

because of health problems. She
writes of the places she has visited in
the last few years — Ireland, Califor
nia, and the Hawaiian Islands. The
memorial of the U.S.S. Arizona there
was especially interesting because
she was an officer in the U.S. Navy
during WWII. Marion’
s favorite
place is her cottage on Lake Winne
bago in Wisconsin, where she feels
most peaceful and closest to God.
Bill Long and his wife, Jean,
drove their motor home from
Indianapolis to our reunion. They
have three children and 19 grand
children and celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary in August.
Bill wonders if any of you have
19 or more grandkids. Let us know.
There’
s some sad news to report.
Three classmates have died recently:

Bob Cope, Howard “
Bud”Yergin,
and Bob Wilder. They were all

active members of our class. We
send our sympathy to their families.
Marcia Logee Esterly has a new
address: 2939 South Bay Dr. G2,
Westlake, OH 44145. She’
s sold her
big home and moved to a smaller
condo. Now she is getting settled
after the trials and tribulations of
moving.
C e l i a R e t z l e r G a t e s , 1446 Bellevue,
Wooster, OH 44691, <rlgcmg @sssnet.
com>.
1 Q y l Q While most of us have
I 7 iw long since retired,
Bob August is still at work, writing
a sports column for the News
Herald three times a week. He has
held many jobs, chiefly as sports
editor with the Cleveland Press
from 1946-82, when it ceased pub
lication. That summer, he became
sports editor and columnist for the
News Herald.
In addition, in 1992, he began
writing a column called “
The Wiser
Side of 60.”That mostly humorous
column for the Universal Press
Syndicate ran in about 50 papers

nationally. It is now published in
book form, scheduled for release this
fall. Bob says that unlike his earlier
book, Fun and Games, “
this one has
no sports.”
Bob and Marilynn Eccles August
’
44 live in Wooster. They have a
daughter and two granddaughters.
Roger Beck married Ruth, his
high school sweetheart, in Sept.
1944, “
and lived happily ever after.”
With the help of his working wife,
he spent three years in the service,
four years in medical school, and
five in a surgical residency program.
Then Roger began a practice of
general surgery at Hartford Hospital,
from which he retired in 1991.
Roger says it was a most enjoyable
and fulfilling professional career.
Roger and Ruth continue to be
involved in their church and com
munity activities such as the hospi
tal, medical society, and Boy Scouts.
Their greatest joy is their family.
Their son is an attorney in Pitts
burgh, and their daughter, who lives
nearby, is married with two teenage
sons.
The Becks like to travel and went
to The Shaw Festival in Niagara-onthe-Lake with their son this summer.
Last October they drove to Virginia
to visit Roger’
s sister, Edith Beck
Stockton ’
44.
Their longest trek was to
Australia and New Zealand several
years ago. Their most memorable
one was a six-week motor trip to the
West Coast with their then-teenage
children. Roger notes, “
What a great
country this is!”
Dennis Sproull ’
71 sadly reports,
“
Richard William Sproull passed
away peacefully on Sept. 14with his
wife, Betty, and daughter, Barbara,
by his side... Rich talked fondly of
his time at Wooster, the dear friends
he made there and coach Mose Hole
T8.”We send our sympathy and will
run an obituary in a future issue.
Id a S n o d g ra ss A rth u rto n ,

1111

Johnsarbor Dr. W„ Rochester, NY
14620-3637.
1

It was good to hear
* " t from Evelyn “
Lynn”
Eddy Creamer after several years.
She had polio as a child and has
spent her life dealing with the
effects. Post-polio syndrome devel
oped about 14 years ago, worsen
ing her condition. Lynn has not
been able to attend reunions, but
*

*

Wooster

c l a s s notes

she is still very interested in
Wooster and her college friends.
Lynn moved in with her daugh
ter, Cathy. Her new address is 47
Old North Rd., Hudson, MA
01749-2807. We wish you
improved health and a happy life
with your daughter.
Marilynne Palmer (who has
added an “
e”to her first name) has
tied the knot after years of avowed
singleness. She married Eugene Haas
Jr. on June 2 in Unity Church of Ft.
Myers, FL. Following a cruise honey
moon, they settled at Shell Point
Retirement Complex, 10511 Rosemont Ct., Ft. Myers, FL 33908. We
wish you years of happiness.
In the midst of having major
work done on my (Anne’
s) house
this summer, my son, John, who
lives in Laos, and his girlfriend visit
ed me. We spent a long weekend at
Lake Buchanan (north of San
Antonio) with my other three chil
dren and spouses — the first time
we all have been together in years.
In May my son, Elgin, and I
attended my grandson’
s graduation
from Bowdoin College. We then
went on to my sister’
s home in
Auburn, NY, and a reunion with
some very close high school friends.
Time is wearing away at our
class. You no doubt noticed the
obituaries for Carl Robinson and
Chuck Schollenberger in the sum
mer issue of Wooster. I (Russ)
roomed with Carl at the house of
Karl “
Kid”Kate ’
42 during our
sophomore year, so his loss felt
awfully close to home.
Lest you feel unduly depressed,
I checked the mid-year statistics
from the Alumni Office. Our cur
rent class survival rate is a little
better than 55 percent. So our glass
is still more than half full, though
some days it doesn’
t seem like it.
And virtually all of us have passed
that 80-year mark.
The event for A1Linnell that
Was rumored in the last column
occurred in mid-June. A1 had “
no
■nkling”of the big birthday party
being planned for him. Ann had
him visit one of their offspring for
three days and then another for
three more days. That gave guests
time to arrive and be in residence.
Greeted by an enormous “
Sur
prise!”when Ann led him in the
front door, A1 found all of their
children and grandchildren assemFall 2002

bled. The guests came from both
coasts and even Japan. A1 and Ann
planned to go to Prague in Octo
ber. A1 was to lecture and collabo
rate with an astronomy colleague
on some research at Charles
University.
The other day, we were walking
our dog when I spied a bright yel
low Volkswagen parked in one of
our visitor spaces. On closer
inspection, I found it sported a
beautiful black and yellow (or is
that gold?) Wooster sticker.
It’
s not common to see
Wooster material here in South
Jersey. I ran back home, scribbled a
note identifying my Wooster con
nection and our cottage number,
returned, and stuffed it under the
windshield wiper.
No response came at first, and
the VW disappeared. But later I
got a nice note from Rodger and
Betsy Morin Sillars, ’
68s, of Cleve
land Heights. Betsy’
s mother lives
here. It doesn’
t take much to excite
me these days and that was an
event! Guess I was a little home
sick for Wooster news. That being
the case, we drove to Wooster for
Alumni Weekend in June and also
saw a few Cleveland friends. We
enjoyed the new Gault Admissions
Center and the Longbrake Student
Wellness Center. Impressive.
News from Bill and Helen
Hibbs Bingaman missed the last
issue — they were away in Sedona.
Then they headed to Maui for a
time-share holiday. That was like
homecoming for Bill, who was in
and out of Maui during WWII
while his Marine division was
based there. The military camp
was gone, but a small memorial
park marks the area.
Also missing the cut for the last
issue was Don Coates s description
of his visit to Margaret Gibbons
Lake’
s“
wonderful guest condo in
the foothills of the Santa Catalina
Mountains.”He was equally
enthusiastic about Jim, Margarets
new husband. Jim’
s a metallurgist,
so he and Don swapped tales of
mining and minerals.
Don continues to be class pace
setter for travel, activities, and
events. In May and June he and
Marilyn were touring the North
west parks and Canada, taking
additional days to see the sights of
Vancouver and Seattle. Don had

not one but two parties for his
80th birthday — a surprise in their
Blue Ridge Mountain condo and
another at his son’
s in Charlotte.
When not in motion, Don reads,
plays chess and bridge, and attends
concerts, theater productions, and
art shows.
Jim and Margaret Lake drove
from Tucson to Carlsbad, CA
(much cooler), and stayed for a
couple of months. Margaret had
surgery in May and some prob
lems with medication so wasn’
t
ready for travel until August.
An organization named Family
Physicians of Coshocton held a
50th year celebration to honor the
the medical practice that Norm
Wright and Bob Johnson started.
They invited all members of both
families. For the first time in sever
al years, the Johnson and Wright
kids were all together. Six of them
took a canoe trip. Bob says he can
still paddle a canoe. Not surpris
ing. All of the gardening he does
must keep him in great shape.
A1Spreng’
s big event of early
summer was a two-week trip to
Germany, Austria, and Switzerland
to see relatives and friends, visit
interesting geologic sites, and pick
up some of the local culture. Their
three children traveled from Spain
and Paris to meet them in Ger
many. To sample the local color, A1
tried to stay off the autobahn.
Having successfully handled this
trip’
s logistics, he feels qualified to
be a travel agent, albeit reluctantly.
John Bender came from
Indiana to Case Western Reserve U
in Cleveland for his 55th medical
school reunion. John was elected
treasurer. Every Wednesday John
goes to the Optimist Club (we can
sure use those!). They have quizzes
with prizes for the best perform
ances.
John thinks he qualified for five
swimming events in Indianapolis
including the 200 IM and maybe
for badminton. We’
ll find out in
December if he receives an invita
tion to the National Senior Games
in Virginia next summer.
Male Call this issue went to
George Barnes, who was with us
during our freshman year. His sis
60,
ter, Margaret Barnes White ’
later taught education and psy
chology at Wooster.
In the olden days (around

1940), George lived on a farm on
Columbus Avenue, right off the
current bypass loop, and attended
Wooster High School. There his
loves were fishing, hunting, camp
ing, riding his motorcycle, flying,
and doing amateur radio. George
rode motorcycles until he was 78,
took several flying courses, and got
his CPT license. He flew during
WWII and afterward worked for
the FAA as an air traffic controller.
One hobby that has survived is
amateur radio work.
George has one daughter and
three grandchildren. He says he’
s
slowing down (aren’
t we all?), has
some vision problems, and doesn’
t
do much traveling. Previously he
logged many thousands of miles in
his travel trailer. George lost his
first wife about 40 years ago but
remarried. He and his wife enjoy
retirement in Clearwater, FL.
George sends greetings to “
the
entire class.”His last visit to
Wooster was “
a couple of years
ago. The last College person he
remembers seeing, outside of his
family, was George Mulder, who
stopped off on a trip to that area.
Note my (Russ’
s) new e-mail
address.
A n n e M e l o n e D e id r ic k , 342 Wycliffe
Dr., Houston, TX 77079-7131,
<doft@juno.com>, and R u ssell
H a ley , 286 Medford Leas, Medford,
NJ 08055, <elderguy@medleas.com>.
1 Q 4 IT We were saddened by
I * ■J the death of our long
time class secretary, Virginia
Kroehle Wengatz, on Aug. 4. She
had been in a nursing home follow
ing a stroke last December. A1Kean
and Emily Kuhles Infield visited
Virginia in the nursing home, and
Virginia enjoyed the encouraging
notes and cards from classmates.
Virginia and Norm celebrated
their 57th anniversary in June. In
July, Virginia’
s family took her to
church to experience its new eleva
tor — Virginia was on the steering
committee to acquire the elevator.
Jane Hoop Umbel and I
(Margaret) see each other occasion
ally. Jane is a friend of my daughterin-law’
s family, and we’
ve been to
baseball games, graduation events,
and cookouts — what fun!
M a r g a r e t S h r e v e R eim an , 1860
Burbank Rd., Wooster, OH 446912170.
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Fairy Tale Lessons
1 Q A i L The following letter
I y * r O reached me (Arol) a
few days after the deadline for the
summer magazine. Barbara
Bittner Campbell wrote about her
travels to Youngstown, Ohio, to
visit an elderly uncle and to
Annandale, VA, to attend her
grandson’
s graduation. “
Babs”
thinks the month of May must be
Wooster month — she received a
letter from a daughter of Johann
Laudenslager Banks ’
45 saying that
the Bankses were celebrating their
50th wedding anniversary on May
31.
Barbara details an interesting
small world experience that hap
pened when she visited a prospective
church member. She explains, “
The
conversation went in many interest
ing directions. After finding out that
the new member had grown up in
Ohio, 1asked ‘
Where?’
“
‘
Canton,’
she replied. I told her I
was from Youngstown and went to a
college not far from Canton, The
College of Wooster.
“
‘
You didn’
t!’
she exclaimed. ‘
So
did 1.’
After we got over the shock,
Mildred ‘
Midge’
Ashley ’
49 and I got
down to details of dates and places.
We overlapped at Babcock for a year
though she is younger and only went
to Wooster for two years.
“
Her specialty was language,
French in particular, one of my
majors. I never knew her at Wooster,
though. Small, small, world.”
I am sure there are more stories
out there. Please share them!
A r o l N o b l e E sc a m il l a , 4974 Dafter
Dr., San Diego, CA 92102-1362,
phone/fax (619) 262-2128.
1 Q 4 7 It feels like only a
I / ■/ week ago that I
(Cornelia) wrote the summer
notes. Maybe it’
s because the
memories of the beauty of our
beloved campus and the fun we
had at Alumni Weekend are still
fresh. Wooster in the spring always
brings a lump in the throat. Ah,
well, 2007 will come in the blink of
a bifocal.
Now for news shared in June.
Rhoe Benson: “
At 79 I still work at
the College golf course a few hours a
week. For this I get minimum wage,
free golf, and the use of carts. I meet
a lot of people, particularly students
with whom I’
m ready to share my
vast knowledge and experience.”
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It began simply, as many good
stories do. Colleen McCauley
Piscetta ’
89 was trying to lull her
young daughters to sleep on
weekly drives home from speech
therapy appointments. She con
cocted a tale of Dandelion
Delilah, a dandelion fairy who
introduces Kate (6) and Madeline
(8) Piscetta — who believe in
their imagination — to her
enchanted forest.
The girls loved the tale and
asked for it repeatedly. Soon
Madeline asked her mother to
publish the story as a “
real book.”
Piscetta first told her daughters
that publishing was too difficult,
almost impossible. But gradually
she decided that taking on such a
project could teach the girls
important lessons about setting
and achieving goals.
So began a journey through
the ins and outs of self-publish
ing. A stay-at-home mom,
Piscetta worked closely with the
Wooster Book Company to
choose everything from the quali
ty of paper, to the number of
illustrations (done by Gwynn
Conrad-Wolf), to the hardback
book’
s printer (Wooster Print
ing), to the distribution of the
press run of 2,000. Her daughters
watched the book as it went on
the press and brought galley
proofs of Dandelion Delilah (see
cover above) to their classes.
Colleen’
s husband, Rob
Piscetta ’
87, lent emotional and

Livy De Pastina Bernabei
relates a conversation she had during
Alumni Weekend: “
As a ’
52 grad and
I discussed his calling (he’
s an
English teacher), I expressed my
abhorrence of the phrases, ‘
Where
are you at?’
and ‘
between you and I.’
He accused me of academic snob
bery! Whatever happened to gram
mar? Whatever is, is!”
Everett Campbell reports, “
My
pacemaker passed its most recent
checkup; so did my Cadillac.”Ev
lives in a senior community near
both of his sons. He and Livy
enjoyed dinner with Clare Adel
Schreiber (nursery school, retired)
while at the reunion.
Julie Carson Condit says, “
I live
in my old family home in Canton,
where we lived when I was born.
Frank ’
48 and I lived away from here
78.”
for 30 years but came ‘
home’
in ’

financial support, but because he
is often away on business trips,
Colleen and the girls accom
plished most of the project them
selves, much like the mother and
two girls in the book.
In the end, Piscetta says her
daughters taught her an impor
tant lesson about believing in her
self.
“
Our desires and ambitions
are all opportunities that are
attainable,”she says. “
Often as
adults we see the obstacles and
difficulties in life which prevent us
from pursuing dreams. Children
see life as a blank slate with all the
possibilities and potential they can
dream of.
“
I now realize that children’
s
approach to life and all of its pos
sibilities is a perspective that
would make me a better person.”
Dandelion Delilah must be
pleased.
—Lisa Watts

Julie’
s a hospital flower volunteer.
This comes from Peg Douglass
Darrow: “
I enjoy being a first-time
grandmother to Hannah Margaret
Darrow, born Sept. 2,2001.”Peg vis
ited Hannah in July, spending two
weeks in Columbia, MD, with her
son and daughter-in-law.
Both Peg Darrow and Paul
Weimer wrote about the great false
alarm in Compton on Friday of
Alumni Weekend 2002. “
About 1:10
a.m. the fire trucks responded, a
reminder of college days when cer
tain students played similar tricks.”
Larry Gabriel says: “
I can still
hike and take long walks even after
two knee replacements done at the
same time.”Larry and his wife, Alice,
welcomed their first grandchild,
Elijah, on Jan. 11,2000, a cause for
celebrating, Larry says. They were off
to Canada after our reunion.

Marion St. John Graham’
s son,
Glenn, has a new job working for
President Bush. A major in the U.S.
Air Force, his primary responsibility
is overseeing upgrades on the F-15
Eagle, to make sure the logistics of
this premier fighter stay on the cut
ting edge. His “
part-time”job is with
Air Force One, preceding the Presi
dent to make sure all is in order as
he travels around the country. Glenn
is also my (Cornie’
s) nephew by
marriage.
Marilyn Anderson Williams is
on a Presbyterian peacemaking
committee and held a retreat at her
summer home for her Presbyterian
Bible Circle, focusing on how
Christian women can respond to the
present political situation.
Bob McMillan was in England
the last of August as a guest of Lady
Brenda and Peer Harvey Johnson in
Yorkshire. While there he attended a
tea in celebration of the Queen’
s
golden jubilee.
Jane Bolinger Hamilton

reports: “
I love Elderhostels. At one
of them I learned to play a dulcimer,
and now I’
m a member of the
Hither Green Strummers.”One of
her memories of Wooster is of being
a page in Queen Jean Kelty
Stoneburner’
s Color Day court in
1946.
Marilyn Cordray Lilley has
been a P.E.O. for 57 years. She says,
“
You guess what it means. No, it’
s
not a physical education organiza
tion, though I did go to Jazzercise
for several years.”Church service,
music, and bridge are among
Marilyn’
s other interests.
Art Palmer enjoys gardening
and reading. He adds, “
I served
Kiwanis as secretary for 12years.”
During reunion he and Rosemary
Pierce ’
48 Palmer stayed with an
alumni couple who offer their home
to other alumni whenever needed.
Ron Seaton remembers: “
Edith
Bender Seaton and 1looked for
ward to being in Wooster because
this is where it all began.”(They met
at freshman orientation.) “
So far, 11
Seatons are Wooster alumni. Three
sons found their wives there, as did a
brother. A fourth son attended for
two years.”
Edith adds, “
I’
m still Ron’
s secre
tary and still working on getting the
upper hand with the computer.”
Dede leads Bible studies for long
term care patients and at church.
Wooster
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Author's Query
Fredric Alan Maxwell, the son of the late Mignonne Marie Addis
Maxwell ’
49 (May Queen, pictured below in the 1948
Index), sends this request: “
I’
m writing an article about
my mom, which may turn into a book. I’
m anxious to talk
with classmates who knew her, especially those who
attended her September 1951 wedding at Memorial
Chapel. 1also hope to find candid pictures of her from
Wooster days.”Contact Fredric at P.O. Box 45111, Seattle, WA 98145-011 or
<fredricmaxweU(® hotmaiI.com>.

Vivian Douglas Smith:

“
Wooster Alumni Weekend was the
grand finale, after husband Dave’
s
60th high school reunion in
Superior, NE, and his 50th at the U
of Michigan — dodging tornadoes
ve been asking, at all
all the way. We’
three reunions, ‘
Why do people go
back to reunions?’
Maybe the better
question is, ‘
Why don’
t they go?’
See
you in five years!”
“
I am back in Wooster, living
within a block of the campus,”Tom
Strickler notes. “
My wife, Margo
Curl, works at the College libraries.”
Still very involved, Don Swegan
is a gift planning associate at Cope
land Oaks, a life care retirement
community in Sebring, Ohio. “
I
work about one day a week raising
endowment funds for residents who
require financial assistance. I’
ll prob
ably continue this for some years.”
As for Paul Weimer: “
I am
semi-retired from the practice of law
(52 years), enjoying golf, fishing, and
grandchildren (nine).”

Betty “
Beegee”Guinther Budd

reported at the reunion that

Vivienne Tuck Smith has moved to

Windsor, Ontario, to be near her
daughter, Pam. Beegee also said that
Alice Ryba Thurber’
s husband,
Edward, died this year. We extend
our heartfelt sympathy to her and
also to Hassan Khajeh-Nouri,
whose wife, Mildred Moore KhajehNouri ’
46, died in Sept. 2001.
We so enjoyed having the
Khajeh-Nouris at our 50th reunion
and missed Hassan this year. We
wish him well in Tehran, Iran.
Ruth Swan Steffen made it to
the class picnic after attending a
granddaughter’
s graduation with
husband Dick. “
I can still go and
do,”she says. She teaches genealogy
to seniors, among other activities.

Arline Malecek Giddings

claims to have been scared by a
fountain pen, so she never writes.
She retired as a Girl Scout leader but
ls still a scout. She spent 10 years as
a registrar and in adult training and
still enjoys getting together monthly
for lunch with other scouts.
Do you see your name below?
d like to hear from you by Jan.
19, in time for the spring news,
fClass secretaries work a couple of
Months ahead of publication.)
And the lucky ones are Martha

Stoll Ballard, Sam Bell, Betty
Marker Granicher, Pat Tostlebe

Boyes, Martha Spencer Bruce,
Ralph Donaldson, Norma Bircher
Ebright, Donna Gayton Halleran,
James Haven, and Jacqueline
Hornberger.

Meanwhile, thanks to the 58 of
you who filled out questionnaires
for the 55th memory book. We’
ll use
your notes in future issues. Happy
Holidays!
C
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32148 Hwy. 34, Wray, CO 80758,
<wykoff@co. larimer.co.us>.
1 0 / 1 0 Our president, Thelma

I /T rO “
Tern”Coleman
Peterle, says that a committee is

working on our 55th reunion,
scheduled for the first weekend in
June 2003. Committee members are:

Jo Barr Alstetter, Liz Baker
Benson, Jean Malkin and Mai
Boggs, Stan and Flo Kurtz Gault,
Nancy McKee, and Ned Shreffler.
Donajean Swartz Durkin, Mel
Snyder McDonald, and I (Betsy)

have already made our motel reser
vations. Will you be there?
Marian Loehlin Davies writes
that William S. Caldwell has died
(see Obituaries). We send our sym
pathy to Nancy Fischer Caldwell 50
and the family.
Marian’
s summer was filled with
reunions. There was one for her sib
lings and their families, then a huge
reunion on her mother’
s side of the
family, held at a Catholic convent on
a hilltop in Redwood City, CA.
Sounds interesting!
David Funk enjoys retirement
— gardening, reading, and listening
to his collection of 2000 33-rpm
records. He and Sandra live in
Indianapolis.
Cornelia Lybarger Neuswanger
’
47 sent a news article about the
Onofrio Piano Co. in Denver, CO. ^
This is the family of Vivian Pigossi
Onofrio. The company has been in
business for 101 years.
Charles Croghan enjoys lots of
travel in the U.S. and abroad. He
retired in 1995 from Indian River
Community College in Fort Pierce,
FL, his hometown. He was professor
of English and humanities there and
department chair.

Bob Mehl took his third tour
with a Wooster alumni group. This
one was to Italy, his favorite foreign
country. Bob’
s interest in antique
cars continues. He and his two sons
and two grandsons drove his 1941
Packard to Warren, Ohio, for the
Packard Centennial. They also went
to Wooster to visit Lucy Kellogg
Mehl’
s memorial tree and the site of
her ashes.
Harry Scheifele sent a quick
note before leaving for Pennsylvania
to stay at a family cottage on Fairview Lake. He celebrated his 75th
birthday in January with a family
get-together in Palm Springs, CA.
Harry continues to assist with math
and ESL at a middle school.
Dottie Denman Blair and her
husband play in the Northwest
Florida Symphony and also play for
weddings. They celebrated their 50th
wedding anniversary last year with
all 24 of their family attending.
Margaret “
Jiji”Chaffee reports
that she and her dog and cat have
settled into a one-bedroom “
cottage”
in Concord, NH. She continues to
work at Canterbury Shaker Village.
Scotty McIntosh Pearce tells us
about a trip to Bermuda to celebrate
their 50th wedding anniversary.
They also had a family celebration in
July.
Thanks to all who answered my
(Betsy’
s) cards and to those who
wrote spontaneous notes. Without
you there would be no column.
B e t s y C o w l e s S p r e n k l e , 380 S. Las
Flores Dr., Nipomo, CA 93444-9629,
<sprenkle@bestl.net>.
1 Q / 1 Q I (Evelynn) need
I / ■# news from all of you!
Since the time of family newslet
ters and holiday greetings is upon
us, put me on your mailing lists.
We sadly report the June death
of Charles W. Quimby Jr., the hus
band of Lois Hancock Quimby, in
Nashville, TN. He was an anesthesi
ologist at Vanderbilt U. We send our
condolences.
We all send our sympathy, love,
and concern for Jerry I^ne and her
family on the death of Joe Lane. He
died on June 22 at his home of con

gestive heart failure following a fivemonth illness (see Obituaries).
All of us have fond and happy
memories of Joe — a wonderful
guy and a beloved brother to many
of us. We appreciated his leadership
and concern for Wooster. Joe fought
a good fight, and we are proud to
have been a part of his life. Jerry’
s
address is Lane Mineral Ridge
Chapel, 1350 North Canfield-Niles
Rd., Mineral Ridge, OH 44440.
Our sympathy and concern also
go to Jackie Tucker Hornbeck in
the loss of her husband, Frank, on
May 28, after a long and valiant fight
with Parkinson’
s disease. Bob Herst,
who lives next door, had the memo
rial service. Jackie continues to live
in her home of many years in rural
Union Springs, NY.
Gretchen Shafer says that

Alena Hromadka Zikmundova

was in the flooded area of Prague
but is OK. They lived with a daugh
ter in Germany for a while until the
waters subsided. Our concerns go to
all those wonderful friends in floodtorn lands.
Do you realize that it is only a
little over a year and a half until we
celebrate the 55th anniversary of our
graduation from the College? Start
planning to attend the reunion.
E v e l y n n C h e a d l e T h o m a s , 4230
Central Ave., Riverside, CA 925062919, <eethomas@mailbug.com>.

1 Q C A Nancy Fischer
I ' J w Caldwell reports that

her husband, William S. Caldwell
’
48, died in April (see Obituaries).
We send our condolences.
Just five days after successful
knee-replacement surgery, Elbe
Wright Bousman died of a massive
heart attack. The class and I (Jay)
send our deepest sympathy to Tom
Bousman and his family.
I had a great phone visit with
Elbe and Tom in July. They told me
of a wonderful spring trip to
Norway and England. The Norwe
gian visit with family included two
outstanding concerts; the time in
England held opera, Twelfth Night at
the Globe, museum trips, and festive
dinners with friends.
Due to some new health con
cerns for Tom last winter, the
Bousmans had decided to move to
Monte Vista Grove, a complex for
Presbyterian clergy in Pasadena.
1hey joked that they were not retir-

ing but going to “
finishing school.”
They were excited about remodeling
their new place. They were to move
after Ellie recovered from surgery.
Then came the sad close to this
chapter in their lives.
As do many classmates, Charles
and Nancy Herbst Sechrest fill a
lot of their year with church activi
ties and travel. They enjoy visiting
family in Michigan, Massachusetts,
New Jersey, and New York plus
Caribbean cruising. The C.O.W.
libraries fell heir to some of Nancy’
s
efforts to condense her accumula
tion of 42 years. She donated her
large collection of books about
women, including biographies,
adventures, and careers of the
famous, infamous, and anonymous
— some books over 100 years old.
In 2001 Clint and Willie St.
Clair Rila did a Caribbean cruise.
Then, switching craft, Clint and his
son canoed in Iowa. This was a
warm-up for a six-day stint above
the Arctic Circle. After the “
roughing
it”was over, Willie joined Clint for a
civilized passage from Anchorage to
Vancouver.
I (Jay) was away from Arizona
most of July, with a golfing week
near Park City, UT, and 15 days in
Minnesota visiting friends and fami
ly. I also took a trip on the Ohio
River, leaving from Cincinnati, cele
brating the birthday of my sister,
Lois Wilson Schmied ’
43. Twentythree of the family (ages 1to 84)
attended — six are Woo alumni!
I visited Bob ’
48 and Betty
Evans Anderson and got to meet
their daughter and their grand
daughter, Caitlin DeBord. Caitlin,
who was recovering from surgery for
an old soccer injury, attends
DePauw. Betty and Bob enjoy
watching Caitlin’
s twin brother,
Andrew ’
05, play soccer for Wooster.
Betty, a master gardener, is mistress
of a large community garden — and
its resident pests.
Ja n i c e W i l s o n G e o r g e , 19476N.
Coyote Lakes Pkwy., Surprise, AZ
85374.
1 A T I Don and Mina
1 / 3 1 Ramage ’
53 Van Cleef
chair the President’
s Associates of
the Wooster Fund. In response to
some members of the Class of
1951, Don is trying to think of
some activities for our 55th.
Creative people, please help.

Our class acknowledges the won
derful help of Sharon Coursey Rice
’
90 (alumni relations) in providing
names for our reunion photo last
year. Without the strength and sup
port of our alumni office, we could
not have accomplished our 50th
reunion.
In July Web and I (Nancy)spent
over three weeks in Montana, tour
ing the state with a group, visiting
Little Bighorn Battlefield and
Yellowstone and Glacier parks, and
learning more about this wonderful
state where farms or ranches range
to 40,000 acres. Yes, there is a lot of
land. We rode the Northern Pacific
Railroad over mountain passes.
At the end of the Smithsonian
tour, we joined our three grandchil
dren for a family gathering at the
National Wildlife Foundation meet
ing at Big Sky, MT. Courses offered
included everything from geology of
the area to hikes, horseback riding,
white-water kayaking, and seminars
on every aspect of wildlife.
We later traveled to Cincinnati,
Indianapolis, northern Michigan,
and Ohio, renewing old bonds.
“
After 35 years, we are sad to
leave our old home but look forward
with great anticipation to occupying
Rhine Research Center, the first U.S.
laboratory built for the sole purpose
of parapsychological research and
education,”writes Sally Rhine
Hendrickson, the center’
s executive
director. She continues, “
The facility
houses two state-of-the-art sound
proof suites for testing, one of the
most comprehensive libraries in the
world related to parapsychology, an
interactive museum, meditation
room, and garden.”
Husband Bill Hendrickson says
that the center’
s grand opening, June
6-8, was one of Sally’
s“
happiest
moments.”If you’
re ever in Durham,
NC, the Hendricksons surely will be
glad to give you a personal tour of
the center.
Marge MacArdle Baur enjoyed
“
another wonderful Elderhostel trip”
to Norway, Denmark, and Sweden.
“
It was probably the best trip I’
ve
taken yet,”she reports. “
Our diverse
group blended and melded. Norway
is my idea of heaven. It is one of the
few places to which I want to return,
rather than going someplace new.”
Well, let’
s pack our bags and get
going. Contact Marge for more
information about Elderhostels.

Carol Hansen Carlson and her
husband, Jack, drove to California
from Arizona in April and visited
with Jean Allison Van Horne. “
The
three of us saw the San Diego Zoo
and the Pacific Ocean and ate our
selves into oblivion,”writes Carol.
They also visited their hometown of
Chicago, attended a wedding in
North Carolina, went to the Outer
Banks “
where aviation began,”stayed
with friends in Virginia, had “
an
intense trip to Washington, DC,”and
a weekend visit with their son and
family in Dayton, and saw high
school friends in Rockford, IL.
Carol, you motivate us to keep
up with you and “
Gopher.”Carol has
been in contact with Jean Howard
Morton and Mariwyn Somers.
Mary Russell Weber of Ash
land, Ohio, writes, “
I have done
nothing but try to recover from hip
surgery in April. The hip is fine, but
a bad knee on the same leg is caus
ing lots of trouble.”Let’
s all pray and
hope that Mary will be able to hop,
skip, and jump soon.
Dottie Reed Roat submits the
following: “
I have been an office vol
unteer with the Rochester Interna
tional Friendship Council since I
retired from Eastman Kodak in
1992. At RIFC’
s annual awards din
ner last May, I was presented with
the President’
s Recognition Award
for my 10years of office support,
managing membership rolls, track
ing and depositing dues, sending out
prospective-member information,
compiling mass mailings, and sup
porting the executive director with
office help as needed.
“
I continue being an American
mom (or grandma) to several inter
national students attending the U of
Rochester, as I have been doing since
1983.”Congratulations, Dottie!
Does Wooster produce graduates
who have a tendency to volunteer in
their communities or does it attract
students who already have that
propensity? One wonders.
Frank and Peg Johnston
Gurney celebrated their 50th wed
ding anniversary in July on a Carib
bean cruise with their children and
grandchildren. “
This year we
enjoyed a week sightseeing around
Mobile, AL, and the barrier islands
and spent some time near Pensacola,
FL.
Frank is a commissioner for the
Sarasota Bradenton International

Airport, is in charge of constructing
houses for the Venice Habitat for
Humanity, and is on a chamber of
commerce committee. He also serves
on a Sarasota County committee to
provide affordable housing. Peggy
coordinates drivers for Meals-onWheels, helps staff the food pantry,
serves as treasurer for Presbyterian
Women, and works on several
church committees.
“
Having lived in Afghanistan for
three years, we have been particular
ly caught up in the news these past
months,”they add.
Ironman John Monroe spent 12
days in July in England on an Elderhostel bicycle trip. John writes, “
If
you can cycle 25 to 35 miles in a day,
I highly recommend these jaunts.”
With 19 in the group, they “
headed
first to Hungerford along the Kennet
and Avon Canal.”They also visited
Bath, Bristol, Gloucester, and
Stratford-upon-Avon. John also
spent a few days with long-time
English friends of John and his late
wife, Helen DeVoss Monroe ’
53.
“
The trip was not all cycling,”he
says. “
We saw the S. S. Great Britain,
the first ship built with an iron hull.
It cut travel time from New York
from 20 days to 14. We visited the
home of Edward Jenner, who
observed that dairy maids who had
contracted cowpox did not get
smallpox. He then developed the
smallpox vaccine.”
Ann Menold Kenney responds
to our call for news: “
My stock port
folio did not take off, nor did I win
the lottery.”Ann keeps busy with
grandchildren and travels a lot —
“
Pennsylvania, Florida, and South
Carolina have been my hide-a-ways
since Ohio last June.”
Bill Murphey, who once kept
the Scot Band in step with the bass
drum, has served as an interim min
ister in several churches in Pennsyl
vania since he retired in 1997 after
14years as pastor at the Camp Hill
(PA) Presbyterian Church.
He writes, “
In May, Jan Johnson
Murphey ’
48 and I were the guests
of Jan’
s brother, Bill Johnson ’
45,
and his wife, Pricilla Harger ’
46
Johnson. We went to Amsterdam
and spent a day at the Floriade, a
huge flower show held only once a
decade. It was a stunning experience
“
From there we went to Berlin,
Potsdam, Meisen, Dresden, Prague,
and Nuremberg. We then cruised on
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the Danube to Regensburg, Pasau,
Melk Abbey, and Vienna. We took
the train back to Vienna, rented a
car, and drove to Salzburg and then
Munich and the flight home. The
trip was one that this 76-year-old
will never forget.”
To help all of us (including me,
Mas) keep our feet on the ground,
Bill sends the following, entided “
We
are Younger Than Our Classmates.”
“
While waiting for my first
appointment in the reception room
of a new dentist, I noticed his certifi
cate, which bore his full name. I
remembered that a tall, handsome
boy with that name had been in my
high school class some 50 years ago.
“
Upon seeing him, however, I
quickly discarded any such thought.
This balding, gray-haired man with
the deeply-lined face looked too old
to have been my classmate.
“
After he had examined my
teeth, I asked him if he had attended
the local high school. ‘
Yes,’
he
replied.
“
‘
When did you graduate?’
I
asked.
“
‘
In 1947.’
“
‘
Why, you were in my class!’
I
exclaimed.
“
He looked at me closely and
then asked, ‘
What did you teach?”
’
Nancy Bachtell Lewis, 709 Pinehurst Rd„ Chapel Hill, NC 27514,
<nanbach@mindspring.com>, and
M asao K uniyoshi, 151 Alawaena St.,
Hilo, HI 96720, <masaokuniyoshi@
tiol.com>.

Q C Q Led by John Bolvin,
* * J L completing his term as
class president, all of the planning
and adjusting of the schedule and
Program paid off at our reunion —
122 of 291 class members registered
and had a great time.
Here is a short report of some
highlights. Friday evening President
Stan Hales and his wife, Diane,
entertained the class for dinner at
Kittredge. The meal started with
Class of ’
52 pipers in kilts, Warren
Swager and Scott Booth. At a short
business meeting, the class voted to
devote all of the unrestricted funds
*n the 50-year class gift to a new
ormitory project.
Peter Sprague ran unopposed
°r the office of class president for
Me ensuing five years. Warren
Wager and Nancy Campbell
r°wn were elected class secretaries.

Roscoe and Beth Eaton Swartz, ’52s,
enjoy their 50th reunion.

At the Alumni Association meeting
the next day, John Bolvin revealed
our class gift — $1,245,649.
Over the weekend, those who
play tennis worked at that game, lin
ing up opponents whom they might
have a chance to beat. (There was
some discussion that younger play
ers might have been brought in as
ringers to embarrass them.) The
annual golf match resulted in the
usual stories of missed opportunities
and lame excuses.
On Saturday, after a picnic under
a tent next to Luce, we enjoyed a
home-grown serenade, quartets, and
a singalong at Scheide music center.
Jim Hughes had organized this
event. A chorus of over 50 recruited
from the class rehearsed twice and
sang the good old songs. The
indomitable Ellis Clouse conducted
with exuberant enthusiasm. The
technical audio engineer was

Lincoln Griswold.

We left campus with fond
farewells. Pete Sprague wrote later, “
I
have been looking at my photos
from reunion to enjoy the good feel
ings a little longer. Thank you for
your summaries of life after
Wooster, your participation in the
planning and events, and the good
spirit you provided. See, for exam
ple, the photo (above) of Roscoe
and Beth Eaton Swartz grinning
from ear to ear. That says it all.
“
Perhaps we could set up a clear
inghouse for reunion snapshots. I
have started that process. My wife,
Mary Lou, and I put dates and
names on the backs of our photos.
We looked at the list of attendees
and old yearbooks to identify some
folks.
“
You may send me any pertinent
photos that we could have on hand
for another reunion, say the 55th.
Please mark June 2002 on them and
the names of the folks pictured. My
address is 260 West Shore Rd., Cuba,
NY 14727-9626.”
As most of you know, Jean
Snyder Felt had to resign as our
women’
s secretary due to medical

problems. She has moved closer to
her son. Her new address is P.O. Box
1072, Meredith, NH 03253. She
would love to hear from all of you.
Please write with any news. If
you’
ve retired, let us know how you
spend your leisure time (unless
you’
re too busy!).
Nancy C ampbell B rown , 1220
Portage Rd., Wooster, OH 446912042, and W arren M. Swager Jr.,
P. O. Box 955, Sheridan, MT 597490555, <wcswager@3rivers.net>.
1 Q r O So much class news is
I t J O falling out of a folder
on my (Nona’
s) desk that I will dole
it out in thimblefuls. Continuing
with items from your last holiday
letters — last year Mike Beekel took
to the air for an Elderhostel in
Normandy, Brittany, and Paris,
arriving home on Sept. 10. In
Colonial Williamsburg she experi
enced “
real down-and-dirty archae
ology.”Her job on her church’
s pas
toral search committee ended suc
cessfully, and she continues to help
plan our upcoming 50th reunion.
Y’
all really like to travel. Pam
Morrell DeBlecourt described her
28-day tour to New Zealand and
Australia last year as “
fantastic.”
Barbara Mortensen Rosnagle vis
ited Chile, Easter Island, Paris,
Kauai, and places closer to home.
Barbara also enjoys her seven grand
children, plays bridge, researches
genealogy, and attends plays and
concerts.
Bill ’
52 and Liz Blumberg
Hubbarth spent Liz’
s significant
birthday (the one that most of us
had in 2001) mining for fluorite in
New Mexico. They later cruised the
Amazon with a side trip to Machu
Picchu. Whales in Hawaii and loons
in Maine entranced George and
Polly Bender. Dick and Carol
McCool Johnson flew the family to
Kansas City to surprise daughter
Joni on her 40th birthday.
Bob and Mary Elliott
Archibald visited Atlanta’
s Carter
Center and Plains, GA, where they
met the former President and Mrs.
Carter for photos after church.
Pat Fester Sanko hopscotched
from California to her new home
near Pittsburgh in June, to be nearer
to her family. Her new address is 414
Meeting House Rd., Bridgeville, PA
15017. She and Ron Price shared
news recently over dinner.

The struggle with cancer of my
(Nona’
s) grandson, David, ended
with his death on July 2. His first
surgery for a brain tumor was in
July 1993. We had many wonderful
times with him, but the past two
years were very difficult. Mark and
Pris Gallinger Allen wrote, “
David
gave a little piece of himself to all of
you. How much richer life has been
for knowing him.”Yes! David’
s
grandfather is Jack Visser ’
52.
Mark and Pris ventured to
Wooster from their pretty lakeside
log home in Pennsylvania to help
plan the reunion. Ruth Gwynne
Dullien expects to attend next June,
as does Marj Jillson.
Ellie Hopkirk Stevens can
count on son Martin, who now lives
nearby, to entertain and wear out
Wrinkles, the new bassett hound,
while Ellie wings her way to Wooster
next June, “
God willing.”
Great Britain figures in the news
from George Buckbee and Fred
Wollerman. George ventured to
England from his home in Finland
for a musical potpourri: a series of
Prom Concerts in Royal Albert Hall
near George’
s apartment; assorted
Christmas programs around Lon
don; and worship at the Royal Mili
tary Chapel, near Buckingham
Palace.
George says it was a “
wonderful
Anglican service. People really sang!
The Band of the Irish Guards
played, and there was a professional
choir of about 13. Their sound was
terrific: full and strong. The Guards’
red uniforms were impressive, as was
their playing.”
Fred was in Scotland on the
remote isle of Iona for a pilgrimage
sponsored by Ghost Ranch. The
founder of the Iona Community was
a MacLeod, so Fred equipped him
self with a tie and scarf in MacLeod
tartan. He bought them in prepara
tion for our 50th and in honor of
the “
fabulous form of faith”evi
denced by Celtic spirituality.
Fred’
s group also spent time in
Dunkeld and “
Edinburrrgh.”Then
Fred went on to Ireland, where he
related the “
wonderful Irish folk
music (heard, naturally, in the
pubs)”to the bluegrass tunes popu
lar around his home along the Blue
Ridge Parkway.
Tim Bercovitz recounts how
absolutely wondrous the Wooster
music program was in the Los

H elp Us Find Your Lost Classm ates
Class of 1960

Angeles area. Shame on me (Don)
for having a calendar conflict that
day. Not often does Wooster get out
to the West Coast.
Jim Almy reminds us of the
wonders of his new home in Sun
City, AZ, where each day produces
sun and sand in varying degrees,
and always wind.
DON O rr , 13460 Marlette Dr., La
Mirada, CA 90638-2813, <DorrScot
@aol.com>, and N ona S. T aylor, 110
Echo Way, Statesboro, GA 30458,
<nstaylor@frontiernet.net>.
1 A M
Tom Springer earned
I # 3 4 a Ph.D. from Yale,
spent his entire career as a physi
cist at Los Alamos, and retired in
1996. He still has an office and
consults for the U of California.
David Gamble reports the birth
of a grandson, Devin Jonathan
Gamble, in August. Devin’
s parents
are Douglas and Suzanne Stibbe ’
91
Gamble of Wilmington, NC.
Marilyn Price Combs came to
Wooster from Beverly, Ohio, and
returned to this little town to be a
primary reading specialist. She
retired two years ago but works two
days a week for her school district,
supervising achievement tests.
Now Marilyn is putting her his
tory major to use by researching the
life of the first pastor of the Presby
terian church in Beverly in prepara
tion for the bicentennial celebration.
She is definitely coming back to
Wooster for our big 50.
H ugh B. M c C ullough , 910 Inde
pendence Ave., Sturgis, MI 490912306, <hugbev@aol.com>.
1 Q C C
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Aloha from Hawaii,
where Bill and Peg
McClelland Johnston recently
vacationed. They stayed in a condo
and cruised among the islands.
Reach Peg at 16 Lovers Ln., Van
Buren, AR 72956.
In August my (Margaret’
s) hus
band and I went to northern Minne
sota and camped in our new fifth
wheel with grandaughter Peggy (6).
M a rga ret Pardee Petersen, Route
1, Box 232, Mazeppa, MN 55956,
<wepmvp@aol.com>.

1Q C£

Beverly Bond

I 7JO Denslerwrites,“
After

35 years in Auburndale, MA, John
and I are moving to Cape Cod. We
have a cozy ‘
contemporary Cape’

about half a mile from the beach.
We are surrounded by conserva
tion land with a small pond where
we can paddle our canoe. It will be
a new adventure and more out
door living, we hope. Our new
address is: 58 Krikor Dr., North
Falmouth, MA 02556.”

Jerry Footlick, Loretta
Conrad, Noel Franks ’
57, Bill
Kardos, and I (Pat) had a mini

reunion Aug. 16-17 when we gath
ered with others for our 50th
reunion from Wooster High School.
We collectively decided that we were
every bit as smart and good-looking
as we had been in high school!
Jerry keeps busy as a consultant
in higher education and public
affairs. His wife, Ceil Cleveland, has
published a new novel, The Bluebook
Solution (PublishAmerica, 2002).
Retired from music education
and school administration in the
Bay Village (Ohio) schools, Loretta
teaches private music lessons.
Noel continues to work parttime for Chemical Abstracts in
Columbus. He also remains involved
in music, playing the French horn
and singing and conducting with
choral groups.
Bill Kardos works as a consulting
geologist from his home office in
Houston.
Ralph F. Shilling writes, “
I final
ly retired, and that means you move
to Florida. That is what M.C. and I
did. Our new neighbors are Don
Keen and his wife, Betsy.”
Jerry and Jan Ackerly Carlisle,
co-chairs of our 50th reunion plan
ning committee, report, “
The com
mittee held its first planning session
at the College on Oct. 19-20. We
have a good nucleus of classmates to
serve with us and look forward to
further communication with all
’
56ers as we have news to share.”
Note my (Pat’
s) new e-mail
address.
Pat Young , 464 E. Highland Ave.,
Wooster, OH 44691-9249,
<Pjyoung52@aol.com>.
1 Q JT ’
T Here are some news
I M J / items from those who
attended the 45th reunion. Dick
and Joyce Apple Evans took two of
their granddaughters on a bicycling
tour in France just after our reunion.
Jim ’
56 and Mary Ellen Buckstaff Bader planned to vacation in
Hawaii during the summer.

James E. Arnold
Dan E. Callahan
Barbara A. Curtis
Joseph S. Dennison
Wilbur W. Eakin
Bruce B. Everly
Robert G. Farrington
Eleanor A. Fidler
Margaret Fitz
Richard E. Frank
Sara Lynne Gould
Marilyn Harris
Douglas G. Jackson
Marijke A. Kyler
Gary R. Martin
Walter J. McClughan
Gail Louise Redd
Patricia J. Sasson
Jerry C. Spaulding
David S. Stevenson
Farhad Takesh
Ronald T. Taylor
Elise A. Weinrich
Elizabeth A. Woolf
Francis Yamaguchi
William C. Young

Ignacio Zaibert

Class of 1961

David L. Amicon
Donald L. Bader
James Bradfield
Geoffrey M. Buxton
Adolfo A. Camacho
Barbara Joan Carlson
David B. Colman
Judy L. Corbat
Bette G.Davison
Fernando A. Figueroa
Suzanne L. Fry
Charles M. Gaston
Frank A. Goodfellow
Paul A. Henry
Raymond W. Holt
John C. Hulls
Dieter G. Indorf
Richard B. Inglefield
Kathee Johnson
Carlos Kali
Owen A. Kennedy
Patricia A. Kochera
Nancy La Rue
Lesley G. Landstrom
Kathryn A. Leech

David A. Loeliger
Harry MacPherson
Robert S. Marshall
David E. Mattox
Marilyn McGonigal
Mary Clark Messina
James A. Miller
John K. Montgomery
Jo An Flora Moran
William R. Morgan
Robert R. Reich
Frank C. Richardson
Paul Kurtz Robinson
Barbara M. Rodger
Patricia Sayler
Linda R. Smith
Wanda L. Smith
Anita M. Solomon
Margaret C. Soter
William M. Steiner
Bernard B. Swedloff
Louise G. Tate
Jan Van DerValk
Ruth E. Wertheim
Cynthia A. Wilcox
Peter N. Wright
Paul E. Young

Do you have information about your friends?
Contact: Barb Polen, Alumni Recorder, Gault Alumni Center
The College of Wooster, 1189 Beall Ave., Wooster, OH 44691-2363
< alumni_recrds@wooster.edu>
Phone: (330) 263-2327
Fax: (330) 263-2250
Retired from a 44-year research
career at the Sloan Kettering Cancer
Center in NYC, Betsy Carswell
Richards has moved to Cape Cod.
She does volunteer research on an
endangered shore bird for the
Audubon society.
After a long absence, Conrad
Putzig and Tom Justice returned to
campus for the reunion. Conrad is
retired after serving as a minister for
a small suburban church in New
York. More recently, he has been
involved in pastoral counseling and
volunteers with organizations that
help terminally ill children.
Tom has had at least two careers
so far, 20 years of teaching high
school and 17years in a landscaping
business. He is currently looking for
yet another one!
Reunion attendees who are still
working include Bob Rafos, active
in research and development for 30
years. Bob is now managing director
of Northwater Capital Management,
an investment firm. Bob O’
Meara
loves his work as the minister of the
First Presbyterian Church in Rome,
NY.
The following information was
taken from the reunion question
naires that many of us completed
last fall.
Jack Hornfeldt, who missed this
reunion but has attended the last

two, works as chief information offi
cer in the division of medical assis
tance for Massachusetts Department
of Health and Human Services.
Jim Gwynne still teaches art at
County College of Morris, NJ. He
continues to enjoy painting and does
cartooning and caricatures as a
hobby.
Betsy Scoville Smith has been
very active in music, teaching as well
as performing and presiding over
the Massachusetts Music Teachers
Association. She and her husband
take cycling trips each year in
Europe.
Jane Tinley Wilson is another
active lady. After teaching high
school math for 25 years, she directs
camps for girls in math and science.
Jane also has traveled extensively.
Ed Wolfe teaches a course in
volcanology at Yavapai Community
College in Prescott, AZ. In the sum
mer he studies the geology of Mount
St. Helens as a scientist emeritus for
the U.S. Geological Survey.
Another Prescott resident, Sandy
Ingram Swan, attended the reunion
with her husband, James ’
52. Sandy
often takes photographs to use later
in her watercolor painting. At the
reunion she took lots of pictures to
share with Peg Meyer Bushnell,
Evelyn Schulz Smith, and Gail
Parker Rosenberg. They got

c l a s s notes

together at Estes Park, CO, at the
end of June.
The questionnaire asks about
our favorite Wooster memories.
I
Susan Allen Stefanek writes: “
couldn’
t begin to list them. My
Wooster years are right up there
with the four best of my life. 1loved
every minute!”
Along with many of you, A1
Swager fondly remembers watching
the Scot Band march into the stadi
um for football games.
Anne Mayer contributes this:
“
In addition to many happy musical
memories, I have several humorous
dorm stories. During my freshman
year in Hoover when my roommates
and I were out, our neighbors
moved all of our furniture into the
women’
s restroom. We promptly
moved in there and didn’
t allow
them to enter.”
Will Lange published a new
book, Where Does the Wild Goose
Go? (University Press of New
England, 2002). Will culled these
stories from pieces he wrote for The
Valley News in Lebanon, NH, and
his Vermont Public Radio commen
taries. With titles like “
Harold
Watermelon,”“
Looking for God,”
and “
The Three Bears,”the stories
celebrate some of the characters
who’
ve enriched Will’
s life over the
years. He injects the tales with his
characteristic humor and insight.
Classmates listed as deceased
since 1997 include: Vonda Lee

Burnham Harrison, John L.
Heller, Fay L. Akins McKeon,
Donovan Daniel “
Dan”McNutt,
David S. Smith, and Wilson P.
Wright.

A nne K elso Johnson , 78 White Tail

Rd., Murphysboro, IL 62966-6416,
<ajohnson2@siumed.edu>, home
<ajohnson@globaleyes. net>.

1Q CO

DeeFarkas Parker’
s

■
7J O e-mail, dateline July

16, reads, “
I am off to Vienna this
afternoon to do some writing clin'cs for the government. I had to
retire (mandatory, which became a
class action suit) from the U.S.
Foreign Service but will go back to
Bangkok (my last assignment) in
September to run a teacher trainlng program at the American
Language Center. My husband,
who was also in the Foreign
Service, died about six years ago,
s°I would rather keep working.”
^ jjl^ 0 0 2

I (Anne) contacted Dee and sev
eral other Wooster friends of Lillie
Trent (a.k.a. Lillie Trent JacksonSelassie) after receiving a letter from
Lillie, whose last contact with the
College was our 20th reunion.
By chance, Lillie discovered a
Wooster connection: her next-door
neighbor, Elizabeth Somrack ’
00.
Lillie was inspired to write after
Elizabeth lent her recent copies of
Wooster and a CD of the Scot band.
“
I wish the CD included the
‘
Wooster Love Song’
(‘
Wooster, dear
old Wooster’
),”Lillie says. “
Like
many of us, I’
ve strayed to ‘
foreign
strands,’
lived a rich life, and not
kept up with the alma mater. But
Wooster, ‘
love to thee my heart still
thrills.’
”
Lillie lives with her daughter, a
federal police officer, in the
Washington, DC, area. She’
d love to
hear from colleagues who were with
her in Daughters of Eve, concert
choir, and church choir or who wait
ed tables in Holden. Find her at
<Lilytrent@yahoo.com>.
Until eight years ago, Emmy
Lou Collier Miller taught in the
Cleveland Public Schools. She now
works with husband John, a CPA, in
their family business. They have
three children and nine grandchil
dren. Emmy Lou has stayed con
nected to Wooster through Nana
Newberry Landgraf.

It all began with a chance meet
ing with Nana’
s daughter, Ginny, in
Solomon’
s Corset Shop in Shaker
Heights. “
Ginny looks just like
Nana,”Emmy Lou explains. Nana
called Emmy Lou, and before they
were done talking, Nana offered to
visit Emmy’
s 94-year-old mother,
who was in assisted living next door
to the library.
Nana visited Emmy’
s mom regu
larly and had been reading to her for
some time when Nana and Emmy
finally got together. They bumped
into one another at — yes, Solo
mon’
s Corset Shop! Good thing
Wooster women mind their under
pinnings!
“
If I were to meet up with an old
friend whenever I went shopping, I d
like shopping better, Nana adds.

Patricia Gerber Simmons

reports that, after two moves in 13
months, she’
s ready for the next
phase of life in a Rockville, MD,
condo. She has a park view, an easy
walk to the metro and Strathmore

Gene ’
59 and lean Stobo ’
60 Bay at the
40th anniversary celebration o f Gene’
s
ordination.

Hall (music and arts), and a pool
and grocery store in her building.
Carol Ryder has moved into an
independent living cottage at Green
Ridge Village in Newville, PA, just
south of Carlisle. One of the
“
youngsters”there, she enjoys resi
dents Dorothy Stonesifer ’
25 and
Don Shaw ’
46, among others.
“
Without Wooster, I would not
have met and married the wonderful
Bob Carlson,”writes Millie Gilbert
Carlson. The Carlsons enjoy retired
life in Sedona, AZ, with their Jeepers
Creepers (“
Jeeping”group) and
God’
s Clod Squad (Bob’
s clown
minister pals).
Sadly, we report the death of
Ruth Middleton Turley’
s husband,
John, in Akron, Ohio. John, who
received a liver transplant 10years
ago, was a former president and
board member of the American
Liver Foundation and LifeBanc.
Please send updated e-mail
addresses to me (Anne).
Anne G ieser H unt, 3943 N.
Christiana Ave., Chicago, IL 606183316, <aghunt@earthlink. net>, and
R obert C arter, 20321 Sterling Bay
Ln. W., Apt. A, Cornelius, NC 28031,
<bob@stockcarstocks.com>.

1 Q C Q Dave Swanson is

I 7J 7 always traveling —
catch up with him, if you can, at
<DHSSWEDE@lcc.net>.
John Mosher details his partici
pation in a surprise “
This is Your
Life”celebration honoring Eugene
Bay, senior pastor at Bryn Mawr
Presbyterian Church and a College
Trustee, on the 40th anniversary of
Gene’
s ordination in June. (See
photo, above.)
John was contacted to tell of
Gene’
s Wooster days. Other invitees
represented Gene’
s family (Walt
Bay), Princeton Theological Semi
nary, and the Bryn Mawr, Rochester,
Youngstown, Cincinnati, and Dar
lington, MD, congregations that

Gene served. Here for your enjoy
ment and nostalgia is John’
s vig
nette:
“
We met as freshman room
mates...We were roommates for two
years. It did not take a rocket scien
tist to put us together. Actually, this
was before rocket scientists!
“
You were from Whitehall, MD,
and I was from Mt. Gilead, Ohio,
small rural villages. Both of us came
to Wooster because of its academic
reputation. We wanted to go on to
graduate school. We were accepted
at Wooster because, like most of the
students there, we each were in the
top 10 of our high school class.
“
Actually, that was about the
total number of students in each of
our high school classes!
“
Both of us met and eventually
married the girl of our dreams at
Wooster. One of my major accom
plishments was helping to arrange
Gene and Jean’
s (Jean Stobo ’
60)
first date. The two ‘
Genes’
hit it off
so well that they were soon called a
‘
chro-mo-some!’
“
So there you have it. Two coun
try boys sweeping two city girls off
their feet. As they will tell you, you
can take the boys out of the country,
but you cannot take the country out
of the boys.
“
That may be true. We are a
product of our time and place. But
actually, we did help to keep the
‘
Woo’
in WOOOOSTER!”
Congratulations, Gene, you are a
fine credit to our class.
Now, let us hear news from more
of you.
M arion Stuart H umphreys, 1709
Hathaway Ln., Pittsburgh, PA 152412705, <Artmar59@aol. com>.

1QAfl Last winter several

I » w v alumni alerted the
magazine to a New York Times arti
cle about Margaret Loehlin
Shafer. Margaret tells the tale in
her own words (see page 20).
N ancy B row n Tyburski, 3622
Croydon Dr. NW, Canton, OH
44718-3226, < nancyty4@aol.com>.

I A lt. | Again, I (Larry) have

1 7 0 1 lost e-mail contact
with several of you. I am looking
for Ron Specht, Margaret Denny

Bowman, Wayne Myers, Jerry
Calldn, Doug Ball, Bill Gallagher,
and Ginny Sauerbrun Everett. If
anyone has not heard from me via

Wedding o f Margaret “
Bo”Langer ’
98 and Seth Langer. M ay 24, 2002. (Back row, left
to r) Sarah Diggin ’
99, Jeff Langer ’
93, Topher Atkins ’
98, W. Wilson Bradburn ’
61;
(Front) Rebecca Rosbrook Battleson, Jesse Fowler, ’
98s, bride, groom, Margaret Conti,
Rebecca Stevens Pollard, '97s, Tim Pollard '98.

e-mail since last June, let me know
where you are in cyberspace.
Probably you have all seen a
police speed trap at one time or
another. Well, Jim Mall was nabbed
recently by Chicago’
s finest, not in a
speed trap but in a bicycle trap.
According to an article in the
Chicago Sun Times by reporter Julie
Patel, two police officers on bikes
slapped Jim with a $250 fine and
“
booted”(immobilized) his bicycle
after he was arrested for riding on
the sidewalk.
Jim was visibly upset, because
the fine for driving an automobile
on the sidewalk is only $75! Though
there is no hard data concerning
accidents or injuries between bicy
cles and pedestrians, the Chicago
City Council passed an ordinance in
May covering a seven-block strip
which forbids riding bikes on side
walks. (The practice is OK just about
everywhere else in the city.)
Jim claimed that he had been
driven off the streets by “
homicidal
maniacs”in their SUV’
s and was
simply bringing groceries home
from a market two blocks away. And
he is not alone. During June and
July, the eight-member “
bicycle
police”detail issued some 253 sum
monses for the same offense.
Read more about Jim’
s woes in
his online newsletter, “
The Dick
Times”(motto: Free, and Worth It!).
Request it at <mall@rcnchicago.
com>.
In May Don Barnes retired
from the U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency after 22 years, the
last 12 as staff director of its science
advisory board. In June Don and his
wife, Karen Kinkel Barnes, traveled
to China to spend four weeks teach
ing oral English to Chinese English
teachers in the small, Wooster-like
town of Qujing in rural Yunnan
Province.

Karen and Don now live in
neighboring Guangxi province (near
the Vietnam border) where they
teach oral English to budding tourist
guides and international financiers
as visiting members of the faculty of
Guangxi University in the city of
Nanning (pop. over 1million). The
Barneses plan to return to the U.S.
in February.

Katherine Doob Sakenfeld

missed our last reunion because she
had to attend the PCUSA General
Assembly as the moderator of her
presbytery. There she had a mini
reunion with Louise Miller Row
and Joan Marshall MacKenzie.
Later that year, Katherine and
husband Helmar spent a month in
South Africa, where she lectured at
three universities (Stellenbosch,
Pretoria, and UNISA) about the Old
Testament Book of Ruth and was
keynote speaker at the annual meet
ing of the Old Testament Society of
Southern Africa. Spare moments
were spent viewing wildlife, from
warm-water penguins to giraffes.
Last June Frank Davis and his
wife took an Alaskan cruise, flying to
Anchorage, busing to Seward, then
cruising south to Vancouver before
flying home. Frank says the best part
of the trip was the scenery and the
food; the worst was the airport secu
rity, which was “
spotty”and arbi
trary.
On a long auto trip through the
Southwest, Kay Warman Tuttle
took some 400 digital photos with
her new camera plus 25 rolls of slide
film plus 45 rolls of point-and-shoot
prints. Kay has now visited all 48
mainland states and their capitals,
but she went to some in the East
before she began taking photos.
Filling in the gaps is her next proj
ect.
Even though he has “
retired,”Joe
Kelly is again back in his old office

at the Washington Navy Yard, on a
consulting basis. He says that there is
enough work to keep him busy 60
hours a week, but he isn’
t willing to
put in that much time. He plans to
work there for at least another year,
but as a part-time employee, he can
take time off whenever he desires.
Joe and wife Sue are helping their
daughter prepare for her wedding
next January.
Ann Haning Donati’
s first year
of retirement slipped by quickly. She
and husband Bill have an RV and
tow a little car. Last summer they
traveled over 7,200 miles to the East
Coast and back and this spring went
another 1,048 miles up and down
the Oregon and Washington coasts.
This September, they took
another cross-country trip, first to
Bar Harbor, ME, for a National
Parks reunion, then through New
England to western Maryland for a
volunteer stint, next through the
Appalachian Mountains to see the
autumn colors, then back home to
northern California.
Ann continues her duties as an
organist at their church, while Bill is
on the board of the local fire dis
trict. Their son, Marc, was married
on May 19 at Patrick’
s Creek Lodge.
Suzy Tse Lee planned to come
from Brazil to Atlanta in October to
help her daughter with her second
baby, due in November. Suzy plans
to stay for about two months.
Suzy’
s computer project with
slum children is going well. The
two-year course has graduated its
first class. Now Suzy and her group
are attempting to obtain paid
apprenticeships so the graduates can
continue their studies through high
school and perhaps even college. If
the government acts on a proposal
to send low-income kids to college
for free, this course could be their
entry into a much better life.
Eight Cardigan Corgi pups keep
Genie Bishop busy. She sometimes
feels like they are her children, but
unlike children, she can sell the
pups! Genie’
s offering a nearly com
plete 40-year set of Wooster maga
zines (previously called the Alumni
Bulletin and Alumni Magazine) free,
if you want to pay for shipping.
Larry Vodra, 51 High Ridge Rd„
Brookfield, CT 06804-3517, <JLVodra
@aol. com>.
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Class of ’
62, where are
you?
Linda Park, 1848 Beersford, East
Cleveland, OH 44112, < veggiepark
@earthlink.net>.
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Jim Toedtman, asso-

ciate editor of
Newsday, made his third appear
ance at the Flagler College Forum
on Government and Public Policy
in St. Augustine, FL, in March. His
talk was entitled “
Who’
s King of
the Hill? Washington’
s New
Dynamic.”Jim offered insights as
to how the government has
changed since 9/11/01, based on
his experience in Newsday s
Washington bureau. He said,
“
There is a shift in the atmosphere
unlike anything I have ever seen.”
Ann M. T u rn b u ll Wase, 412 Ivy
Church Rd., Timonium, MD 21093.

I Q1 LA John Plummer retired
I / V ■ as controller of the
College in June after 36 years at
Wooster, including several years as
an economics instructor (see photo
on page 43). Plummer intends most
ly to enjoy more time with friends
and family and work around the
house.
“
I really enjoyed my job and the
people, both in the office and on
campus,”he says of his long tenure.
“
Having Bill Snoddy (former vice
president for business) and Tim
Tegtmeier (treasurer) as bosses
helped. They are really special peo
ple.”
In other economic news, this
past spring, President Bush nomi
nated Donald L. Kohn to the
board of governors of the Federal
Reserve System. Don serves as a
representative of the Kansas City
District. He was previously a
financial economist at the Federal
Reserve Bank of Kansas City.
Barbara Frajola Atkinson, for
mer professor and chair of the
department of pathology and labo
ratory medicine at the U of Kansas
Medical Center, now is executive
dean and vice chancellor for clinical
affairs at the KU School of Medi
cine.
Barbara came to the KU Medical
Center in 2000 from the MCP
Hahnemann School of Medicine in
Philadelphia, where she was dean for
three years (1996-99, see article in
Wooster, Spring 1997). She has editWooster
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Arts Patron
John
P lum m er

’
64. 1968

Index
photo.

ed several books including an atlas
of cytopathology (the diagnosis of
disease using cellular analysis). A
revised edition will appear in 2003.
I (Jim) went back to Wooster for
the Class of ’
67 reunion — more
accurately, a Gable House reunion of
the group from 1963-64.1enjoyed
being there during someone else’
s
reunion, with plenty of time to wan
der in between Gable get-togethers.
A lot has happened to the cam
pus since our last reunion in 1999.
College Avenue now ends at the
quad. When I turned right off of
College, Severance Hall didn’
t look
quite right, and they had moved the
president’
s house.... No, it had
become the Shack.
It took several seconds and a
conscious jerk back to the 21st cen
tury to figure out that the quad had
been extended, and I was on Pine
St., not University. The giant trees
threw me. They looked like they had
marched along the walks forever,
and indeed they had. The quad and
that block of College Avenue are
now the mall. Stunning.
I discovered my niece, Patty
Laatsch ’
04, waiting by a golf cart to
give rides to superannuated alumni,
and she scooted me around to see
other campus additions. You’
ll see
them when you come back for our
40th. The new admissions building
is slightly surreal, and I like it.
I sat on a bench reading my
whodunit when I spied a vaguely
familiar figure who seemed to be
scoping me out as well. “
Is it Jim
Switzer?”he called. “
It is,”I allowed.
It turned out to be Marll
McDonald, coming out of an alum
ni authors reception at the presi
dent’
s house (still where it always
was). He was accompanying his parents, T. Hill ’
34 and Mariam
Siegfried ’
37 McDonald. Mariam
was on campus for her 65th
reunion. We chatted for over an
hour: careers, kids, classmates.
Marll had done an Internet
search for Howdy Reichmuth and
found article citations. We both
Wondered how Bruce Wenger is
doing as a (relatively) new daddy.
Howdy and Bruce, you might check

in at my (Jim’
s) e-mail address.
About the Gable Gang, all ’
67s:
Tom Sawyer is leaving Congress after
eight terms and may (purely a guess)
have a future in academe; Ted
Celeste is in real estate in Columbus;
and Stan Good has a clock shop in
Tampa, owns enough antique elec
tric fans to start a museum, and
writes a country-western song a day.
Other ’
67s I saw included Jeff
Noble, Larry Marsh, and Rich Hahn.
John Chane checked in by phone —
he’
s the new Anglican Bishop of
Washington, DC. And Jim Ball, who
was a mythic being while at Wooster,
showed up in person after all these
years, remarkably sane. There were
many stories, much laughter.
Our 35th reunion in 1999 set
Michael Pensack to ruminating on
change. After he attended his 40th
high school reunion in 2000, he sat
down and began a letter on the sub
ject. He didn’
t finish it, changed soft
ware, and it sat for another two
years. He finally found it and sent it.
I enjoyed reading it, but as he allows,
it is not topical anymore.
Note: Michael wrote and eventu
ally sent what he wrote. Go ye and
do likewise.
Jim Switzer , 891 Elmore Ave., Akron,
OH 44302-1238, <jswitze@uakron.
edu>.
i A # r Gary Reichard was
I y 0 J appointed provost
and senior vice president for aca
demic affairs at California State U,
Long Beach. He joined the school
in 1994 as associate vice president
for academic affairs. Gary previ
ously served as dean for under
graduate studies at Florida Atlantic
U. He also has taught history,
beginning at the College.
Karelisa Voelker Hartigan has
published a book, Muse on Madison
Avenue: Classical Mythology in
Contemporary Advertising (Peter
Lang, 2002). She writes about “
the
way Madison Avenue has used Greek
myths to promote the most recent
products and how the designers of
American advertising have turned to
classical myth to give shape to their
vision of the American Dream.”
Kadi D epew Stevens, 328 Spruce St.
#4, Philadelphia, PA 19106-4201.
1 O A A In June Peter Young
l / O O assumed the position
of director at the National Agricul

tural Library. Peter previously
worked at the Library of Congress
as the chief of the cataloging dis
tribution service and in several spe
cial assignments. Earlier he served as
the executive director of the U.S.
National Commission on Libraries
and Information Science.
Elizabeth W esthafer O ’
Brien, 64
Tall Oaks Dr., Summit, NJ 07901,
<eobrien5@mindspring.com>.

|QA7 See some Class of ’67
I 70/

news in ’
64’
s column.
P.O. B o x 599, Chau
tauqua, NY 14722.

Sara Bradley,

I Q /. Q K. William Bailey
I 700 sends this update,
“
After 35 years (less one week) at
the courthouse, I retired on Feb.
28 as judge of the probate and
juvenile divisions of the Court of
Common Pleas of Wayne County,
Ohio. Prior to my first election in
1990,1had served as a court refer
ee and probation officer. My work
there evolved directly from my
junior I.S. about probation. I now
am a visiting judge upon assign
ment of the Chief Justice of Ohio.
“
I continue to work on genealo
gy. I’
ll teach the juvenile law class at
the School of Law at the U of Akron
during the spring semester and may
do other teaching.
“
My wife, Vicki Cole Bailey, con
tinues to teach French at Waynedale
High School. Our son, Mark, gradu
ated from Ohio Wesleyan U and
works with Equal Justice Now in
Washington, DC. Our daughter,
Joanna, graduated from Bowling
Green and is a licensed social worker
at a retirement home in Cincinnati.”
Jim Bates, 235 W. Maplehurst,
Ferndale, MI 48220-2716, <jimbates
@ureach.com>.

1OAC Patr'ck Cardon sends

1 / 0 / this update, “
After 18
years in Paris and in the Loire
Valley, I am moving back to the
U.S. to reside in Cushing, ME. My
activities in museum development
have taken an interesting turn.
“
Having helped to plan, develop,
and install museums in different
countries, first through the Inter
national Council of Museums then
as an independent consultant, I am
now involved in developing The
Museum in the Streets. This began
in 1997, almost on a lark, and has

Meeting in Topeka earlier this
year, the Kansas Press Women
chose Rosemary Menninger ’
70
as one of its three patrons. The
accomplishments of KPW
Patrons reflect concern for their
community and state, as well as
their interest in communications.
Once the editor of The
Wooster Voice and now a public
school art teacher in Topeka,
Menninger has launched an arts
program for elementary students.
She also created a component in
an after-school program that
engages talented high school stu
dents in teaching art to elemen
tary school children. In the late
1980s, Menninger led efforts to
design, create, and fund a parentchild learning center at Topeka’
s
alternative public high school.
Menninger serves on the
Kansas Governor’
s Commission
on Children and Families and
teaches at the Mulvane Art
Museum at Washburn University.
She also volunteers at a local sen
ior citizens’
center and advocates
for historic preservation.
now become a small operation in
France under the name of L’
histoire
aufil des rues. It is being launched in
the U.S. in Thomaston, ME.
“
With a trademark and regis
tered as intellectual property, the
concept consists of small installa
tions in the historic centers of
towns. Walking tours are organized
around central information panels
and a 25-panel presentation with old
illustrations. Historical information
and memories collected from resi
dents offer explanation.
“
My love of history continues at
the level of everyday encounters
with fascinating people. These folks
are at the end of threads leading
back to the beginnings of European
settlement in the U.S. and some
times back to the ‘
old country!”
’
Burleigh Angle writes, “
After
some 30 years of wondering what 1
wanted to be when I grew up, I have
come full circle. I am a teacher and
information technology coordinator
for Hales Franciscan High School in
Chicago. I teach two courses in com
puter usage and support about 400
computer users and their PCs, as
well as the network servers. I expect
to be here for a few years and enjoy
it tremendously. E-mail me at
<burleighangle@attbi.com>.”
In April the National Academies
of Practice elected R. Wayne
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Wedding o f Rob Maclean ’
99 and Krista Hanypsiak, Aug. 18, 2001. (Back row, left to
r) Dan Darling '00, Andy McKelvey '83, Cathi Mache McKelvey ’
82, Andy Gibbon,
left Tymowicz, ’
00s, bride, groom, M ichael Thomenius, Andy Kuck, ’
99s, Bob Everett
’
82, Jim Everett ’
79; (Seated) Cindy Mache ’
78, Susan Arthur Maclean ’
68, R. Eugene
Arthur ’
64.

Randolph, a veterinarian, to mem

bership as a distinguished practi
tioner. The NAP emphasizes inter
disciplinary collaboration across
health care professions and honors
only select practitioners and scholars
from 10 fields. Wayne runs a small
animal practice in Flemington, NJ.
Note my (Judy’
s) new e-mail
address. In January, Tom and I are
moving to 2643 Brook Valley Rd.,
Frederick, MD 21701. You’
ll hear
more about that next time.
Judy S imkins H aines, 300 Berkshire
Dr., Rochester, NY 14626, < tomjudyhaines@hotmail.com>.
Read about Rosemary
I # # W Menninger on p. 43.
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126 W.
Lafayette St., West Chester, PA 193802409, <Beezelette@aol.com>.
Ruth “Be”Balmer Young,

1Q71

New from Fortress
I # / I Press is a book and
CD-ROM set by Barbara Zink
MacHaffie, Her Story: Women in
Christian Tradition and Readings
in Her Story. Barbara is associate
professor of history and religion at
Marietta College.
James K. Lowery, 1675 Riverwood
Dr., Jackson, MS 39211-4828, <bizcentr@teclink.net>.

1 A ' T Q NancyKriebelTurner

I I I Mm has joined the devel
opment staff at Goucher College
as director of gift planning.
JayY utzey, 1254 Norwell Dr.,
Columbus, OH 43220, <yutzey.2@
osu.edu>.

| Q T Q Cindy Kuhn Breiner

I # / O recently returned to
school at Towson U, where she is
taking accounting courses with the
aim of becoming a CPA. A math

44

major at Wooster, she has worked
as a computer programmer
focused mainly on designing
financial reporting systems for
insurance companies. Corporate
takeovers and restructurings gave
her the opportunity to take a
breather and reassess.
Cindy’
s husband, Jim Breiner,
and his brother, Tim ’
74, recently
followed a trail of genealogical clues
gathered over the Internet. They
found their way to Bundenthal, a
village in southwestern Germany
from which their great-grandfather
emigrated with his wife and two
small children in 1885. Tim’
s
Wooster studies in German helped
them communicate with some of
the local folks.
Tim and Jim went on to
Stuttgart to see Jim’
s daughter,
Bridget, perform the role of Juliet in
Romeo and Juliet with the Stuttgart
Ballet. Bridget is a principal dancer
with the company. Tim lives in
Wooster and coordinates cardiac
rehabilitation at Wooster Communi
ty Hospital. Jim is the publisher of
the Baltimore Business Journal.
Warren Noonan writes: “
We at
Fifth Section always knew that Steve
Gault was solid gold and enjoyed
his friendship and company. He’
ll be
a real asset as a College Trustee.
“
I’
m retired to rural southeastern
Arizona and live with my wolf,
Roscoe, and our ‘
boss,’
Rickie, a
Rottweiler. Lots of peace and quiet.”
Find Warren at <bigwolves@
mymailstation.com>.
Suzanne Schluederberg, 3385 Carl
Ct., Ann Arbor, MI 48105, <suz@
umich.edu>.

1Q 7 4

Bob Dyer’
s first book
I / # *T landed on the New York
Times bestseller list. Bob collaborat

ed with Cleveland Indians shortstop
Omar Vizquel on Omar: My Life On
and Off the Field (Gray and Co.,
2002). During the summer it hit the
Times’
national hardcover nonfiction
list four times, peaking at number 27.
Omar Vizquel, a native of
Venezuela, is considered one of the
best fielding shortstops in baseball
history. Off the field he is an accom
plished painter and musician, has
designed his own house, dabbles in
standup comedy, and has his own
designer clothing line. In 2000 he led
a fund-raising effort for flood vic
tims after the worst natural disaster
in Venezuelan history.
Bob hasn’
t yet quit his day job as
a news columnist and feature writer
for the Akron Beacon Journal.
Note my (Bill’
s) new address.
Bill I rvine, 2321 N. Utah St., Arling
ton, VA 22207-4027.

1 Q 7 C Zip Fiordalis finds it

I #/ 3

hard to believe that 27
years have passed! He says, “
My
wife, Faith Lyman ’
77, and I are still
into kids. Our oldest son, Andrew,
graduated from Tri-State with a
degree in chemical engineering in
2001 and works for Pharmacia
Corp. Son Luke is a sophomore at
Flagler College in St. Augustine,
FL, majoring in communications.
“
Our daughter (my princess) is a
freshman at Case Western Reserve’
s
Francis Bolton School of Nursing.
Our precious fourth son is a high
school junior thinking about com
puters and physics.
“
Faith, the mortar between the
family bricks, is an assistant librarian
in our local elementary school parttime and teaches reading to chal
lenged teens and young adults parttime. She’
s our church’
s financial
secretary and a deacon as well.
“
After 18years with Eaton Corp.
I took the purchasing manager posi
tion at Parker Hannifin’
s pneumatic
division in Richland, MI. 1still love
photography, astronomy, and wood
working. I got to see my old room
mate, Craig Haberle, last summer
in Lancaster. (Some kids never
change.)
“
We were at Wooster for Parents’
Weekend 2001 to watch our daugh
ter run in the cross country meet
there. We explored the entire cam
pus. The place looks great, and the
memories linger.”Reach Zip at
<GFiordalis@parker.com>.

Gregory Wasson catches us up
on his life: “
After graduate school in
Toronto studying classical Greek, I
moved back to Santa Barbara, CA,
for a few years with my partner,
Dave Valiulis, whom I met in
Toronto. We’
ll celebrate our 25th
anniversary in 2003!
“
We moved to the San Francisco
Bay area and lived there for several
years. We both got involved in the
computer industry, relocated to the
Santa Cruz area, and spent 15 years
there. I’
ve worked as a free-lance
technical writer for Adobe, Apple,
and a dozen other companies. Dave
landed a ‘
real’
job at Adobe Systems.
In 2001 we bought our dream
house, an old Spanish-style adobe,
in Escondido.
“
We plan on retiring here in
about 10years. Adobe has offices
nearby, so Dave simply transferred. I
continue to free-lance and use my
degrees — teaching New Testament
Greek at my parish, St. Peter’
s
Catholic Community in Fallbrook, a
small town 25 miles north of
Escondido. We have tons of room
for visitors, so classmates should
stop by. Send e-mail to <gwasson@
gregwasson.com>.”
Last season Irwin Reese played
the role of Ambrogio in The Metro
politan Opera Company’
s produc
tion of Rossini’
s II Barbiere di
Siviglia.
Note my (Andrea’
s) new e-mail
address.
A ndrea J.Steen burg Simmers, 2121
Breeds Rd., Owings Mills, MD 211171646, <asimmers@mail. ruxtoncountryschool.org>.
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The international law
I •/ w firm of McDermott,
Will & Emery announced that
Donald Frederico, a partner in the
firm ’
s trial department, began a
two-year term in September as co
chair of the litigation section of
the Boston Bar Association.
Donald served on the advisory
group of the U.S. District Court for
the District of Massachusetts for the
court’
s implementation of the 1990
Civil Justice Reform Act.
Ted Hammond of Alaska com
pleted the four-day U.S. Nationals
Masters Swimming Competition in
Hawaii earlier this year. He took
sixth place in three events: the 50-yd.
free, 100-yd. free, and 200-yd. but
terfly. He also got an 11th (100-yd.
Wooster

c l a s s notes
Woostergathering. (Back
row, left tor) Christine
Mueller, Robert Mueller,
Sandeep Bhatia, ’
89s, Ted
and Aaron Roos, Laura
Van Dale '87,Abraham
Roos, Walt Guldan, Erika
Federmann ’
89, Karsen
Guldan, Qaisarlmam
’
91, Tim Espy ’
90, Megan
Hensley Bhatia ’
89;
(Front) Megan Kaplan,
Laura TuennermanKaplan ’
88, Elyse Kaplan,
Jack, Peter, and Tommy
Mueller, Charlie Espy,
Hanno Guldan, Joseph
Espy, Debbie Donnelly
Espy ’
89.

fly) and a 13th (50-yd. fly).
“
I never dreamed that at 48 years
of age, I’
d be swimming a 51.35 in a
100 free for sixth in the nation,”he
writes. “
Anyone who got burned out
with the swimming schedule in col
lege should consider a masters
swimming program. You can swim
your own routine with the joyful
camaraderie of others, it keeps you
fit as a race horse, and it motivates
you to endure triathlons, even in
frigid Alaskan waters.”
Ted sees Jim Clough ’
75, a geolo
gist in Fairbanks. Ted’
s wife, Serene,
recently helped arrange a new Westhighland terrier for the Cloughs.
Ted’
s advice to Jim: “
Teach your dog
to keep an eye out for hungry dogsnatching eagles from above, while
you worry about bears coming from
behind.”Contact Ted at 74 Birch Hill
Dr., Fort Richardson, AK 99505.
Marilynn K. Duker was recent
ly promoted to president and chief
operating officer of shelter develop
ment at Shelter Group Partners. The
organization develops and manages
luxury apartment communities,
affordable multi-family housing, and
senior living communities. Marilynn
joined Shelter in 1982. On the
boards of the National Multi-hous
ing Council and the Advisory
Council for Housing Authority in
New Orleans, she holds a master’
s in
city planning from MIT.
D ana Vandenberg M urphy, 3175
Warrington Rd., Shaker Heights, OH
44120-2428.

1Q “
I “
J Susan Lundal recently

* • 1 1 joined the firm of Lee
Hecht Harrison in Bingham
Farms, MI, as vice president for
business development.
Everyone seemed to have a won
derful time at the 25th reunion.
Martha Petersen-Lachman, who
runs A-D Artworks Inc. with her
husband, Cary, remarks, “
I was
struck by the number of classmates
Pall 2009

in the helping/caring professions. I
had a great time with old friends,
and it was delightful to spend some
time with people I hadn’
t known
very well at school.”Martha has two
children, Benjamin and Elsa, and
lives in Evanston, IL.
Sheryl Keevert Rogers vaca
tioned with her family at Emerald
Isle, NC, after sightseeing in Charles
ton, SC. Son Eric is a senior and
daughter Allison a junior in high
school. Sheryl loved seeing so many
classmates at the reunion.
Lisa Sward lives in Cleveland
and is vice president of Kaufman
Travel. She has traveled to Europe,
the Orient, the South Pacific, and
the Caribbean. Lisa sings in a
Swedish choir, is treasurer of a
French organization, and is involved
in a Bulgarian organization.
Bobbie Brown Herron has an
M.S. in social administration from
Case Western Reserve U and is
presently doing management and
prevention initiatives. Her e-mail is
<bjh@nwonline.net>.

Johanna Tilbury Winough

wanted to attend the reunion but
the timing was off. Now living in
Honolulu, she is the president of a
contracting company and also prac
tices Reiki.
Ronald Tompkins practices law
in Urbana, Ohio, and owns and
operates a tavern and pizzeria, the
Woodstock Inn. He and his daugh
ter, Lillian (11), live on 57 acres of
wooded trails near Ohio Caverns.
They raise horses, dogs, and goats.
Jack and Cindy Todd Brown
moved to NYC in 1978 and lived on
the Upper West Side for 10years.
Jack worked as general manager of
Schirmer’
s Music while earning an
M.B.A at NYU. Cindy worked for
the national offices of the Presby
terian Church (U.S.A.) in several
positions, including the peacemak
ing program.
After the birth of daughter Emily

in 1987, the Browns moved to quiet
Stockbridge, MA. Jack is now man
aging partner at Brown’
s Music, the
successor of Schirmer’
s, spending
half his time in NYC. Cindy directs
Christian education at the historic
First Congregational Church in
Stockbridge.
Jack studies voice with Richard
Cross at Juilliard and sings 24
recitals and oratorio performances a
year. From trumpeter to conductor,
composer, businessman, singer — is
there anything that Jack can’
t do?
One of his daughters (15) plays
bagpipes and organ and another (8)
is taking up Highland dancing
(wearing the MacLeod tartan). Jack
also is learning to play the pipes.
Juba Ann Locke Schaffer has
been a nurse in the neonatal inten
sive care unit at Duke U for 15years.
She and her husband, Raymond
(also a nurse), have two children,
Emily (11) and Heather (9). Julie
volunteers at her children’
s classes
and plays the handbells and directs
the children’
s choirs at church.
Richard Davies has a J.D. from
Ohio State U and lives with his wife,
Billie, in Wadsworth, Ohio. In 1991
he co-founded a law firm in Medina
and remained there until the end of
last year. Since 2002 he has been
associated with Battle and Miller
P.L.L. in Rocky River, handling
employment litigation, representing
companies and employers, and spe
cializing in worker’
s compensation,
ADA, FMLA, and EEOC cases.
Richard is the father of Amy and
Merry and the grandfather of Amy’
s
children, Abby (4) and Ryan (1),
future Scots, he hopes. He would
love to hear from you at <rdaviesq@
aol.com>. If you are near Wads
worth or Rocky River, say hello.
Richard’
s sister, Elizabeth Davies
Lake ’
86, lives in Wooster.
B onnie Savage, 4306 River St.,
Willoughby, OH 44094-7815, <bonniesavage@mailstation.com>.

1 Q 7 0 Acterna Corp. in
* * • O Germantown, MD,
announced the appointment of
Richard Goshorn as corporate
vice president, general counsel,
and corporate secretary. Rich
served most recently as senior vice
president and general counsel of
Cable & Wireless Global. During
his 10years there, he held a variety
of senior management positions in
the U.S., Europe, and Asia. Rich now
directs legal strategy for Acterna’
s
subsidiaries.
Next year will mark the 25th
anniversary of our graduation. How
did that happen? I (Robin) would
love to see all of my Wooster friends
at Alumni Weekend, June 5-8,2003!
So far I’
ve heard from Anne
McCune, and Jon and Mary Bates
Fancher, who plan to come. Mark
your calendars!
Anne and her husband, Ed, spent
the summer sailing to the Channel
Islands off the coast of Santa
Barbara, as well as Catalina Island.
Earlier this year they traveled to
Scotland where Anne delivered a
paper at an international health care
conference. Then they went to
Ireland. Anne welcomes visits from
Wooster friends in Pasadena, CA.
Jon Fancher earned a D.Min. at
McCormick Theological Seminary
in June, after 4 1/2 years of study
with eight other wonderful pastors.
He continues to serve as pastor at
Rocky River Presbyterian Church in
suburban Cleveland (now in his
11th year). Mary directs music min
istries at Avon Lake United Church
of Christ and teaches choral and
general music at the middle school
in Rocky River. Their three sons are
in 11th, 9th, and 6th grades.
1(Robin) received a promotion
on April 1 (still wondering if it’
s an
April Fool’
s joke!) My title is clinical
manager of supportive services for
Hospice of Baltimore. I supervise
the clinical social workers, bereave
ment counselors, and the chaplains
who provide emotional and spiritual
support to our patients. It’
s hard
work but very rewarding!
W endy B urg Beatty, 340 Gosling
Dr., North Wales, PA 19454-2726,
<BeattyBurg@aol.com> ; Patt
Carpenter, llOEndres Dr. Apt. 1,
Mattydale, NY 13211, <pcarpen2@
twcny.rr.com>; Robin Stock sdale,
7114 Rodgers Ct„ Baltimore, MD
21212, <73253.3372@compuserve.

The wedding o f Heather McEwen and Michael Vidmar, ’
02s, May 17, 2002. (Fourth
row, left to r) Karen McEwen Farthing ’
90, Peter M owrey (music), Jeffrey Mansell
'01; (Third row) Elizabeth Weissenborn ’
02, Kristina von Held (former German pro
fessor), Jessica Jolls ’
03, Emily Rainey ’
02; (Second row) Nicholas Goffee, Morgan
Barlow, Chuck Nusbaum, Maia Clay, Richard Barger, ’
02s; (First row) groom, bride.

com>; and Evie Z iegler, 309 33rd
St., West Palm Beach, FL 33407-4909.
1 A 7 Q Note Laurie’
s new eI / / / mail address. Send us
some news!
P eg W eissbrod M arunowski, 1084
Dorsh Rd., South Euclid, OH 44121,
<mlw@stratos.net>; Larry N ader,
307 W. Wooster St., Bowling Green,
OH 43402-2807, <LCNader@wcnet.
org>; and Laurie G landt Steiner,
3599 MacDonald Circle, Richfield,
OH 44286, <budsollgs@adelphia.
net>.
1 Q Q A

Ronald Conrad

I 70U Austin writes, “My

wife, Linda, and daughter,
Hannah, are happily settled into
the Dallas, TX, area. After several
years in the boating industry, I
have been with Raytheon Com
mercial Infrared for two years.
“
One of the unique opportuni
ties of my job is working closely
with the New York Fire Dept. I flew
to NYC two days after 9/11/01 in a
private jet to donate 25 infrared
cameras to the NYFD to assist in the
rescue efforts.
“
Raytheon lost co-workers on
the flights that hit the World Trade
Center. We are involved in several
areas of homeland security. Send
e-mail to <raustin@raytheon.com>.”
Susan E still, 1817Keller Lake Dr.,
Burnsville, MN 55306-6378,
<sestill58@aol.com>; D on Leake,
10303 Dickens Ave., Bethesda, MD
20814; and Jenny W atson, 1551
Oakmount Rd., South Euclid, OH
44121, <Jlwats626@aol.com>.

1Q Q l

We would love to hear
from anyone.
Lou O ckunzzi, 9789 Woodhurst Dr.,
Strongsville, OH 44149-1375,
<louockunzzi@yahoo.com>.

I 70 I
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Penny Price Gourley
I # O Z and her family have
moved to 14205 N. McRaven Ln.,
Mt. Vernon, IL 62864 and would
like to hear from friends.
John W. Thomas was appointed
president of the Ohio State Medical
Association for 2002-03. Board-cer
tified in ophthalmology, John prac
tices in Wooster and chairs the
department of surgery at the
Wooster Community Hospital. He
participates regularly in overseas
medical mission trips and served
two years with the Indian Health
Service.
Laura Lynn Winitsky Coker
advises, “
Watch for me on ‘
ER’
this
season in the episode titled
‘
Insurrection.’
But don’
t blink: I’
m
one of the doctors in the crowd
scenes. Hey, it’
s a start. I did get a
photo taken with Noah Wylie!”
Barbara Brown , 740 Mississippi
River Blvd. 10-B, St. Paul, MN 55116,
<wishboneandbarb@hotmail.com>;
John P. Shafer, 6208 Ridge Pond Rd.
Apt. F, Centreville, VA20121-4061,
<fragrancesources@hotmail.com>;
and Susan Lancaster T oner, 11593
Westbury PL, Carmel, IN 46032,
<susan_toner@hotmail.com>.
I Q O Q Kristen Leslie, assisI # O w tant professor of pas
toral care and counseling at Yale
Divinity School, is the author of
When Violence is No Stranger: Pas

toral Counseling with Survivors of
Acquaintance Rape (Fortress Press,
2002). Kristen focuses on the psy
chospiritual effects of this violent
act and gives religious profession
als the tools to help victims rebuild
their lives.
Jeanne Rogosch-Sciba and her
family moved to the Boston area last
December. Their new address is 6
Grindstone Ct., Westborough, MA
01581. Jeanne writes, “
My husband,
Bob, was transferred here with
Fidelity Investments. We have three
children, Lyndsey (9), Ryan (8), and
Kurtis (6). I manage the home front
and spend lots of time at the kids’
schools. I’
d like to hear from other
Wooster alumni in the area.”
Hobart Corp. appointed Steve
Willoughby as product line manag
er for Traulsen Refrigeration, a divi
sion of Hobart. Steve is responsible
for marketing initiatives. He began
his career with the company in 1984
as a sales representative.
Jennie Saliers, 245 Beverly Rd. NE,
Atlanta, GA 30309, <levsal@aol.
com>.
I Q Q 4 Lydia Strohl married
I 1 0 * T Eric Riddleberger on
June 16 in Chautauqua, NY, near
her parents’
home. Lydia is a writer
on health and fitness and holds a
master’
s in nonfiction writing
from the U of New Hampshire.
Eric is vice president for the com
munications, media, and technolo
gy industries at Booz Allen Hamil
ton, a management consulting
firm in McLean, VA.
Elizabeth Montgomery sends a
note of inspiration and some very
good news: “
As many of my Wooster
buddies know, I was a diabetic while
attending school. In 1994 I was
diagnosed with end-stage renal
disease. My nephrologist informed
me that I would eventually need a
kidney transplant and/or dialysis.
By 1999 my kidneys were only
functioning at 20%.
“
I decided to be proactive and
get on the transplant list before I
had to face the dreaded dialysis. I
went through the transplant evalu
ation at Duke Medical Center and
decided to get the double diabetic
special, a kidney/pancreas trans
plant. After waiting for almost two
years, I received ‘
the’
call.
“
I am happy to report that I
underwent the transplant on Dec.

17, 2001, and am no longer diabet
ic! I am back on the tennis court
and hope to climb Mt. Mitchell,
NC, this spring.
“
While waiting for the trans
plant, I completed a master’
s in
health education. I now work at
East Carolina U’
s regional training
center in its initiative to prevent
substance abuse. I hope I’
ve finally
discovered what I want to be when
I grow up. Since Wooster I have
worked in public affairs, television
reporting and anchoring, supply
management, and elevator sales in
the Middle East.”
Elizabeth says, “
Hello”to all
Peanuts and other friends. Contact
her at < montgomerysu@mail.ecu.
edu>.
The deadline for this column fell
on my (Jane’
s) 40th birthday and
made me realize that many of us
turn 40 this year. Happy birthday to
all! Co-secretary Elizabeth and I
would love to hear from you.
Elizabeth Renner C lick, 2312
Miramar Blvd., Cleveland, OH
44118-3819, <jneclick@aol.com>,
and Jane Paxton H offman, 2622
Northwood, Toledo, OH 43606-3706,
<jphoffman@buckeye-express.com>.
1 A Q C
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News? Who has news
to share?
Jennifer Burrows Landefeld, 589
Ayers Ave., Turtle Creek, PA 15145,
<jennsbl@jennsbl.com>.

1QQA

Patrick Gorman took
I # O U a concert tour of
Ireland, England, Scotland, and
Wales with the Philharmonic
Chorus of Madison, which he has
directed for the past seven seasons.
He tells us, “
We sang concerts in
historic buildings including St.
Patrick’
s Cathedral in Dublin, St.
■
Giles Cathedral in Edinburgh, and
Balliol College of Oxford. We also
sang impromptu performances in
the York Minster and Salisbury
cathedrals. The chorus sang well
and was well received.
“
I continue to work for the
Catholic Diocese of Madison as
director of the office of worship. In
addition to the Philharmonic
Chorus, I direct the Madison
Diocesan Choir and the St. Raphael
Cathedral Choir.”Contact Patrick at
<pgorman@straphael.org>.
Eric Hartman-Birge sends this
update: “
My wife and 1now have
Wooster
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two children, Sorcha and Connor,
and we have returned to live and
work in Germany. (It’
s been seven
years now.) I am a U.S. Army
Foreign Area Officer serving as the
U.S. European Command’
s senior
Balkans regional analyst. The region
represents the most multi-faceted
analytical puzzle — that’
s what
attracted me to this assignment. Dr.
Gates’
s I.S. lessons are being put to
good use.”Reach Eric at <erichb@
brownsmail.net>.
Here I (Peter) am, fresh from a
walk by the beach in Redondo
Beach, CA, where I hang my sun
glasses. Being six miles south of Los
Angeles National Airport and the
same distance from Boeing Satellite
Systems (my employer) works out
very well. I manage 26 people who
perform just about everything you
can imagine relative to the manufac
ture and testing of a component of
communication satellites. Our prod
uct collects energy from the sun and
provides power to the satellite.
Gretchen Marks Crane and her
family, husband Jeff, Mallory (5),
and Noah (3), have sold their house
in Avon and moved to her child
hood stomping grounds in Geneseo,
NY. The Cranes are now closer to
some family, and the timing nicely
coincided with the start of kinder
garten for Mallory.
Postcards, Christmas cards, and
hand-scribbled notes are highly val
ued by us all to keep our strong
bonds or start some new ones. Find
Gretchen and family at 26 Second
St., Geneseo, NY 14454.
As Stephen Byars writes, it is
amazing, but it has been a whole
year since some of us talked, danced,
had a beverage or two, walked
around campus smiling, and much
more at our 15th reunion at C.O.W.
Stephen and his wife, Lisa Blackadar
87, welcomed a son on Jan. 26.
benjamin Rhodes Byars joins his sis
ter, Grace (4).
Stephen has a new job as vice
President-external affairs with Alltel
ln Lexington, KY. He is responsible
for regulatory and governmental
Policy and media and community
relations. Alltel bought Verizon’
s territory in Kentucky in August.
As I (Peter) smile like a Cheshire
Cat>mixing thoughts and feelings of
t'mes at C.O.W. with these updates, I
welcome you all to send some news
s°We can share our lives, or at least
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Wedding o f Elizabeth
Starr ’
95 and Holger
Scharfenberg, June 1,
2002, Leipzig, Germany.
(Left to r) Sharon
M ortim er Roeder ’
93,
groom, bride, Stephen
Nichols ’
94, Amy BaileyMueller '97. Also attend
ing were Richard and
Susan Figge (German).

the portions that make it through
your own censoring (see addresses
below). For the vocal types, my
phone numbers are 310-798-5329 by
night and 310-364-8099 by day.
P eter Anderson , 911 Carnelian St.,
Redondo Beach, CA 90277-3002,
<peter.d.anderson@boeing.com>, and
C harles Ryan, 5 Vannina PI, West
Hills, NY 11743-6437, <cryan@lab21.
com>.
| Q O T Scott P. McLean
I / O # writes,“
Afterfinishing
my first year at Southwestern U in
Georgetown, TX, I know I made the
right decision in coming back to a
small school from Iowa State U.
We especially enjoy the absence of
snow.”Find Scott at < smclean99@
hotmail.com>.
Lisa D iment Panepento, 4130
Mallard Way, Wooster, OH 44691,
<LBPanepento@aol.com>.
1 Q Q O Karen Dietz Crowder
I / O O earned an M.S. in
1997. She qualified for and ran the
Boston Marathon this past spring.
Reach her at <kcrowder@tampabay.rr.com>.
Scot Mellor notes, “
We had our
second child, Aidan Elliott, in
December. He and big sister
Michaela are growing up much too
quickly. We ran into Jonathan and
Mary Cox Barclay at a mall in
Indianapolis a few months back. We
were all having portraits taken of
our respective children.”
Kathleen Smythe and John
Fanselow ’
87 and their son, Colin,
welcomed their newest family mem
ber, Cora, on Dec. 28,2000. Kathleen
'and her family (including her par
ents as child care providers) spent
time in Tanzania from January
through May on a Fulbright research
grant. Kathleen loved being able to
integrate work and family, taking her
son with her to interview townspeo
ple and taking the entire family on
trips to the villages. She did not love
spending a night in their LandCruiser, however, when the engine
needed repair, and they got stuck in
the mud.

Michelle Dukich moved to
Washington, DC, a year ago after a
year of commuting almost weekly
from Cleveland to be with her
fiance, Patrick Ball. Michelle lives in
Adams Morgan, near the National
Zoo.
She reports, “
My son, Christo
pher (6), enjoys his first year at a
bilingual school. My fiance testified
at The Hague earlier this year
against Slobodan Milosevic after a
grueling nine months working on
data about deaths in Kosovo. He is a
statistician on human rights atroci
ties. While my stats class at Wooster
was something I dreaded, I have a
new appreciation for data manipula
tion. I would love to hear from old
friends, especially those in the DC
area.”
Seems that many ’
88ers are on
the move. Here are a few new
addresses: Sara Potier Martin, 19
Sherman Rd., Melrose, MA 02176;
Karen Ferguson Carl, 2031
Mission Valley Blvd., Nokomis, FL
34275, <revkefc@aol.com>; Becky
Sturpe and Rob Hatfield ’
85, 192
Falmouth Rd., Mooresville, NC
28117; and Carrie McGraw and
Michael Johnson, 106 Pont du
Gard Ct„ Maumelle, AR 721137228.
Save the date for our 15th class
reunion, June 5-8,2003. If you’
re
interested in serving on the commit
tee, please contact Michelle Pagano
at <mpagano@wqed.org>.
Jenny Potee sends a correction
to the summer class notes column.
She and Peter Hurwitz do have a
son, Nathaniel, but they are
divorced. Jenny lives in Orange, MA,
with her partner, Mike Yohan.
Laura T uennerman-Kaplan, 60
Stockton Ave., Uniontown, PA
15401-2839, <laura@umrpc.com>;
Sara Potier M artin, 27 Gooch St.,
Melrose, MA 02176, <sarawmartin@
hotmail.com>; and M iatta W ilson ,
6920Kenwood Ave., Dallas, TX
75214-3242, <miattaw@aol.com>.

1 Q O Q On May 5, Laurence
I 707 Evan Myers married

Natalia Giraldo, “
the most wonder

ful woman in the world,”he says.
Laurence now heads the physical
education department at the Inter
national School of Kuala Lumpur in
Malaysia. Find Laurence at
<boulimyers@europe.com>.
See page 36 for news of Colleen

McCauley Piscetta.
Jay Roadarmel, his wife, Leslie,

and their daughter (2 1/2) went to
Bangkok in March to pick up their
adopted Thai son, Eric (16 mos.).
Jay works for a company that pro
vides malpractice insurance for doc
tors. The family lives in Vacaville,
CA. Jay is the son of Norman
Roadarmel ’
50.
Rob and Jennifer Jameson
Snow welcomed Oliver Merrill on
Mar. 17. He joins brother Elliot.
Jennifer writes, “
We relocated to
Bethesda, MD, in Sept. 2000 and
look forward to connecting with any
local grads.”Jennifer and Rob can be
reached at <jreslush@aol.com>.
Boy, oh boy! That’
s what it was
like when several Wooster grads got
together at Sandeep and Megan
Hensley Bhatia’
s house for a cookout this summer (see photo, p. 45). I
(Erika), my husband, Walt Guldan,
and our boys, Hanno and Karsen,
enjoyed seeing Robert Mueller
from Milwaukee, his wife, Christine,
and their three boys, Jack, Peter, and
Tommy.
Laura Tuennerman-Kaplan ’
88
and her daughters, Elyse and Megan,
were there along with my sopho
more year RA, Laura Van Dale ’
87,
her husband, Ted Roos, and their
boys, Aaron and Abraham. Qaisar
“
Q”Imam ’
91 was there, too, as well
as 1im 90 and Debbie Donnelly
Espy and their sons, Joseph and
Charlie, from Chicago. With nine
boys under the age of five, you can
imagine the wrestling that went on!
I (Erika) was surprised to see
Eric Knorr in Hudson this summer
when he performed with the U.S.
Air Force Band of Flight, based in
Dayton, Ohio. Eric has been playing
trumpet with the band for several
years. He had been based in
Nebraska but moved back to Ohio
this spring. He and his wife,
Michelle, have three children, the
youngest of whom was born in Dec.
2001. Eric would love to hear from
you at < Knorreric@hotmail.com>.
E rika M. Federmann, 7713 Salem
Dr., Hudson, OH 44236-1454, <efedermann@adelphia. net>.

I 0 0 A SonalMansukhlal
I / / V Domadia Starr had
her second child, a girl, in Dec.
2001. “
We are doing fine and hav
ing a great time in Cary, NC,”she
writes. “
I work at IBM on the
strategic Web design team with
wonderful people. We are planning
the first road trip with our kids.”
Sonal’
s e-mail is < sonals@us.ibm.
com>.
William VanCleave checks in,
“
In May 2001 1earned an M.A. in
English from SUNY-New Paltz. That
September I became a fellow of the
Academy of Orton-Gillingham
Practitioners and Educators, the
organization that certifies individu
als in the language-based instruction
that we use to remediate dyslexia...
In September I began my 12th year
at The Kildonan School and my first
as an assistant headmaster.”
Congratulations go to Paul
Hammerness and his wife on the
birth of their son, Elliot, in April.
The stork also visited Mary
Paterson Heininger and her hus
band, Justin. Liam Dakota was born
Feb. 15. Mary continues to work at
the U of Vermont developing train
ing and programs for faculty.
Dennis Kuhl has returned to
Ohio as an assistant professor of
physics at Marietta College. Dennis,
his wife, Lesley, and daughter
Madeline have moved into a 100year-old house in Marietta.
“
At Easter, Dino, Gavin, and I
visited Dino’
s family in Napoli,
Italy,”writes Sarah Briggs
McIntyre. Sarah and family are
building a new home in Stow, Ohio.
Jennifer Young Liles was busy
last fall and winter: “
John ‘
Jack’
Liles
joined brother Nathan (3) and sister
Caroline (2) on Nov. 25,2001. To
make life more interesting, 1broke
my ankle five days before Christmas.
Nothing like three kids under four
and a broken ankle.”Jennifer enjoys
occasional visits from Adrienne
Deuel Willis and her two boys.
“
I am a seventh and eighth grade
English teacher in the Buffalo
schools,”pens Andrea Gomez.
Andrea bought a house four years
ago and enjoys life in Buffalo.
Along with moving to Billerica,
MA, Estela Pereira Schmalz gave
birth to a daughter, Isabela, on July
11. Isabela joins big sister Araceli.
Sumanta Banerjee writes, “
I
married Akshita Gandhi ’
91, and we

Com m itm ent ceremony
o f Stephanie Burrows
’
93 and Lauren Wilson
’
92, Sept. 22, 2001.
(Back row, left to r)
Erika Seyfried Williams,
’
92, Jason Gleason ’
93,
D avid Kime ’
92;
(Middle) Shelly Skladan
Fox, Eliza Culbertson,
’
93s, Kathleen Quinn
’
92; (Front) Allison
Zw eig Corckran ’
93,
Stephanie and Lauren.

live in Wilton, CT. We have a baby
boy, Neel (18 mos.), and two sheep
dogs. I finished an M.B.A. at
Columbia U. I am in investment
banking/private equity in Manhat
tan and work for Evercore Partners.
Akshita is enjoying a break from
Wall Street.”
Josh McCain sends the follow
ing, “
Ben Sears ’
92 and I went to see
Little Feat at the South Shore Music
Circus in Cohasset.”Josh is the
librarian at Fisher College.
Mary Calder Kools writes, “
My
husband, Steve, and I celebrated our
son’
s first birthday on Aug. 10.
Marshall James Edward joins two
four-legged friends, two feathered
brethren, and one finned kin. Last
year when we announced that we
were expecting a new addition, our
families were thrilled to learn it was
not another pet.”
Ruth R eynolds C otter , 1077
Ardsley Rd., Schenectady, NY 123083011; C andice D avis Palya, 704
Dunkirk Rd., Baltimore, MD 21212;
and Julie R ivinus, 364 Fairfield St.
Apt. 2, Cambridge, MA 02140,
<wooster_90@hotmail. com>.
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Sonia Choi writes:
I V f I “
After finishing grad
uate school at the U of Pittsburgh,
I worked for a couple of hospitals
in the Pittsburgh area. I’
m current
ly a senior consultant with Deloitte
& Touche LLP in their health care
practice — a far cry from my
English degree. I haven’
t kept in
touch with a lot of people, but I
spent some time with Jill Goslee
and Greg Bailey and their
adorable daughters, Molly and
Meegan, during Easter weekend.”
Sonia is looking for Bill Yount
and Eileen Leonhardy ’
92. Reach her
at <sochoi@deloitte.com>.
Shade Whitesel lives in King
ston, WA, a little town northwest of
Seattle, and trains dogs, or, as she
says, “
trains people to train their
dogs.”Contact her at < kshadew@
earthlink.net>.
Shade’
s former roommate, Jane
Major-Thompson, and her hus-

band, Glenn, came to visit last
summer. Jane teaches physical
education and coaches track and
cross country in Reading, PA.
Doug Fowler has just complet
ed his first book, Never Let Me Go,
for ages 13-18, though any age
would enjoy it, he says. He plans to
self-publish it and hopes it will be
available by the end of next year.
D on C ampbell, 866 N. Arlington
Mill Dr., Arlington, VA22205-1311,
<dcampbell@fec.gov>, and Katie
Jones M c C lelland, 1263 Circle Dr.,
Arbutus, MD 21227, <rmcclelland
@prodigy.net>.

lO O O

Chris Huh finished
| / / L an M.P.A. at Indiana
U and is a migrant/seasonal farm
worker plan manager for the
National Farmworker Jobs Pro
gram, a U.S. Dept, of Labor effort
in Maine. Chris provides services
to the predominantly Latino cran
berry rakers in eastern Maine.
Write to him at < cchuh@hotmail.
com>.
Kevin Anderson has completed
a book of the non-representational
abstract art of his late girlfriend,
Chris Taber, who died two years
ago. Published in June by Open
Studios Press, Christine Marie
Taber: A Retrospective is available
exclusively from Chestnut Street
Books in Lancaster, PA, < chestnutl l@earthlink.net>. The book
covers the body of Chris’
s work
(1968-2000), from drawings, to
prints, to oil on canvas (the major
ity of the work).
Holly Gidez Galpek notes, “
My
husband, David, and I just moved
to northern Virginia from the
Boston area. We celebrated the first
birthday of daughter Madeleine on
Aug. 24.”E-mail Holly at
< DHGalper@aol.com>.
Martha L. Lange moved to
northern Vermont two years ago
after living in Columbus for six
years. She writes, “
There’
s so much
to do up here! I can usually be
found on a hiking trail, in a kayak
photographing loons or moose,

working on the rescue squad (using
the old College sports medicine
degree), covered with dirt in the gar
den, riding the rolling hills on a
bike, or perfecting my fly-fishing
skills with my dad, Will Lange ’
57.
“
In the winter, it’
s hard to get me
off my skis! To pay for it all, I work
at a newspaper, teach jewelry classes,
and coach figure skating. I help
direct road races and volunteer for
<Vermontrunning.com>. Are there
other Wooster alums in the area?
Come visit Vermont! Send e-mail to
<MarthasEmails@juno.com>.”
Martha adds, “
I’
ve seen Rowly
Brucken ’
91, who lives in Barre, VT,
cross many finish lines — always
with a big smile on his face. On May
26 he finished 21st in the Vermont
City Marathon in Burlington with
an incredible time of 2:52:13. This
was his 27th marathon!”
Martha also heard from Pete
Falcone. He has been in San
Antonio since Wooster except for a
brief time in Michigan. Pete and his
wife work at the same private K-12
school, which has about 1000 stu
dents. Pete is the dean of students
for the primary school (K-5).
“
When the kids color outside of the
lines, they get sent to my office,”he
explains. Pete also coaches boys soc
cer in middle and high school and is
the assistant director of a girls soccer
club in town.
Wooster friends gathered last
September at the commitment cere
mony of Stephanie Burrows ’
93 and
Lauren Wilson (see photo on this
page).
Andy Lewellen, who teaches in
the Tri-County Educational Services’
gifted program, married Pamela
Keim, a Wayne County children’
s
librarian, on June 22.
We’
ve heard that Geoffrey
O’
Brien has his own film produc
tion company, Rising Scarab, and
has made a short film, Haunted, due
to air on cable channels late this year
or early next. Since 1992, Geoff has
worked in New York and Hollywood
as assistant and associate film editor
on such films as The Night We Never
Met, Madeline, Life, and Out Cold.
Reach him at < risingscarab@yahoo.
com>.
One of the most climbed moun
tains in the world, Mt. Hood,
Oregon’
s highest peak, is 11,237 feet
above sea level. Dan Howitt recent
ly broke Mt. Hood’
s ascending
Wooster

c l a s s

notes

record. The Oregonian, Oregon’
s
largest newspaper, and other news
media featured Dan for his record
breaking time of 1:29.25. His dog,
Caddis, also broke the mountain’
s
dog ascent record by over two hours.
Dan has also set records for Mt.
Adams in Washington state. He
plans to try his hand at records on
other mountains in the Cascades.
Kathleen Q uinn , 241 Johns Hill Rd.,
Highland Heights, KY41076,
<quinnkl@email. uc.edu>.
Dan and Tammy
I # / w Berger Bondurant are

I Q Q Q

still out in sunny southern Cali
fornia. Tammy works in the
finance department at Saatchi &
Saatchi LA, an advertising firm.
The reunion planning committee
headed back to campus this fall to
start planning our 10th reunion.
Can you believe it’
s been almost 10
years already?! Mark your calendars!

Anne Swierenga Nabors

reports, “
We moved from Boulder,
CO, to Stanford, CA, so my husband
can pursue an M.B.A. We’
re having a
blast with Katie as a toddler.”

Allison McDowell-Enstrom

and her husband, Erik, had their
first baby in April, a little boy,
Jackson August. Alison writes, “
I’
ve
quit my job as an executive news
producer to stay home and get
Jackson started in life. We still live
in a Seattle suburb and love it. I
see a Wooster bumper sticker
around the city once in a while but
never run into any alums.”Reach
Alison at < amcdowell_enstrom@
hotmail.com>.
Ann Schm itz Fisher, 5251 Lannoo
St., Grosse Pointe, MI 48236-2137,
<-CPFisher@teleweb.net>, and
Kristen W hitaker Knox , 6240
Commonwealth Dr., Westerville, OH
43082, <dkknoxl@earthlink.net>.

1994

Jamie Huston
Adaway writes, “
I am

happily living in a suburb of
Akron and teaching high school
English. My husband, Aaron, and I
had our first baby last August, a
beautiful little girl named Abigail
Jocelyn ‘
Abby’
.”Reach Jamie at
<jamicelee@aol.com>.
Lauren Cohen Bell still teaches
at kandolph-Macon College in
Ashland, VA, and pursues a variety
of research projects related to
merican politics. She says, “
In May
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Communication science disorders
majors (left to r) Kerry Hardy, Katie
Montague, Suanne Suavely, ’
99s, meet
with D onald Goldberg (communica
tion ) in the Philadelphia area in June.

2002 my first book, Warring Pac
tions: Interest Groups, Money, and the
New Politics of Senate Confirmation,
was published by Ohio State U
Press. In my spare time, I work with
my husband, John, on restoring an
82-year-old farmhouse in Caroline
County, VA. Find me at <lbell@
rmc.edu>.”
Marcy Chamberlain HuntMorse completed a Ph.D. in coun
seling psychology at the U of
Oregon and works in academic
advising at the university while her
husband completes a Ph.D. in
English. Marcy says, “
We welcome
visitors to the Northwest! My e-mail
remains <huntmc@darkwing. ^
uoregon.edu>. Drop me a line!
James Luke Blair now works for
the U.S. Geological Survey on the
earthquake hazards team. He lives in
San Francisco. Send him a note at
<luke_blair@yahoo.com>.
Tamara C. C ampbell, 1012 Bishop
Rd. #1, Grosse Pointe Park, MI
48230-1421, and Eleanor Kalejs
Ryman, 3826 Staghorn Dr., Long
mont, CO 80503, <eleanoryman@
hotmail.com>.
| AQP After an apprentice| y y J ship of three years,
Patrick G. Logue was elected to
membership in the PGA of Ameri
ca. He writes, “
Unfortunately, I do
not play golf all day, every day, but
my office is at a country club, and
I never have to wear a tie to work.
My wife, Stacy, and I have lived in
Fort Myers, FL, for two years and
look forward to moving back up
north someday.”
A licensed massage therapist and
polarity therapist, Jennifer Ruth
Howard started a job in Albuquer
que doing mortgage work.
Eric Black reports, “
This year
started off most joyfully. My wife,
Kate McNeece ’
96, and I welcomed
our first child, Ian Robert, in
February. He is the light of our day,
night, and every moment. Kate
resumed full-time work at the
nature center this fall. We continue

our hobby of rehabilitating injured
birds and enjoy visiting friends such
as Lavonne Urban Speicher ’
96.”
“
Rob Felter ’
94, we should try to
meet sometime,”Eric adds. Reach
him at <ehbnkem@aol.com>.
Becca Sanders M astin, 4 Fall River
Ct., Fairfield, OH 45014, <beccamastin@worldnet.att.net>.

1Q Q i

Brent Charles Marty

I V I U married Elizabeth
Little in Chapel Hill, NC, in April.
Todd Bescak ’
95 and Lamont
Paris were in the wedding party.
After their honeymoon in the
Caribbean, the couple settled in
Durham, NC.
Congratulations to Rob and
Karin Tonkin who married on May
25 in Fremont, Ohio. They live at
800 Linden St., Fremont, OH 43420.
The wedding provided a good
reunion for quite a few Woosterites
including: Katie Hamm and Derek
Longbrake; Christy Torres Reineke
’
95; Joel Berger; Mindy Jenkins ’
97;
Erik ’
97 and Brooke Bulkeley ’
99
Peterson; and Rachel Brown
Batchelder and Lisa Elliott, ’
98s.
I (Michelle) briefly visited Rob’
s
rehearsal on the way to celebrate
with Karelynne Gerber who mar
ried Michael Ayayo, also on May 25.
Karelynne and Michael can be
reached at 60 High St., Ipswich, MA
01938 or <karelynne@aol.com>.
Katie and Derek Longbrake have
crossed the country, moving from
New Mexico to Louisville, KY, for
the twin adventures of being new
homeowners and beginning grad
school. Says Katie: “
We are going to
Louisville Presbyterian Seminary.
Derek is studying for an M.Div., and
I entered the marriage and family
therapy program. Louisville is a neat

town; we’
ve enjoyed exploring.”
The Longbrakes have a few
addresses: 1607 Norris PL, Louis
ville, KY 40205; Katie, <katielongbrake@hotmail.com>; and Derek,
<dereklongbrake@juno.com>
M eredith G raham , Apt. 321, 305
Montefiore St., Lafayette, IN 47905,
< mgraham@ecn.purdue.edu>;
M ichelle P errigo , Apt. C19, 2114
Sunnyside Dr., Kalamazoo, MI 49048,
< meesch@stratos.net>; and A ndrew
V ellenga, 226 Live Oak Ct., Midway
Park, NC 28544, <avellenga@ec.rr.
com>.
1 Q Q T For those of you who
I 77# were not at the
reunion, Stephen and Carie Toth
Penrod want to announce the
birth of their daughter, Juliet
Carolyn, on Nov. 25, 2001. Carie
graduated from Case Western
Reserve U School of Medicine in
May and began a pediatrics resi
dency at The Cleveland Clinic in
July. Stephen started his third year
as an attorney at Jones, Day, Reavis
& Pogue in September.
Carie and Stephen extend this
invitation, “
If you find yourself in
Cleveland, please stop by. E-mail us
at <srpenrod@jonesday.com>.”
Stephanie Kuklis married Joey
Zenir on June 1in Elyria. Stephanie
is a regional manager for National
City Bank of Cleveland. Joe teaches
the fifth and sixth grades and coach
es for Wooster City Schools. The
couple resides in Medina.
This update arrived from Derek
Young: “
I’
ve lived in Chicago since
graduation. Until a year and a half
ago, 1had a booming career waiting
tables at Dick’
s Last Resort. All that
changed once I sent in my last col
lege loan payment and decided that

Diana Idriss ’
96,
Amanda Carey, and
M indy Maxwell,
’
95s, enjoy an evening in
Key West in March.
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I was tired of selling my soul. So I
joined AmeriCorps and then landed
a job at Northwestern U Settlement
House (on the near West Side),
teaching with Head Start.
“
I have delusions of applying to
graduate school for social work,
when I am not training for the next
marathon (ran my first two last
year). There is more I would like to
share. If you want to chat, write to
<rustydaisy@yahoo.com>.”
Jennifer Hughes really enjoyed
seeing everyone who attended the
reunion in June and wants to keep
in touch. She writes, “
In Oct. 2001,1
started a job as a publishing assistant
at a small book publisher called
Capital Books. Aspiring nonfiction
writers, I’
m now your publishing
contact. I still live in Leesburg, VA,
with my beloved cat, Scout.”Find
her at <jennifer@booksintl.com>.
A cast of characters assembled at
Donnell Wyche’
s wedding on Aug.
10. Donnell married his post-college
sweetheart, Maria Hasselbach, on a
beautiful day in Ann Arbor, MI.
Read more about the couple at
<www.thewychefamily.com>. They
asked the wedding guests to sing a
song or recite a poem including the
word “
love”if they wanted to see the
bride and groom kiss.
Serenading the bride and groom
with a rousing rendition of Bad
Company’
s“
Feel Like Makin’
Love”
were Jesse Elmore, Renee Grogg,
Brooke Bulkeley Peterson ’
99, Erik
Peterson, and Terry Heubert ’
98.
Jesse moved to Lakewood, Ohio,
this fall. He and Maddie (his yellow
Lab) are enjoying a fresh start in the
new apartment.
Renee works for the Chicago
Public School District and is the
proud owner of her very first home.
Brooke and Erik arrived at the
wedding fresh from a trip with sev
eral other Wooster alumni. Touring
New Hampshire and the North End
of Boston for about a week were
Sonya and Chris Spillmann, Chad
Atwell, Niccole Cook ’
00, Eric
Krauza, Seth and Jobie McCreight
Fagans, and Mark Melnick.
Also present at the Wyche wed
ding were Julia Jones and Joe
Allen. After serving as a mission
volunteer in El Salvador, Julia lives in
Louisville, KY, and works for the
Presbyterian Church (U.S.A.). Joe
was recently married in Las Vegas
and lives in Washington, DC, with

New Year’
s celebration in DC.
(Back row, left to r) Matt
Breznai, Dave Chidester, Ian
Vellanga, Karen Makar, ’
01s,
John Ellenwood ’
99; (Third
row) Christian Hunter, Scott
Cameron, ’
01s, Jane Smith
’
03, Greg Lambert ’
01,
Kaushik Rathi ’
00, Jon
Raessler, Jeff Van Volkenberg,
Julia Byers, '01s; (Second
row) Colleen Cameron ’
02,
Jess Maier, Kirsten Spitz,
Betsy Scheneman, ’
01s,
Gretchen Maier Pattison ’
99;
(Front) Curtis Gore '99,
Angie Skaggs, Abbi Sanford,
’
01s, Julia Woodward ’
99,
Amy Johnson ’
01, Jeff
Pattison ’
99.

his wife, Kelly. They will relocate to
Texas next May.
Rachel Kosa-Maines writes: “
I
married Jamie Maines on Mar. 23 in
Connecticut. Since graduation, I’
ve
lived in four cities. After two years in
grad school in DC, I worked around
Georgia as a forensic toxicologist
with the state bureau of investiga
tion. I left that job in May and now
do cigarette research as a contractor
with the CDC’
s National Center for
Environmental Health in Atlanta.
Contact me at < ritz4n6@cs.com>.”
Jennifer Erin Earl finished a
Ph.D. in kinesiology/athletic training
at Penn State. She says,“
I.S. was
great preparation! I’
ve started a job
at the U of Wisconsin-Milwaukee
and would love to hear from alums
in the area at <jearl@uwm.edu>.”
Rachel Jackson was sorry to
miss the reunion. “
In the midst of
moving and learning a new job, an
escape to Ohio, though tempting,
seemed unwise,”she explains. “
After
a few months, during which I stud
ied dance and wrote grants for a
downtown NYC dance center that
was hard hit by 9/11,1started work
ing for my long-time friend and
mentor Peter Yarrow (of Peter, Paul
& Mary) last spring.
“
It’
s fulfilling to continue work
ing in the arts but from a more
socially conscious angle than before,
and heck, it’
s fun to work with ‘
Puff,
the Magic Dragon’
!Our main work
these days is with an organization
called Operation Respect (www.
dontlaugh.org) that would probably
be of great interest to all those
Wooster alumni teachers.”
I (Sue) recently spent some time
with Aaron Skrypski who has relo
cated from Brooklyn, NY, to New
Haven, CT, to attend the Divinity
School at Yale U. In September I
moved to Colorado Springs. I work
for a small nonprofit called The Blue
Renaissance Creative Group,

<www.BlueRenaissance.com>.
Suzanne M. F letch er, 727 North
Nevada Ave. Apt. 1, Colorado Springs,
CO 80903, <siouxfletch@yahoo.com>.

1 0 0 f t Patrick Scott recently

I # / O found out that the
president of the board of his
condo complex is married to Kay
Fanning ’
83. Contact Patrick at
< PScott@maret.org>.
Terah Ellen Robbin graduated
from Ohio State U’
s Veterinary
School this June with an award for
excellence in ophthalmology. She
was chosen for an internship in
small animal medicine and surgery
at a hospital in Greensboro, NC.
Terah notes, “
I’
ll be applying for res
idencies in ophthalmology. If any
alums are in the Greensboro area, I’
d
like to hear from them via e-mail at
<terahrobbin@hotmail.com>.”
Terah adds that Jennifer Poole
and Daniel VanDyke had a baby
boy, Daniel Jackson, in May. She
reports that they’
re happy and
healthy in Marysville, Ohio.
Colleen Marie Ryan and
Heather Rowell Michalak each
received medical degrees from the
Pennsylvania State College of
Medicine in Hershey, PA, this spring.
Colleen is doing a residency in fami
ly practice at the U of Colorado
School of Medicine at Rose Medical
Center in Denver. Heather was hon
ored with the award for excellence in
pediatrics and has a residency at the
U of Rochester’
s Strong Memorial
Hospital.

Matthew Benjamin Reeves

graduated from Princeton Theologi
cal Seminary and is a pastor at
Parkville Presbyterian Church in the
Kansas City, MO, area. He and
Heather moved to Kansas City in
June.
Allyson Jill Kozak says, “
I quit
my job as assistant treasurer of Ohio
U and now am pursuing a Ph.D. in

analytical chemistry full-time at
OU.”Contact her at <allysonkozak@
yahoo.com>.
Ryan N iemeyer, 3532 Brookstone Dr.
Apt. C, Cincinnati, OH 45209,
< rniemeyer@cincyreds.com>.

1 Q Q Q Steven Brandes has

I f t # accepted a position as
an account executive with the
Idaho Stampede of the Conti
nental Basketball Association. A
basketball player at Wooster, Steven
was looking for an opportunity to
make a career out of his love for
sports and decided to attend Game
Face Executive Academy, a training
and recruitment firm. The experi
ence proved invaluable. “
Game Face
gave me the skillset, confidence, and
professionalism to enter the sports
industry,”he says.

Deborah Anne Krudwig
Gutowski writes, “
Joseph Gutowski

(formerly the assistant director of
student activities at Wooster) and I
were married on June 22 near
Pittsburgh, PA. It was great to have
so many Wooster folks there to help
celebrate. We went to Disney World
for our honeymoon, and now we’
re
back in Cleveland.
“
Joe works for Case Western
Reserve U, and 1teach music at two
Catholic schools. Wooster people in
the area, please keep in touch!”
Robin Woodard teaches ele
mentary school and coaches girls
lacrosse at Fox Chapel High School
near Pittsburgh, PA. There are 50
players in the program, according to
a news article. Having played
lacrosse in high school and college,
she understands the strengths of a
good coach. In August Robin mar
ried Graham Westerberg ’
97.
James Pilachowski has moved
back to Charlottesville, VA, to pur
sue an M.B.A. at the Darden School
of Graduate Business Administra
tion at the U of Virginia. He hopes
Wooster
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to get in touch with other alumni at
the university or who live nearby.
After working as an historian in
Washington, DC, Christine A.
Anderson entered the graduate pro
gram in British history at the U of
Kansas last fall. Although most of
her time is spent researching, writ
ing, and teaching, she’
s also learned
baroque violin and performs regu
larly with the KU Collegium Musicum. Christine moved recently.
Write to her at <christineanderson@hotmail.com> or 909 Avalon
Rd„ Apt. M, Lawrence, KS 66044.
She has run into Michael T.
Putnam who is also at KU working
on a Ph.D. in German.
Travis Grundke reports, “
The
ghost of I.S. haunts me as I try to
finish a master’
s thesis in interna
tional development. In the mean
time, several people have contacted
me as class president asking about
our 2004 class reunion. If you want
to be on the planning committee,
e-mail me at <tgrundke@core.
com>. Well get going next summer.”
Note my (Christy’
s) new
addresses!
Kerry H ardy, 1300 Cecil B. Moore
Ave. Apt. 518 N, Philadelphia, PA
19122, <kerryhardyl998@yahoo.
com>, and C hristy Rauch , 2403
Drexel St., Vienna, VA22180,
<christyrauch@yahoo.com>.

O A A A Aaron Vasquez lives
« v W w in Portland, OR,
where he attends culinary school.
He asks, “
Anyone else in the area?
Contact me at < aarvas@yahoo.
com>.”
Amanda Kay Kriska writes, “
In
the spring, Karl Bekeny ’
99 and I
graduated from the U of WisconsinMadison. Karl received a law degree,
and I got a master’
s in trumpet. Karl
is studying for the Ohio Bar Exam
and began as an associate with Arter
and Hadden LLP in Cleveland this
fall. I’
m the trumpet teaching assistant at Ohio State and working
toward a Ph.D.”Reach Amanda at
<akriska@j uno.com>.
Karen L. Foster moved to the
Berkshires for a teaching job and
loves all the incredible opportunities
for outdoor activities. “
Alumni in the
area or passing through, contact me
!** <^oster^@h°tmail-com>”
" I aura Finn , 3 Stuyvesant Oval Apt.
1°C, New York, NY 10009, <finnartz
® QoL com>.
^1 ^0 0 2
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The wedding o f Mary Nienaber and James Foster, '02s, July 6, 2002. (Fourth row, left to r) Ben Ferrise '02, Rob Schwartz ’
01,
Whitney Lacefield, Victor Rortvedt, '02s, Erin Kollar ’
01, John Knapp ’
02, Mikey Nienaber ’
05, Joe Anderson ’
01, Lee Hill
’
04; (Third row) Kristen Chapin, Michael Ludwig, Tony Springer, '02s; (Second row) Ali Merfeld, Robyn Kocher, '02s, Katie
Bo ’
in ’
03, Kristen Walle, Jen Telischak, Elizabeth Keller, Maren Miller, '02s, Kate Daly ’
01, Jamie Williamson-Anderson ’
00,
Kay Ritchie ’
04; (Front) Katie Berkshire ’
03, Brook Patten '02, bride, groom, Sharon Finley (Ohio Light Opera).
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M ark A ndrew
M atien zo notes, “
I

live in Ann Arbor, MI, with
Steph an ie H offm an. I finished my
first year in a master’
s program at
the U of Michigan. This summer I
was an intern at the Vincent Voice
Library at Michigan State U. I have
two dogs and go dumpster diving
all the time.”
Ryan W illiam son , who pitched
three seasons for Wooster’
s baseball
team, debuted as Tiffin U s pitching
coach and head assistant to head
coach Lonny Allen. Under Ryan, the
team posted their best season record
in the school’
s history, finishing
third in the American Midwest
Conference. Ryan is working on a
master’
s in sports administration at
Bowling Green.
Jeffrey R ob ert G u cia rdo

reports, “
After a year as a copy editor
at The Morning Journal in Lorain,
Ohio, I have accepted a job at a big
ger newspaper, The Times HeraldRecord, in Middletown, NY.”Reach
Jeffrey at <jguciardo@hotmail.
com>.
Joseph Lewis Jaquette has lived
in Portland, OR, for over a year and
works as an independent Web devel
oper. “
Send me business!”he says. “
I
ended up in Syracuse, NY, in August
for the wedding of Dan Hatt 99 and
In grid Paredes and got to see many
Wooster friends.”
Joy Bishop , 9566 Shaw Rd., Spencer,
OH 44275, <joybishop22@hotmail.
com>.
Q A A O
/ U U Z

W h itn ey D y a n
Lacefield is a pro

gram assistant at Death with

Dignity National Center. She sent
the following news early this sum
mer. “
Betsy Quilligan and I are
about to get settled into our new
apartment in DC. I’
d love to hear
from any Wooster alumni in the
area (or even if you’
re not in the
area), at <wlacefield@hotmail.
com>.”
Christopher Koenig is the new
head band director at Gallia
Academy High School in Gallipolis,
Ohio. Find him at <christopher_
koenig@hotmail.com>.
Robyn Kocher is the circulation
manager for the international global
security and nuclear policy maga
zine, Bulletin of the Atomic Scientists,
located at the U of Chicago.
James and Mary Nienaber
Foster threw an awesome party and
mini-Wooster reunion by getting
married on July 6 (see photo above).
There were many Woosterites in
attendance, and we all had a blast.
Mary and James are settling into
their apartment in Columbus. James
is going to med school at Ohio State
U, and Mary is working at Prentice
Hall Publishers.
In between dances, I (Maren)
was able to get the scoop on some
other classmates. John Knapp is at
the U of Michigan pursuing a mas
ter’
s in social work. He and Wendy
Pflug are roomies as Wendy works
on a master’
s in library science.
Jen Telischak left for California
in August. Brook Patton lives with
Sonia Gustafson in Seattle.
Elizabeth Keller is now a law stu
dent at the U of Dayton.
A month after her wedding,
Mary Nienaber Foster called with

more news. James’
s best man,
Michael Ludwig, won an award
from the Central States Anthropo
logical Society. He is studying
archaeology at the U of Cincinnati’
s
M.A./Ph.D. program.
Michael reports that Rachel
Dawson ’
01 returned from a year
long teaching sabbatical in Guate
mala. She now works for AmeriCorps in Cincinnati.
M aren L. M iller, 1324 East Towne
Ln. Apt. D, Delaware, OH 43015,
< Wooster02@hotmail.com>.

BIRTHS
’
99 To Sherif and Dana
Sherman El Shazly, a son, Xavier,

Mar. 18,2002
’
95 To Michael and Alison
Marie Booher Chann, a daughter,
Aubrey Marie Chann, April 8,2002
’
95 To Ann Ciekot and Noah
Parker, a daughter, Julia Rose
Parker, June 14,2002
’
93 To Erika Poethig and Ray
Sendejas, a son, Samuel Peter
Sendejas, May 30,2002
’
91 To Douglas and Suzanne
Stibbe Gamble, a son, Devin
Jonathan, Aug. 7,2002
’
91 To Joanne McAnlis and Ed
Bielski, a son, William August
Bielski, Dec. 10,2001
’
90 To Brent and Sharon
Coursey Rice, a son, Landon, July
10,2002, joining brother Evan (2)
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OBITUARIES
’
81 John Pizzarelli, Hampton
Bays, NY, Apr. 10,2002. A Long
Island native, John graduated from
St. John the Baptist Diocesan High
School in West Islip. With a passion
and talent for athletics, at Wooster
he played lacrosse, was quarterback
and captain of the football team,
and majored in physical education.
He coached at several schools,
including Mount St. Mary’
s College
in Maryland, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, Southampton College, and
Harborfields High School before
coming to Hampton Bays High
School in 1987. There he taught and
coached football for four seasons
and then became athletic director.
Diagnosed with amyotrophic lat
eral sclerosis in 1995, John retired in
1997. That year the College awarded
John the Paul V. Barrett Coach of
the Year Award. Colleagues and fam
ily note that John inspired adults
and young people alike in his refusal
to give in to disability and illness.
Surviving are his wife, Maggie, a
son and a daughter, his parents, and
four siblings.
H’
78 John Usher Monro,

Birmingham, AL, Apr. 3,2002. John’
s
life-long dedication to education
won him honorary degrees from
many colleges and universities in
addition to Wooster, including
Harvard, Columbia, and Michigan.
John graduated from Harvard U
where he founded The Harvard
Journal as a student.
After 21 years of serving as an
administrator and dean at Harvard,
he left that institution to devote his
energies to students at two small
African American schools, Miles
College in Alabama and Tougaloo
College in Mississippi. He taught
English, directed remedial programs,
and shaped curriculum. John’
s wife,
Dorothy Stevens Foster Monro, died
in 1984. Survivors include two
daughters and three grandchildren.

H’
61 John W. Nason, Kennett
Square, PA, Nov. 17,2001. He held
bachelor’
s degrees from Carleton
College and Oxford University and
an M.A. from Harvard. Carleton
College was the first of many
schools, including Wooster, to award
him an honorary degree. John
52

taught philosophy, served as presi
dent of Swarthmore College, and
presided over the American Foreign
Policy Association. During the 1940s
he chaired the National Japanese
Relocation Council. He retired in
1970 as president of Carleton
College.
He was a trustee of Vassar
College among other institutions
and the author of seven books. John
married Bertha White in 1935; she
died in 1955. Two years later he
married Elizabeth Mercer; she died
in 1998. Two sons, including Charles
’
59, a stepson, and two stepdaugh
ters survive.

’
55 Florence Macleod
Cartlidge, Maryville, TN, May 18,

2002, of long-term kidney disease.
Born in Pittsburgh, PA, Florie was
one of the few people to attend
Wooster who could claim an inherit
ed right to wear the Macleod tartan.
She sang in Women’
s Chorus,
belonged to the Sociology Club, and
majored in sociology. She married
David R. Cartlidge ’
54 in 1955. The
couple settled in Maryville after
David took a position as professor of
religion at Maryville College.
Florie served as the first woman
president of the East Tennessee
Chapter of the National Kidney
Foundation and chaired its patient
services committee for years. Having
undergone two kidney transplants
herself, she performed duo-piano
concerts with Emilie Williams to
benefit the foundation. The pro
ceeds began an education program
for the chapter that grew into a
$90,000 per year effort.
Florie also served on the board
of the local Planned Parenthood
affiliate and chaired its fundraising.
She worked as a transcriptionist and
office manager for several physicians
in the Blount County and Knoxville,
TN, area before retiring in 1994.
Surviving are Florie’
s husband, a son
and daughter, and two grandchil
dren.

’
55 James H. Welch, Canton,
Ohio, Feb. 8,2001. Known as “
The
Seal”during his Wooster years (he
was a juggler), Jim was a Navarre,
Ohio, native. He majored in psychol
ogy and belonged to Seventh Section
and the Psychology Club. Jim lived
for many years in Canton where he
was a widely recognized fine arts

dealer and appraiser. He belonged to
several professional associations and
St. Paul’
s Episcopal Church. He is
survived by his former wife, Marion
MacKay Welch of Jamestown, NY;
three sons, including John x’
80; a
daughter; and four grandchildren. A
brother preceded him in death.

’
49 Margery “
Peg”Banks
Anderson Bobbitt-L’
Hote,

Columbia, MO, Mar. 11,2002. Born
in Westfield, NJ, she majored in
political science at Wooster,
belonged to Peanuts, and met John
“
Jack”Bobbitt ’
49. They married at
Westminster Chapel after graduation
and lived in Montana before settling
in Missouri. After Jack died in 1970,
Peg returned to school. With an
M.Ed. from the U of MissouriColumbia, she taught high school
social studies, American history, and
American minorities for almost 20
years.
Peg married Lawrence L’
Hote in
1987. She was active in Democratic
politics and advocated for peace. Her
husband, three daughters, two sons,
seven grandchildren, a great-grand
child, and a sister survive. Another
sister died previously.

’
49 John H. Fickenscher,
Allentown, PA, May 4,2002. He
majored in chemistry and belonged
to Third Section and the Chemistry
Club at Wooster. John married Edith
Charpie ’
49 in 1949. A WWII veter
an, he retired in 1983 from Air
Products 8c Chemicals where he was
a sales manager in the polychemical
department. He ran seminars in the
1970s on paint and adhesives at
national conventions. A model rail
road enthusiast, he also belonged to
maritime clubs at the Welland Canal
and in Detroit. John was a past
member of the Watchung Hills (NJ)
School Board. His wife, two sons,
three daughters, and 12 grandchil
dren survive.

’
49 Joseph O. Lane, Mineral
Ridge, Ohio, June 22,2002. A life
time resident of Mineral Ridge, Joe
lettered in football, basketball, and
baseball at Wooster, presided over
his sophomore class and the
Economics Club, and was secretary
of Congressional Club. He played on
the All-Ohio Conference football
team in 1948. Joe married Geraldine
Gilbert in 1947 after serving in the

U.S. Army during WWII. They lived
in veteran housing at the College.
Joe graduated from the Cleve
land College of Mortuary Science in
1950. He was the president and
fourth-generation owner of Lane
Funeral Homes Inc. The business
expanded under his leadership to
include funeral homes in Mineral
Ridge, Austintown, and Canfield. Joe
also was president of Lane LifeTrans
Paramedic Ambulance and the Lane
Monument Company.
An officer in professional associ
ations, Joe also was a community
leader. He was deacon, trustee, and
life elder at First Presbyterian
Church and received the church’
s
1999 Man of the Year award. He was
past lieutenant governor of Ohio’
s
Kiwanis, president of the Austin
town club, and honored as an out
standing Kiwanian. Joe’
s civic con
tributions included sponsoring sev
eral sports teams, helping the town
acquire water and streetlights, and
working with the local growth feder
ation and historical society.
He contributed to the construc
tion of the Joe Lane Sports Com
plex, dedicated in 2001 by Weathersfield Township Schools. Joe partici
pated actively in alumni affairs at
Wooster, serving as class secretary,
working on funding campaigns, and
presiding over the Mahoning Valley
Wooster Club. Surviving are his
wife, a son, three grandsons, a stepgrandson, and two sisters, including
Marguerite Lane Bowden ’
40.

’
49 John “
Jack”Nicely Reis,

Fort Wayne, IN, May 16,2002. At
Wooster he belonged to Seventh
Section, played cornet in the Scot
band, and majored in biology. An
Army WWII veteran, he married
Mary Karbula in 1951, and they set
tled in Findlay, Ohio. Mary died in
1963. Jack worked for the Ohio
Division of Wildlife for 14years and
then worked in sales and service for
various businesses, relocating to Fort
Wayne. In 1970 he married Naomi
Lowry. Surviving are two sons and a
sister, Eleanor Reis Henry ’
36. Two
other siblings died previously;
Martha Reis Gee ’
37 and Paul Reis
’
42.

’
48 William Stone Caldwell,
Holly Lake, TX, Apr. 10,2002. Bill
started at Wooster in 1942 but inter
rupted his education to serve in the
Wooster
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U.S. Army during WWII. He
belonged to Third Section, the
Geology Club, and the Student
Senate at Wooster where he majored
in geology. He later earned a mas
ter’
s from the U of Illinois. Bill mar
ried Nancy Fischer ’
50 in 1950 and
moved to Texas to work as a geolo
gist.
Called to the ministry, he gradu
ated from Austin Presbyterian
Theological Seminary in 1967 and
pastored churches in several Texas
locations. He pursued interim min
istry in retirement. The Caldwells
moved to Holly Lake in 1995. Nancy,
two sons, two daughters, seven
grandchildren, two great-grandchil
dren, and a sister survive. A sister
and a daughter died previously.

x’
48 Evelyn Spear Weiss,

Akron, Ohio, Apr. 11,2002. At
Wooster Evelyn worked on the
Index, sang in Women’
s Chorus, and
belonged to the Math Club. There
she met Charles Weiss ’
44 whom she
married in 1945. He died in 1999.
Evelyn earned a B.A. from the U
of Akron and two master’
s degrees
from the U of Idaho. She taught jun
ior high and high school English
and earth science in Akron, originat
ing the school system’
s first earth
science curriculum. The local MS
Chapter presented her with the 2002
Woman of Courage Award in April
in recognition of her dedication as a
caregiver to her husband, who had
MS, and as an MS society volunteer.
Evelyn belonged to Akron’
s
Westminster Presbyterian Church,
the Women’
s City Club, and the
College Club and volunteered for
the Akron Art Institute and Stan
Hywet Hall. Survivors include
daughters Lucinda Weiss ’
71 and
Victoria Weiss Kohn ’
78.

’
47 Dorothy Lee Bryce
Schwob, Berne, Switzerland, Mar.

M, 2002. Dorothy majored in
English at Wooster and sang in the
choir. After graduation she worked
*n publishing in New York City. She
•narried Roger L. Schwob in 1950,
and the couple settled in Berne.
Dorothy enjoyed world travel
® nd the joys and challenges of living
abroad. She learned to ski, presided
°
Ver the American Women’
s Club of
" erne, and worked for a while in the
amily business. Surviving are her
nusband, a daughter, two sons, a

Fal^002

In Memory:
Donald E. Noble H'91, Trustee
Donald E. Noble, emeritus life
member of the College Board of
Trustees and former chief executive
officer of Rubbermaid Inc., died
on June 30,2002, in Wooster. Born
on January 21,1915, in Lansing,
Michigan, Don grew up in Cleve
land, Ohio. On July 8,1939, he
married Alice M. Jackson. She sur
vives, along with sons David ’
63
and Richard ’
64, daughters Nancy
Noble Holland and Jeanne Noble
Langford x’
68,10 grandchildren,
including Robinson Noble ’
91, and
a great-grandchild. At its last meet
ing, the Board adopted the follow
ing Resolution in Memory.
Donald Edgar Noble graduated
from Western Reserve University in
1940 with a business degree and
moved to Wooster the following
year to accept a position as chief
accountant and assistant office
manager with the Wooster Rubber
Company, the forerunner of
Rubbermaid Inc. (now NewellRubbermaid). He later served as
secretary and assistant treasurer
before becoming vice president in
charge of finance. In 1958 he was
elected executive vice president
and in 1959 was named president
and chief executive officer, a posi
tion he held until 1980.
One of Don’
s greatest attributes
was his ability to assemble and
motivate executive teams to direct
a productive work force and guide
a successful business operation
emphasizing quality, integrity, and
responsibility. Under his leader
ship, Rubbermaid’
s sales increased
1,100 percent, from $24.5 million
to $305 million. In 1979, one year
before his retirement, Financial
World named Don Noble one of
America’
s Outstanding Chief
Executive Officers.
Mr. Noble’
s business acumen
was widely acknowledged, and he
served on the boards of several
corporations. Among these were
The Tappan Co., Seaman Corp.,
and Techni Graphics Inc. In 1971
he was appointed to the board of
directors of the Federal Reserve
Bank of Cleveland.
As a community leader, Mr.
Noble had both vision and gen
erosity. He was a long-time mem
ber and a trustee of Westminster
grandson, and a sister, Sallie Bryce
Porte Taylor ’
51.

Presbyterian Church in Wooster.
He served on the boards of the
local YMCA, United Way, Rotary
Club, and Chamber of Commerce.
Over the years, Don and Alice pro
vided vital support for community
initiatives such as Wooster Com
munity Hospital’
s fundraising cam
paign and the establishment of the
Wayne Center for the Arts. Don’
s
final gift to the community, the
Alice Noble Ice Arena, was dedicat
ed in June.
Mr. Noble began his forty-oneyear tenure as a College Trustee in
1961 and for twenty-five years pro
vided valuable leadership to the
executive committee. He also
served on several other committees
of the Board. Don’
s tremendous
dedication to the College was evi
dent in his active involvement in
several initiatives: leading the
Wayne County drive for Wishart
Hall; supporting the funding for
Lowry Center, the Physical Educa
tion Center, and McGaw Chapel;
and assembling the nucleus fund
for the Campaign for Wooster.
Don and Alice contributed reg
ularly to campus projects; among
these were the atrium, organ stu
dio, and piano for the Scheide
Music Building and the reconstruc
tion and endowment of the Hard
Tennis Courts. In recognition of
Don’
s many contributions, the
College awarded him an honorary
degree, Doctor of Laws, in 1991.
At the memorial service com
memorating Donald Noble’
s life,
Wooster President R. Stanton Hales
offered the following tribute: “
Don
Noble’
s love for this College and his
desire to help individuals succeed
combined to make him a special
friend and adviser to four of
Wooster’
s presidents over forty-one
years. As a deeply committed mem
ber of Wooster’
s Board, Don Noble
was the ultimate trustee, colleague,
and friend.”
For Don Noble’
s unflagging
business ethics, his enthusiastic
leadership in support of communi
ty initiatives throughout Wayne
County, and his exemplary devo
tion to the College, the Board of
Trustees records its abiding grati
tude.
—Anne Gates
Secretary of the Board of Trustees

’
45 Russell J.Allison, Penn
Hills, PA, June 24,2002. Born in
Wooster, he married Maxine Wirt
’
40 in 1943. A U.S. Army veteran of

WWII, Russell worked as a research
chemist for Gulf Oil. He was a 50year member of Mt. Hope Com
munity Church. Survivors include
his wife, three daughters, five grand
children, and six siblings. Two sis
ters, including Treva Allison
Hoffman ’
42, died previously.

’
45 Betty Hemisfar Binder,

Norwalk, Ohio, May 21,1999. She
was born in Millersburg, Ohio, and
belonged to Arrows at Wooster,
where she majored in political sci
ence. She took secretarial courses at
Dyke College and worked for 37
years for Mobil Oil in the Cleveland
area. Betty retired to the family farm
in Norwalk in 1983 and five years
later married Jacob Binder. He died
previously.

’
45 Helen Fruend Grossman,

Manhattan Beach, CA, Jan. 14,2002.
She was born in Lakewood, Ohio. A
music major at Wooster, Helen
played in the Scot band, sang in
Women’
s Chorus and the Glee Club,
and belonged to Dominoes and
Fortnightly Club. She married Glenn
Grossman, and the couple moved to
California. They later divorced.
Helen earned an M.A. at the U of
Redlands and taught school for 26
years. She played several instru
ments, raised funds for social causes,
could cook for a crowd, and delight
ed in traveling. Active in Manhattan
Beach Community Church in the
1950s-60s, Helen more recently
belonged to the Pacific Unitarian
Church in Rancho Palos Verdes.
Survivors include two sons, a daugh
ter, and four grandchildren. Two sib
lings died previously.

’
45 Nancy Helm Hueston,

Tucson, AZ, Feb. 22,2002. Nancy
came to Wooster from Coraopolis,
PA. At the College she majored in
psychology, played on the all-star
women’
s basketball team, worked on
the Index, and belonged to Trumps
and the Psychology Club. Nancy
earned a master’
s at the U of
Pittsburgh and married Harry R.
Hueston in 1948. They lived in
Glenshaw, PA, where Nancy was a
substitute teacher and volunteer
tutor in inner-city schools. She later
worked in retailing and retired as a
psychiatric social worker.
Nancy belonged to the D.A.R.
and taught Sunday school and
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75,
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served as an elder at Glenshaw
Presbyterian Church. After moving
to Arizona in 1992, she tutored ele
mentary school students. She
belonged to Sunrise Chapel in
Tucson. Nancy’
s husband, three
sons, six grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren survive.
’
45 George J. Murray, Mans
field, Ohio, Jan. 21,2001. A member
of Sixth Section and a varsity foot
ball player at Wooster, he served in
the Marine Corps during WWII and
again during the Korean War.
George graduated from the Western
Reserve U School of Law in 1950
and practiced law in Mansfield. He
was president of the board of educa
tion in the late 1950s and served as
an associate municipal court judge
from 1981-87.
Survivors include his wife,
Marilyn, whom he married in 1943;
three sons, including David K. x’
67;
and two daughters.
x’
44 Roberta F. Steele Kley, Elk
Rapids, MI, May 12,2002. Roberta
was born in New York City and grew
up in Elmhurst, NJ. She met her
future husband, Albert Kley ’
48, at
Wooster before returning to New
York to complete a degree at St.
Luke’
s Hospital School for Nurses.
The couple later divorced.
Roberta returned to Wooster and
worked as a nurse with Dr. Viola
Startzman ’
35 at the College Student
Health Center. She began work parttime in 1966 and went to full-time
two years later, retiring in 1991.
A founder and volunteer at
Wayne County Hospice, Roberta
also belonged to Westminster Pres
byterian Church, where she taught
Sunday school, and presided over
the Junior Woman’
s League. Her son
survives. A sister, Elaine Steele
Kieffer ’
37, died on July 30,2002.
Another sister, Lois x’
36, and a
daughter died previously. The family
requests donations to the Helen Kley
Memorial Scholarship Fund at The
College of Wooster.
’
43 Clarice Miraldi Larimore,
Lorain, Ohio, Dec. 16,2001. A

Lorain native, Clarice majored in
English, played violin in the Wooster
Symphony, acted in dramatic pro
ductions, and sang in the Women’
s
Chorus at Wooster. She earned a
master’
s in dramatic arts from
Western Reserve U in 1950 and mar
ried Keith Larimore in 1953.
Clarice taught high school and
owned an antique shop. She was
very involved in Lorain Community
Theater and belonged to AAUW and
Zonta Service Club. Keith died pre
viously. Two daughters, including
Kimberly Larimore Marrone ’
81, a
brother, Floro ’
52, and a sister,
Adelia Miraldi Harsar ’
50, survive.
’
43 Dorothy “
Dot”Ann
Pearson Turner, Marion, Ohio,
June 10,2000. Born in Los Angeles,
Dot came to Wooster from Mans
field, Ohio. She belonged to the
Classical Club and majored in
English and Latin. In 1944 Dot mar
ried Chester Turner x’
45, an officer
in the U.S. Air Force. The family
lived in many U.S. locations.
Dot taught school in Athens,
Ohio, and San Antonio, TX, before
Chet retired. They moved to
Marion, where Dot taught until she
retired in 1978. She then worked for
a few years at the public library. She
served as deacon at Forest Lawn
Presbyterian Church and volun
teered with a literacy program.
Chet died previously. A son,
Andrew x’
68, daughter, and five
grandchildren survive.
’
42 Robert S. Cope, Newberry,
SC, Apr. 28,2002. Former College of
Wooster registrar (1959-66) and
director of admissions (1959-67),
Bob also served as president of
Pikeville College in Kentucky (196974) and vice president of both
Newberry College in South Carolina
(1974-83) and Thiel College in
Pennsylvania (1954-59).
Born in Wellsville, Ohio, at
Wooster he played varsity basketball,
belonged to the Congressional Club,
presided over Fifth Section, and
served as class treasurer during his
senior year. He married Barbara
Crothers ’
42 in 1945. Bob earned an
M.A. and Ph.D. in history from

Ohio State U and began his career
teaching history at Thiel and Penn
State U.
While working in admissions at
Wooster, he widened the College’
s
recruiting process to include stu
dents from East Coast prep schools.
At Pikeville he introduced innova
tive programs such as one in mining
technology. Bob not only excelled in
administration but also forged close
bonds as a professor. After leaving
Newberry College, he taught gradu
ate courses in education at the U of
South Carolina until 1997.
Bob published several articles
and a book on slavery in Virginia.
He studied at Harvard and the U of
Michigan as well as the Spanish
National Library and the University
of Madrid in Spain. Bob also worked
with educators in the Philippines in
1988. A WWII Navy veteran, he
belonged to Rotary International
and was named a Paul Harris Fellow
in 2001. Bob presided over the local
historical society and was a member,
former elder, and teacher at Aveleigh
Presbyterian Church in Newberry.
An active Wooster alumnus, Bob
co-chaired the Class of 1942 50th
anniversary fund. Surviving are his
wife; two sons, William R. 70 and
Stephen C.; three daughters, Sandra
Cope Stieglitz ’
71, Ellen Cope Kneut
x’
74, and Barbara Cope Wiechmann;
six grandchildren, and a brother.
’
41 Marjorie Kemp Macone,
Falls Church, VA, May 11,2002, after
a long and valiant fight against mul
tiple myeloma. She majored in
English and history at the College
where she belonged to the Pembroke
Literary Society. In the early 1960s,
Marjorie completed the course
requirements for an M.A. in art his
tory at George Washington U. After
her first husband, John Czyzak, died
in 1964, she worked as assistant to
the deputy director of the National
Gallery of Art. She married Antonio
J. Macone in 1965.
Marjorie’
s love of literature and
culture led her to develop the book
club of the Lake Barcroft Women’
s
Club. She served as its chair for 28
years. Her husband, two daughters,

x’
40 Ray E. Plunkett, Lancaster,
CA, May 21,2002. Born in Tennes
see, Ray came to Wooster from
Pennsylvania. He belonged to Fifth
Section and the Stratford Literary
Society. He later attended technical
school. Ray married Elizabeth
“
Betty”Wimp in 1949 and worked
as a mechanical engineer in aviation,
retiring from Rockwell Interna
tional. Pursuing genealogy as a
hobby, he volunteered with the Boy
Scouts and the literary council. Betty
died in 1991. Surviving are his sec
ond wife, Kathryn, whom he mar
ried in 1993, a son, and a daughter.
’
40 William P. Simmonds,
Queensbury, NY, Mar. 6,2002. Born
in Troy, NY, Bill grew up in Glens
Falls, NY, and NYC. A chemistry and
biology major at Wooster, he joined
Seventh Section and played fresh
man and varsity basketball. He also
wrote a music column for The Voice
and edited the sports section.
Bill earned an M.D. at Cornell U
and entered private practice in NYC
before returning to Glens Falls in
1950. He practiced there for 38
years. Bill introduced cancer patients
in that area to chemotherapy. He
was a speaker for the American
Cancer Society for 26 years, chaired
the oncology department and
department of medicine at Glens
Falls Hospital, developed its cancer
care program, and opened an ambu
latory chemotherapy unit. The hos
pital named its oncology unit in his
honor.
Bill also founded and supported
the local senior citizens group and
was an elder at First Presbyterian
Church. Surviving are his wife,
Josephine Thompson Simmonds
’
40, whom he married in 1941;
daughter Jean Simmonds William
son ’
68; three sons, including Robert
T. ’
73; and nine grandchildren.
’
39 Ruth Lawther Bower, Palm
Beach Gardens, FL, April 28, 2002. A
native of Bellaire, Ohio, Ruth
majored in mathematics, speech,
and political science at Wooster. She
married Bruce Bower in 1941 and
earned a master’
s (1944) and an
Ed.D. (1964) at Florida Atlantic U.
Ruth taught math in Palm Beach
County Schools for 24 years, chairWooster

c l a s s notes

Family Loss
As this issue was going to press, the
College lost a former long-time admissions
director and friend. Byron E. Morris '55
died on October 21, 2002. A tribute will
appear in the winter issue of the magazine.

ing the math department and serv
ing as summer school principal. She
also taught at Florida Atlantic U and
Palm Beach Atlantic College.
A consultant on mathematical
games, Ruth co-authored Indivi
dualizing Mathematics (Addison
Wesley, 1970) and won several
awards for teaching and administra
tion. She was a trustee of Admiralty
Bank. Her husband died previously.
A son, two grandchildren, and a
great-grandson survive.
’
39 G. Arthur Hunt, Carlisle,
PA, June 21,2001. Born in Youngs
town, Ohio, Art majored in econom
ics, belonged to Third Section, and
sang in the Men’
s Glee Club at
Wooster. He married Ruth Kelly ’
39
in 1939. She died in 1983. Art
worked in personnel and sales for
companies in West Virginia and
Pennsylvania. He retired from Daily
Express Co. in 1981 but worked
Part-time as a sales consultant.
Art served as a trustee and elder
at First Presbyterian Church in
Carlisle, volunteered with the county
Probation department, and was on
the board of Meals-on-Wheels.
Surviving are his second wife, Eloise
W. Hunt, two sons, a stepson, a step
daughter, a grandson, three stepgrandchildren, three step-greatgrandchildren, and a sister. Three
brothers, including Robert ’
35, died
Previously.
x’
39 Margaret Eley Browning
Moore, Hilliard, Ohio, Mar. 29,
2002. Margaret was born in Knox
County, Ohio, and attended Wooster
for two years. She belonged to the
Hilliard United Methodist Church
and the Northwest Franklin County
Historical Society and volunteered
a teacher’
s aide. Her son and her
'rst and second husband, Robert F.
rowning and Samuel M. Moore,
ied previously. A brother, a stepaughter, and a stepson survive.
38 Dorothy Donaldson
Copple, Nashville, TN, May 23,
02. A native of western Pennsyl
vania, Dorothy lived in Hoover
ottage at Wooster and majored in
lsfory. She taught high school in
-anonsburg, PA, before volunteering
lhe American Red Cross during
WII. She married George Ellis
f,°PPfo *n 1945. Three years later,
e family moved to Nashville.

Pall 200?

Dorothy served as deacon, elder, and
president of the Women of the
Church at Trinity Presbyterian
Church. She was active for decades
in Church Women United, serving
as its state president in the 1980s.
Dorothy helped begin the legisla
tive action program of CWU and
often testified before the state legis
lature. During the 1970s she started
a fundraising campaign for Nash
ville’
s first domestic violence shelter.
Dorothy also initiated sessions to
encourage, entertain, and provide
Bible study for women prison in
mates and child care for homeless
children. She was honored with the
state CWU’
s Valiant Woman Award
among other accolades.
A son, three daughters, and four
grandchildren survive. George died
previously.
x’
37 Margaret “Fig”Newton
Douglass, Eugene, OR, Mar. 31,
2002. Margaret married Elmer Van
Arnam in 1945; he died in 1957. In
1960 she married William Douglass.
She taught art and English in the
Portland schools and then worked as
an illustrator for 19 years at the U of
Washington Nuclear Physics Lab.
She retired in 1977. A son, three
stepchildren, and several grandchil
dren and great-grandchildren sur
vive. Her husband died previously.
’
37, H’
60, Hugh Gunn, Poland,
Ohio, June 8,2002. Born in Scot
land, he came to Cleveland in 1930.
Hugh majored in philosophy at
Wooster, earned a Th.B. at Princeton
Theological Seminary in 1940, and
was ordained as a Presbyterian pas
tor. He pursued graduate study at
Western Reserve U and Christian
Theological Seminary in Indiana
polis.
Hugh served churches in
Lyndhurst, Poland, and Waterville,
Ohio, and in Indianapolis before
retiring in 1982. He then returned to
Poland and served several interim
pastorates. He was a former modera
tor of both Mahoning Valley Presby
tery and the Synod of Ohio in addi
tion to other professional contribu
tions. He served on the volunteer
fire department in Poland. Hugh
married Willah Jean Rice in 1941;
she died in 1990. Surviving are his
second wife, Charlotte Cunningham
Gunn, a daughter, three stepdaugh
ters, two sons, including Malcolm K.

’
73,14 grandchildren, and three
great-grandchildren.
x’
37 James F. Orr Jr., Falmouth,
ME, Dec. 20,2001. James was
involved in Sixth Section at Wooster
and also attended Ohio State U. He
married Ruth Daugherty in 1939.
Two sons, including Charles W. ’
68,
survive.
’
33 Ethel Griffith Houck,
Naples, FL, Feb. 19,2002. Ethel was a
speech major at the College and was
active in sports and music. She
played basketball and volleyball on
the women’
s intramural teams and
sang in the Westminster Choir and
the Women’
s Glee Club. Ethel mar
ried Kenneth L. Houck in 1941, and
they settled in Bethlehem, PA.
Ethel continued her musical
interests throughout her life, singing
with the Bach Choir of Bethlehem
and the First Presbyterian Church
choir. The Houcks traveled widely in
the U.S. and Europe. Kenneth died
in 1982. After spending some win
ters in Florida, Ethel moved there.
She is survived by two sons and a
granddaughter.
’
32 Helen McQuate Emery,
Pittsburgh, PA, April 13,2002. Born
in Gibsonburg, Ohio, she sang in the
Glee Club and choir at Wooster
where she majored in English. She
earned a B.S. in library science from
the Carnegie Institute of Technology
in 1937 and married Stephen Emery
the next year. The family lived for
many years in Ben Avon, PA.
Helen did library work and
taught school as a substitute in addi
tion to volunteering. She and
Stephen attended Wooster’
s Alumni
College for a few summers in the
1980s. Survivors include her hus
band, a son, three daughters, six
grandchildren, and a sister.
x’
24 Dorothy E. Renick,
Columbus, Ohio, Apr. 15,2002.
Dorothy attended Wooster for a year
before transferring to the Carnegie
Institute of Technology where she
earned a B.S. She retired in 1966 as
executive assistant to the board of
directors of the Ohio Chamber of
Commerce. Dorothy enjoyed travel
ing and entertaining friends and
family. She belonged to the D.A.R.
and Trinity United Methodist
Church. A brother and several nieces

and nephews survive. A sister, broth
er, and a nephew died previously.

STAFF
Robert Cope ’
42, former direc
tor of admissions, see page 54.
Roberta Steele Kley x’
44, for
mer health center nurse, see page 54.
Carolee Taipale, coordinator of
off-campus international programs
at Wooster and an adjunct member
of the faculty, passed away on June
23,2002, after a long illness.
Taipale began her association
with the College in 1985 as a parttime instructor of French. In 1987
she was named coordinator of offcampus programs. She is credited
with increasing Wooster student
interest in studying abroad.
“
Carolee was highly regarded by
professionals in international higher
education,”said Barbara Hetrick
(sociology), former vice president
for academic affairs.
“
Students, faculty, and staff were
saddened by her illness and are dev
astated by her death. We mourn her
loss, but her legacy will continue
through the International Programs
Office that she worked so many
years to establish.”
Before coming to Wooster,
Taipale was a lecturer in French at
the University of Akron, where she
earned a B.A. and M.A in French.
She also spent one year at the Insti
tute of European Studies in Nantes,
France, and did post-graduate work
in comparative education at Kent
State University.
We have learned of the following
deaths but have no further informa
tion.
x’87 Ross Allen Jeynes, Mar. 4,2001
x’53 Marion Zahner McKovsky, Apr.
24,2002
’52 Kenneth Michalske, Sept. 22,1992
x’43 Joanne Judy Peck, Mar. 15,2001
x’42 Chalmers Mattern, Feb. 9,2000
x’35 Robert Berry, June 26,1989
’34 Esther M aurer Dalton, Feb. 20,
2002
x’34 Donald M Hilliker. Apr 14,2000
x’33 Nelle Purdy Fray, Dec. 31,2000
x’32 Mary Pontius Wilder, Dec. 29,
1997
x’29 George E. Hoffer, June 1,2002
x’25 Eleanor Steel Howell, May 15,
1990
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HISTORY

David Ward ’
82 (right) joined
by other student members o f
the Westminster Peacemakers,
speaks at an April 5, 1982,
Wooster City Council meeting
during which a nuclear freeze
resolution was unanimously
approved. Inset: John Warner
(mathematics), a city council
man, co-sponsored the
resolution.
W o o s t e r V o ic e photos,
courtesy Special Collections,
The College of W ooster Libraries

Town, gown stood up to nuclear threat

W

ith the threat o f Russian nuclear weapons
pointed toward America in the early 1980s,
the City o f Wooster began to analyze the
impact that nuclear power struggles could have on a
community this size. The city council, several influ
ential faculty members, and hordes o f students
absented themselves from typical problems such as
broken traffic lights and early bar closings to join
cities nationwide in support o f a freeze in the nuclear
arms race.
By April 1982, more than three thousand
Wooster students and community members had
signed a petition which called for the United States
and Russia to halt the testing, production, and
deployment o f nuclear weapons. Wooster City
Council unanimously endorsed the freeze as essen
tial. John Warner, a professor o f education and math
ematics (1973-84) and a vocal member o f the coun
cil, co-sponsored the freeze resolution.
“
What does a small community council have to
say about international diplomacy? It is important
that a council like ours express its opinion and let
Washington know o f our feelings. This resolution is
trying to say that we need to get our priorities
straight in this country,”Warner said at the council
meeting.
The Westminster Peacemakers — a group o f stu
dents and staff associated with Westminster Presby

terian Church, Wooster’
s congregation in residence —
attended a Statehouse survival rally in Columbus to
protest the arms buildup. They also sponsored a
teach-in on nuclear disarmament and the arms freeze
to educate the College community about the dangers
and threats of the nuclear arms race. The May 1,1982,
teach-in was held in conjunction with Parents
Weekend.
Gary Thompson, director o f catering and confer
ences at the College in the 1980s and now director of
human resources, is a long-time city council member.
“
I do not think we should be addressing (the nuclear
freeze petition) as representatives o f the City of
Wooster,”Thompson told reporters during discussion
o f the resolution. “
I would rather see a measure urging
the people o f Wooster to express their views to their
United States representatives.”
David Ward ’
82, an active Peacemaker, also ques
tioned how much influence a grassroots movement
could create , but he was determined to try.
“
There was a lot o f community involvement,”
remembers Ward. “
We worked with several churches
in town and women like Ruth Shields, Kay Smith
Culp ’
42, and Edna Kienzle Comin ’
25 (all associated
with the College and Westminster). They brought
their friends and family to all the events. I can’
t
imagine a better example o f the community and
College coming together.” — Marie Christiansen ’
01
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The student experien ce is
enhanced every year by g ifts
to The W ooster Fund.
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Don’
t m iss the opportunity to
help students at Wooster, and
to b e ack n ow ledged in the
2002-2003 D onor Report.
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Taking a stand:

Margaret Loehlin Shafer ’
60 and Fifth Avenue Presbyterian Church
have been fighting New York City officials for a year in court. Their case, with wide-ranging
implications, argues that the church has a right to let homeless people sleep on its steps. Page 20,

